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Abstract
This thesis aims at advancing the state-of-the-art related to eﬃcient, safe and robust
design and execution of Embedded Real-Time Systems by bridging previous published
work on code analysis with a simple reactive Model of Computation (MoC). The work
builds on the previous licentiate thesis by the author ”Embedded real-time software using
TinyTimber: reactive objects in C”, where the C language is used to design reactive embedded systems by adopting the Timber concurrency model complemented by a simple
reactive scheduler ”tinyTimber”. The proposed method in the previous work is shown
to be useful for the design of embedded systems. However to enable safe, robust and
eﬃcient design/execution of these systems more support from the software development
tools are needed than is possible to realize from writing the software in C. In this thesis,
a development of the system model deﬁned in the licentiate thesis is outlined that enables, directly from the system model, eﬃcient code generation and benchmarking, that
together with the proposed analysis methods enables design time veriﬁcation of timing
and memory constraints. In general, a plethora of analysis methods have been developed
for checking timing and memory constraints, however there is a lack of tools applicable to
mainstream embedded programming. Moreover, in many cases the connection between
theoretic work and the practical design and implementation of embedded systems is lacking. In this thesis, the work is focusing on bridging this gap by demonstrating how this
system model and its MoC can be used to generate the required input to the analysis
steps needed to guarantee the safety and timing properties of the generated executable.
A method is also developed to perform precise stack memory analysis by utilizing timing
and critical section information to reduce over-approximation. The work described in
this thesis is also utilizable for execution and code-generation from other computational
models, mappings from tinyOS and IEC61499 are shown in the accompanied papers.
The simple and comprehensive MoC makes code-generation from such systems straightforward and thus gives the beneﬁts of the proposed method to these systems, and in
the case of IEC61499 enables execution on a new set of devices (embedded bare-metal
targets). In conclusion, the work described in this thesis enables the implementation of
a tool-chain that is based on the proposed MoC, this tool-chain enables analysis with
respect to timing requirements, memory constraints and common programming errors.
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Chapter 1
Thesis Introduction

The work summarized in this thesis is the main result of my research studies at Luleå
University of Technology. In this section I will give a background to the work, and
discuss about my overall contributions. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of how to
the appended papers relates to the aim of this work, and list my personal contributions
in each individual paper. This work is based upon my work performed for the licentiate
degree [1].
The foundation of this work came during my Master Thesis work, where I developed
a distributed control system for the LTU Formula SAE Race-Car, which consisted of several embedded MCU’s (Atmel 8Bit AVR and 32bit ARM). This system implemented all
the functionality of the car, including: Engine Management, Gearbox control, Traction
Control, Power Management and Wireless Communication, where the only third party
device where an Ethernet-WIFI adapter. The performance requirements for this system
is relatively high - especially for scheduling of the engine management events (an angular
resolution of about 1deg at maximum RPM (15000) translates to a timing requirement
of about 10us). To implement this system, I used several AVR micro-controllers programmed reactively using interrupt handlers, hardware time-stamping of interrupts and
real-time queuing (no OS/third party code), and an ARM7 micro-controller running
a threaded embedded kernel (freeRTOS) and a custom TCP/IP stack using a Wiznet
TCP/IP coprocessor. The project as a whole received several awards during the Formula
Student competitions in Bruntingthorpe(2005-2006)/Silverstone(2007) , including ”IEEE
Most innovative use of Electronics”. And parts of this system (engine control) was later
re-used for the LTU Eco Marathon car, also with excellent results (The LTU ”Baldos” car
won the Shell ECO Marathon competition in 2008). The main challenges in the master
thesis work on device level was identiﬁed as coding the high-performance code required to
perform the event scheduling, without creating race conditions or excessive concurrency
limitations due to blocking to avoid race conditions. The ”standard” implementation
technique of using a threaded kernel (such as freeRTOS [2]]) typically introduces context
switches for event handling and the timing overhead per event is about an order of magnitude larger than the required 10us timing requirement (Paper G in [1]). The threaded
3
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OS on the ARM micro-controller was utilized to handle Ethernet communication and
calculations with longer dead-lines (such as mass/ﬂow/fuel/Ignition ESP calculations),
The calculations were in principle implemented using a TTA (time triggered architecture, even though it was not identiﬁed as such at the time) and the communication stack
is event driven (CAN bus for internal communication and Ethernet for external). The
challenges identiﬁed for this subsystem where setting priorities (task and interrupt) and
analyzing/testing the system to meet the deadlines for reacting to events, typically from
receiving new sensor data from the CAN bus and responding with new control outputs,
while considering potential interference from other threads and context switching overhead. On a system level, reasoning on end-to-end response times was crucial, and to
ensure that all end-nodes responded with new sensor data in time for each TTA epoch.
During this work is was identiﬁed that a reactive design methodology for design
of such systems would be beneﬁcial, that enables reasoning on round-trip timing (also
for distributed systems) and that doesn’t impose a signiﬁcant overhead compared to a
eﬃcient raw C-code implementation.
All the design choices taken in this thesis are taken with the outset of being useful
to the practical implementation and veriﬁcation of lightweight embedded systems, and
is based on the experience gained initially in this master thesis work. In the last couple
of years I have worked with designing embedded system in a industrial setting and this
experience has also been helpful and has inﬂuenced the later parts of the work.
During my initial studies (for the licentiate degree) I explored the use of tinyTimber
to implement these types of systems. It gives some beneﬁts, mainly enables reasoning
on timing and oﬀers an intuitive programming interface. However, since it is a real-time
kernel with a C-macro API, it is relatively easy to create hard-to ﬁnd programming errors.
However if the programmer follows the proposed design pattern the system will be free
from data-races. Also static (oﬀ-line) reasoning of program ﬂow, end-to-end timing and
memory usage is hard since the program ﬂow is not easily parsed from the code. However,
the main drawback is the implementation method used, where several run-time stacks
is used to enable concurrency, this approach implies using context switches. For a realtime embedded system context switches results in signiﬁcant overhead, and thus forces
the programmer to code the timing critical parts of the system without support from
the real time system. Also, the multiple threads approach requires space for multiple
execution stacks (one per thread) - the memory requirement for this is not insigniﬁcant
(Paper F&G in [1]).
Another track lead by Johan Norlander at the embedded system group at LTU was
the creation of a functional language, Timber, [3] that I was partially involved in. For example, I implemented the ARM7 port/RTS for Timber and designed a few demonstrator
systems. Timber shares its execution model with tinyTimber, and the implementation
of this used context switches and thus gives the same drawbacks. Moreover, the code
generation resulted in heavy use of dynamic memory allocation, which typically implies
expensive (w.r.t. memory/CPU) garbage collection and a lot of indirection/boxing[4]
that rendered the generated code infeasible to use for practical systems. Many of these
problems could be mitigated by more eﬃcient code-generation (the compiler didn’t im-
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plement much in the way of optimization). The implication on the high abstraction level
oﬀered by the Timber language is also a potential problem, since seemingly trivial changes
can create big changes in the generated code and thus the execution time and memory
requirements. An advantage of the approach used in Timber is that the behaviour of the
whole program is (potentially) known at compile time and it is thus possible to reason
about behaviour and potentially perform static analysis with respect to memory and
execution time, however this was never attempted. The analysis approaches outlined in
this thesis could potentially apply to some systems expressed in Timber (i.e., systems
where the compiler has been able to eliminate all dynamic memory allocation). Another
signiﬁcant problem with a functional approach to embedded design is the unfamiliarity
of the required coding style, this will present a major inconvenience for the majority of
embedded developers used to C programming.
At this point it became clear that it would greatly ease the implementation and testing/debugging eﬀort if a system/tool is oﬀered to the embedded developer that provides:
• A simple intuitive execution model with easily predictable run-time behaviour.
• No, or very limited runtime overhead compared to a bare-metal C implementation.
• A programming model with familiar notation for a typical embedded programmer,
that is used to embedded programming in C (as myself).
With these parts in place a embedded developer can develop embedded systems with
similar performance as a hand optimized bare-metal C implementation, even for systems
with microsecond timing requirements. The methods outlined in this thesis solves the ﬁrst
two requirements, however the programming model is not ﬁnalized but a few prototype
languages are presented.
Even though the resource requirements (CPU/memory) are low with the proposed
system design methodology it is still up to the programmer to ensure that the available
memory resources are not exhausted (the system is static, however a (dynamic) run-time
stack is still required), and that all timing requirements are met. This is not an easy task
in general for systems with a lot of potentially overlapping events. During my work, I
have investigated methods to automatically ensure these properties, these methods are
in general based on standard theories, with some extensions to ﬁt to the proposed MoC.
These methods are summarized below:
• Stack Memory Analysis.
• Automatic Response Time Analysis.
• Automatic Control Flow Analysis
The ﬁrst two methods are given in the appended published work. However these methods
are dependent on the program control ﬂow, I have co-supervised a master-thesis on this
topic [5] and this is the topic of promising ongoing work utilising symbolic execution
to automatically derive the control ﬂow. A preprint of this work is included in this
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thesis (Chapter 5.1.1). These methods can be integrated in the proposed tool-chain,
by using the methodology published in this thesis - as demonstrated by the REKO
tool-chain. Moreover typical programming errors such as array out of bounds, pointer
errors and non-termination are a common problem in low-level programming, using the
methodology outlined in (Chapter 5.1.1) these type of errors can be eliminated for free.
As described initially in this chapter, it would be beneﬁcial to extend these analyses
to support distributed systems, the feasibility of this approach is shown in this work,
where a distributed system that is implemented using the proposed MoC is analyzed
while taking network overhead (switched ethernet) into account.
I have investigated utilizing the IEC 61499 functional blocks model[6] for bare metal
embedded programming. Typically, 61499 systems are implemented by utilizing an embedded real-time operating system (typically rt-Linux/VXworks/eCos or similar) that
interprets a system descriptor ﬁle that is uploaded to the target at deployment time.
This approach is usually ﬁne for the implementation of control systems for controlling
mechanical processes, where ms timing resolution is suﬃcient and where the target platform is implemented using an application processor suitable for a real-time operating
system, typically running at about 500Mhz, and with >100Mbytes of memory (Representing 10x the clock speed and 100x the memory). However, for implementing embedded
controllers where tighter timing requirements are required and where the available resources are signiﬁcantly lower (KB vs. MB of memory) this approach is not feasible.
A similar mapping is also presented for the tinyOS model to the proposed MoC. These
mappings (tinyOS and 61499) shows the versatility of the proposed MoC for development of embedded systems. Since despite its apparent simplicity, it is shown that the
runtime-behaviour of the much more complex tinyOS and 61499 execution models can be
implemented in the much simpler RTFM MoC (chapter 3). (The exception is dynamic
systems that is not supported.)
Some related system models, industrial Tool-Suites and standards are discussed in
the thesis in section 2. In my opinion neither of these oﬀers a suitable abstraction for the
development of robust embedded real-time software for light weight targets. In general
the approaches taken primarily aims at oﬀering the developer a feature rich programming environment, without considering the implications for later program analysis. Thus
forcing any program analysis to make gross estimations and requiring extensive manual
annotations. And also the run-time system required to execute the system becomes complex and imposes signiﬁcant overhead (Assuming an embedded target with relatively few
operations per task). This approach then typically forces the programmer to mitigate
the overhead whenever tight timing requirements are necessary, by deviating from the
built-in programming model and implement the timing critical parts of the system using
direct interrupt programming and manual insertion of critical sections, this mitigation
then further complicates any analysis and is in general error-prone.
In section 5 the overall results of the methods presented are concluded and set directions for the ongoing and planned future work are presented.

Chapter 2
Related Work
In the realm of component based design of embedded systems a plethora of systems /
models / model of computations (MoC) have been developed / proposed. In this section
an overview of the ﬁeld is given.

2.1
2.1.1

Related system models applicable to Embedded
System
The Rubus Component Model

The Rubus Component model (RCM) targets development of embedded systems. The
RCM shares many features with ProCom and is covered in detail in [7]. [8] contains an
in-depth comparison of RCM to CRO and the related CRC (Concurrent reactive components) model. One important feature of the RCM is the support of multiple Execution
Models [EM], where typically hard real-time parts of the system is executed on a time
triggered EM (Refereed as Red tasks), the non time critical parts are typically executed
using an event driven EM (Blue tasks) and a hardware interrupt execution model (Green
tasks) that are executed pre-emptively on the currently active ”Red”/”Blue” tasks stack.
Thus the response-time/stack memory analysis of the Blue/Red tasks must take the interrupt execution in account by providing suﬃcient slack[9].
The implications of the locking primitives required for sharing data with interrupt
handlers is not entirely clear by reading the public documentation/published papers,
thus a direct comparison with the CRO model is hard since this is a key feature of the
CRO model - where all the system tasks, including interrupt handlers is treated in a
homogeneous fashion. Also, the RCM oﬀers a more complex Execution model (a mix of
time-triggering/events and interrupts) compared to the CRO model that consists of only
synchronous or asynchronous tasks (with optional time delayed execution) that executes
on a shared stack using SRP and a uniﬁed scheduler.
7
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2.1.2

Related Work

TinyOS

In the area of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), TinyOS[10] (TOS) has gained wide
spread use, mainly because it oﬀers a simple programming model and it ships with a
large set of software libraries (e.g., protocol stacks needed to implement SOA enabled
devices) and is available for a large number of lightweight target platforms. However, TOS
has yet to make its way into industrial applications where real-time operation is required
(which is typical to monitoring and control systems). As being designed primarily with
simplicity in mind, the TOS execution model for tasks is non-preemptive, limiting system
responsiveness and schedulability. Paper I gives a in-depth comparison of the TOS model.

2.1.3

freeRTOS

Is a popular RTOS for embedded programming, holding a 17% market share in 2014 according to an article in EETimes [11]. It oﬀers a eﬃcient simpistic thread based scheduler,
and is supported on wide range of microcontroller platforms[2]. Also comes pre-packaged
with network support for many platforms, and in some cases comes delivered with the
manufacturer supplied IDE (Such as NXP LPCOpen libraries)[12] thus simplifying integration signiﬁcantly. The free version ships with a modiﬁed GPL, that restrict the
user from creating a new RTOS based on freeRTOS, doesn’t force the user to disclose
the source of their end products (Except for modiﬁcation to freeRTOS) and also, as of
2008 restricts the user by forbidding comparison to other RTOSes (!). In paper F a old
version is compared to the CRO/RTFM approach, the comparison is not targeted at
freeRTOS speciﬁcally, instead freeRTOS is selected to demonstrate a typical threaded
RTOS behaviour.

2.1.4

Contiki

Is a lightweight OS developed by Adam Dunkels[13]. Originally designed to enable
TCP/IP networking to lightweight sensor nodes. It supports lightweight multitasking
by introducing the concept of protothreads. However hard real-time systems are not a
target since traditional preemption or priority-scheduling is not supported. Contiki oﬀers
a rich set of supported platforms and network stacks, speciﬁcally related to IoT / sensor
networks.

2.1.5

RIOT

Oﬀers a partially POSIX compliant lightweight threaded OS, targeted at typical IoT
devices[14, 15]. RIOT oﬀers compatibility for a rich set micro-controller platforms, communication standards, transceivers and sensors. And can thus signiﬁcantly lower the
required eﬀort to implement IoT platforms using RIOT. Compared to other POSIX /
”POSIX like” systems RIOT oﬀers signiﬁcantly lower overhead, similar to a freeRTOS
(section 2.1.3) system. RIOT and freeRTOS shares many of the same beneﬁts/problems.

2.1. Related system models applicable to Embedded System

2.1.6
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ProCom

Deﬁnes a component model tailored for the development of Real-Time Embedded systems [16] [17]. It deﬁnes two layers, ProSys and ProSave. ProSys deﬁnes the top layer,
where a system is collection of concurrently executing communicating subsystems that
communicates by asynchronous messages that is send/received at output/input typed
message ports. ProSave is the lower layer, consisting of passive units with separated
data and control ports. Data Ports and grouped with a single control port, and Data
I/O are accessed atomically at the triggering of its corresponding control port. The
ProSave model is similar to the IEC61499 model (section 2.2.2), One important difference is that each data port has only one corresponding control port. For IEC61499
that supports sharing of data between control ports this opens possibilities for ambiguous/nondeterministic execution (covered in Paper H and [18]). The ProSave model also
includes a clear formalism of a FSM for describing the internal operation of each passive
unit, this is also very like the ECC’s deﬁned in IEC61499. With the exception that the
IEC61499 ECC execution semantics is rather non-formal and includes a lot of (seemingly
intentional) implementation dependent ambiguities. Both ProSave and ProSys supports
hierarchical components.

2.1.7

REKO

Is a prototype tool/integrated environment that features the Concurrent Reactive Objects (CRO) execution semantics described in this thesis, and that features an abstraction
of these CRO models into Concurrent Reactive Components (CRC) [8]. Paper J and [19]
gives an in-depth overview of this tool. The tool aims at oﬀering the user a development
environment that supports speciﬁcation of functionality, timing constraints, code generation, code deployment, scheduling analysis (by utilizing the methods described in this
thesis and benchmarking of the produced binary on the target platform). The developer
expresses the functionality of each method in C and speciﬁes the connections between
objects using a graphical notation. No checking is done to verify that the method C
code adheres to the execution semantics of CRO, however the tools deﬁnes a local name
scope for each method that helps to ensure state encapsulation. Moreover, the generated
code uses a CRO scheduler together with SRP-DM scheduling (papers A and D) and
calculates the required pre-emption levels by tracing the call tree for each event, these
can be external event (interrupt) or internal (Asynchronous event, possibly with delayed
execution).

2.1.8

RUST

Is an emerging language currently sponsored by Mozilla. Its goal is ”To design and implement a safe, concurrent, practical systems language.” [20]. It focuses on safety and
performance. According to the documentation rust guarantees memory safety, features
zero cost-abstractions, enables safe usage of threads and has virtually no run-time. These
claims are valid when generating code to be run on a PC operating system, where the
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Related Work

RUST threading API typically wraps the POSIX threading API in a safe manner, and
where the rust memory model ensures state integrity. However, the applicability for
programming of embedded ”bare-Metal” embedded systems using rust is limited - since
RUST oﬀers a traditional threaded approach to concurrency, and oﬀers no abstraction
of interrupt handlers. Thus, forcing the programmer to manually ensure state integrity
when sharing memory using interrupt handles, or resort to a traditional threaded approach where the interrupt handler unlocks a waiting user thread for each incoming
event. As shown in paper F and discussed in 3.1 this type of abstraction results in an
overhead of about an order of magnitude compared to CRO or a raw C implementation.
(The paper compares RTFM / CRO) with freeRTOS, however the rust approach will
result in a similar execution pattern, i.e. at return from the interrupt handler a context
switch needs to performed after some queue operations.

2.2

Industry Standards

In this section an overview of related industry standards related to embedded system
programming is given. These industry standard in general does not target resource
constrained embedded systems, with the exception of MISRA and OSEK/VDX.

2.2.1

IEC 61131

Is a standard[21] that has faced wide industry adoption for the programming of industrial
PLC’s. The standard deﬁnes 5 diﬀerent languages, including:
• Ladder logic ”LAD/LD”, where the functionality is expressed schematically - similar to wiring the control logic using relays.
• Functional block diagram ”FUP/FBD” where the functionality is expressed graphically, similar to an electrical circuit. These functional blocks can be hierarchical.
Similar to electrical circuits FBD connections represents a distinct value, it is thus
not possible to represent events using FBD.
• Structured Control Language SCL ”ST” is a textual programming language, similar
in syntax with pascal.
A control system is typically implemented using several of these languages, for example
the top-level design might be graphical using FBD and the ST language is used to deﬁne
sub component behavior. In general, the execution of systems developed using IEC 61131
is scan based, thus all code is executed on each scan cycle (each scan cycle is typically
one to several ms) IEC 61131 is implemented by the major PLC vendor’s development
tools e.g. Siemens STEP 7[22] , Rockwell[23] and Beckhoﬀ TwinCAT[24]. There also
exist some hardware independent tools for 61131 based development. One example is
CODESYS ”Codesys Development System” [25].

2.2. Industry Standards

2.2.2
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IEC 61499

Is an international standard deﬁned in [6], it builds on the IEC61131 standard. The
standard speciﬁes a generic model that features a holistic view of distributed control
systems, where both overall functionality and distribution can be expressed in the model.
Compared to IEC61131 it also aims at improving portability, interoperability, increased
re-usability and distribution. The 61499 standard deﬁnes a method of development using
functional blocks syntactically similar to 61131 FBD diagrams, however in 61499 event
and data connections is separated. These concepts are further elaborated in [26, 27].
The 61499 standard aims at enabling code-reuse across vendors, however the execution
semantics is largely undeﬁned in the standard - thus the run-time behavior of a system can
diﬀer signiﬁcantly between vendors (Covered in Paper H and [18]) The standard has not
seen any wide industry adoption [28], and IEC 61499 is not supported by the Development
environments oﬀered by the major PLC vendors. For programming using IEC61499 a
few tools are available, mainly: Industrial tools such as ISaGRAF and NxtOne and Open
Source Tools such as 4DIAC and FBench. All these tools are hardware independent and
thus supports a range of diﬀerent hardware platforms.

2.2.3

OSEK/VDX

Is a standard that deﬁnes a API for a Multi-threaded operating system tailored for
Automotive applications [29]. It deﬁnes a static system, where tasks, mutexes etc. are
deﬁned at compile time. It deﬁnes two types of tasks, basic tasks (BCC) that are runto-completion and extended tasks that can halt execution (sleep). In principle BCC’s
are similar to CRO tasks, and ECC’s are threads. Deadlocks and priority inversion is
prevented by utilizing the PCP protocol [30]. A interesting project is SLOTH [31] that
implements a BCC compliant OSEK OS using a similar approach as CRO/RTFM, where
SRP and hardware interrupt handlers is utilized to implement a SRP-DM scheduler (Like
in Paper A/F).

2.2.4

AUTOSAR

Is a standard [32] that aims at oﬀering reuse of software components, by deﬁning a
software framework for reusable software components. The kernel is a superset of the
OSEK/VDX kernel (covered in chapter 2.2.3). AUTOSAR provides API’s to support
composition of software modules from diﬀerent vendors, however the execution semantics
are not clearly deﬁned and the software modules are often provided as black boxes, thus
making veriﬁcation of the complete system (including black-box software components
from diﬀerent vendors) hard [33]. Since AUTOSAR Release 4.0 timing behaviour can be
described as ”Timing Extensions” for software components, compositions, basic software
and for the entire system. This is approach for verifying the timing behaviour is evaluated in [34] where tool support for this extension is evaluated (Without presenting clear
results).
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2.2.5

Related Work

C MISRA

Is a set of software development guidelines deﬁned by MISRA (Motor Industry Software
Reliability Association) [35]. It has evolved into a widely-accepted standard for a best
eﬀort programming practice for the development of safety critical embedded systems.
However, this approach to realizing safety has been shown to not be particularly eﬀective,
in a case study performed at TU Delft [36] an ”Industial embedded software project”
is analysed using MISRA rules, with the outset of investigating if compiling to MISRA
rules actually makes the embedded software safer. The main issue they identiﬁed is that:
”Not only can compliance with a set of rules having little impact on the number of faults
be considered wasted eﬀort, but it can actually result in an increase in faults, as any
modiﬁcation has a non-zero probability of introducing a fault or triggering a previously
concealed one.”. After evaluating the data, they concluded that: ”Taken together with
Adams observation that all modiﬁcations have a non-zero probability of introducing a
fault, this makes it possible that adherence to the MISRA standard as a whole would
have made the software less reliable.” Thus, approaching safety in the design of embedded
systems by blindly complying to a set of predeﬁned rules is not very eﬀective and can
even have a negative impact under certain conditions.

2.3

Tool Suites (IDE/Response time analysis/WCET)

No tool exists today that is available for mainstream embedded software development that
supports response-time analysis of the embedded system. The typical approach utilized
by the embedded developer is to validate the system by measurement, a process that is
both time-consuming and error prone. However, in the aerospace and automotive industries tools for timing analysis exists, and there is some tools that supports WCET analysis
of code snippets of the embedded system, both by measurement and by static analysis.
In this section a overview of a few of these tools are given. In general the tools presented
in this section support ﬁnding of the WCET for individual code chunks (typically one
task at a time), and in some cases the inter-arrival time (max/min/distribution) of these
snippets can be found through benchmarking. This WCET information is required for
assessing the behaviour of the system, however to access the combined eﬀect of all code
running on the system a schedulability analysis must be performed. In some cases the
Real-Time Operating System oﬀers tools to handle this [37], however in most cases (due
to the unavailability of integrated tools) the developer must perform the schedulability
analysis on paper to guarantee that the timing constraints are met. In general a generic
WCET tool must handle threaded tasks, this is in general much more complex than
analysing run-to-end tasks, mainly since the state is dependent on recursive iterations,
and each task might have several entry-exit points (Covered in depth in chapter 5.1.1).
One exception is Rubus ICE that support some analysis in the integrated environment
[38, 39].
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aiT from AbsInt.[37]

aiT is a WCET analysis package that performs static analysis of code chunks by Abstract
Interpretation on the binary code for a wide range of target platforms. In general aiT
requires user annotations for generating meaningful output. aiT computes the upper
bound including caches and pipelines interactions, thus producing a safe result.

2.3.2

SWEET.[40]

SWEET is a open source tool developed at MRTC (Mälardalen Real-Time Research
Centre), it includes a C compiler that outputs a intermediate format (ALF), used for the
abstract execution. SWEET lacks a timing model of the target platform, instead third
party tools must be utilize for this (Such as aiT). This approach is quite similar to the
approach taken in the ongoing work presented in chapter 5.1.1.

2.3.3

RapiTime from Rapita Systems Ltd.[41]

Based on research from the Real-Time Systems Group at the University of York, measures
execution time of short sub-paths through the code and reconstructs the WCET based on
structural analysis of the program. Thus this is a mix of static analysis and benchmarking.
Claims to not require heavy annotation of the program or a exact model of the target
architecture to generate safe and tight results.

2.3.4

Rubus ICE

Rubus ICE is the integrated development tool for the Rubus Component Model (RCM)
and the Rubus Kernel. Supports response time analysis and stack memory analysis
through a set of experimental plugins [38, 39], little information exists on the commercial
availability of these tools. The approach in Rubus ICE features similarities to the work
presented in this thesis since the Rubus component model contains all the information required for integrated scheduling and stack memory analysis of the full system[42]. Rubus
ICE also supports analysis of distributed systems [43] The RCM is further discussed in
chapter 2.1.1
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Chapter 3
Programming and Execution Model

3.1

Programming and Execution Model

The implementation methodology and analysis techniques for embedded system design
described in this thesis is based on a reactive execution / programming model. The work
has progressed over time, and this section will describe these concepts.
The model was initially deﬁned by the reactive lightweight Run-Time System (RTS)
implementation tinyTimber [1], then CRO speciﬁes a more generic notion of Concurrent
Reactive Objects (Initially deﬁned in the Licentiate Thesis [44] and included in paper
D), later work focuses on the execution model oﬀered by RTFM (papers K, H, & F). The
CRO model is used in the prototype graphical IDE REKO (paper J and [8, 19]).
In short the tinyTimber model is based on the execution model utilized in the Timber
language [3] and features a simplistic C-macro API to the tinyTimber RTS. The kernel
implements Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [45] scheduling with priority inheritance (PI)
[46]. To implement EDF + PI a multi-threaded approach is taken. A tinyTimber program
consists of:
• a set of resources(or objects), where
• each resource implements a set of methods (stateful functions) and
• each resource has one or several instances.
TinyTimber oﬀers synchronous and asynchronous communication/execution.
• Synchronous calls supports sending/reception of data, and is implemented using a
mutex lock on the receiving resource.
• Asynchronous calls features sending of data, and an (optional) time delayed execution (i.e. baseline extension). Each asynchronous call is the start of a new reactive
execution chain and has a corresponding execution deadline.
15
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An embedded program typically interacts with the environment through a set of ports(I/O)
and event inputs (interrupt handlers and reset). To map this to the tinyTimber model
the programmer typically wraps each I/O device in a resource. Hovewer the interrupts
have no explicit connection to the resource, and can thus not access its corresponding
I/O registers directly, to solve this the programmer has to insert a asynchronous call to
a method on its corresponding resource.
From an embedded system point of view this approach is identiﬁed to have following
problems: The total Worst Case Execution Time(WCET) for execution of a typical event
is heavily inﬂuenced by the time to perform (several) context switches. (As shown in
paper F) EDF can be shown to be optimal for certain systems, however a pure EDF
scheduler is not implementable in software mainly because the exact arrival time of
external events cannot be determined. And an EDF scheduler gives signiﬁcant overhead
compared to an DM scheduler (due to online priority resorting). Thus, for the practical
implementation of many embedded systems a DM schedule is more suitable.
An example of the online priority resorting required to perform EDF in practice is
the following (assuming SRP):
Scenario I
• Task A is executing, with relative deadline 60 and absolute deadline 100.
• Current time is 50.
• Hardware interrupt Ib occurs, with a relative deadline 40.
• Interrupt preemption occurs, kernel timestamps Ib to time 52.
• The RTS schedules Task B (since 52 + 40 < 100) that is assigned to hardware
interrupt Ib .
Scenario II
• Task A is executing, with relative deadline 60 and absolute deadline 100.
• Current time is 70.
• Hardware interrupt Ib occurs, with a relative deadline 40.
• Interrupt preemption occurs, kernel timestamps Ib to time 72.
• Kernel enqueues Task B (since 72+40 > 100) that is assigned to hardware interrupt
Ib .
• Interrupt is returned.
• Task A is run to completion.
• The RTS examines the pending queue and executes Task B, since it is on top of
the queue.

3.1. Programming and Execution Model
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Scenario II leads to signiﬁcant overhead, mainly caused by the queuing operations.
The approach taken in paper F gives a method for SRP and DM scheduling that utilizes
the interrupt hardware to eﬀectively eliminate the queuing and priority inversion in
Scenario II.
To motivate the use of a more complex EDF scheduler, the overhead must be significantly less than the work performed in the tasks. In principle this can be achieved by
reducing the overhead, possibly by a hardware accelerator, however this is not available
in standard MCU’s. Alternatively, for certain types of systems where the work in each
tasks is suﬃciently large the imposed scheduling overhead can be acceptable and thus
motivate a EDF approach. Hybrid schemes could also be envisioned (as in [47]) however
this adds signiﬁcant complexity and is thus out of scope of the proposed approach.
However, some static analysis is required to implement SRP, which is hard for a system implemented using a C-macro API. Thus, tinyTimber is not a suitable implementation technique, but the programming and execution model using Concurrent Reactive
Objects (CRO) is shown to be useful. To implement systems using CRO an implementation technique is required that enables static analysis, this is captured in the REKO
IDE/framework, where a component model[8] is used with the CRO model to enable
graphical design of embedded systems. Other ongoing work that addresses the static
analysis problem is the RTFM Compiler, this is covered in papers (F & K), and a prototype is available at [48].
The motivation for utilizing SRP instead of a multi-threaded approach is covered in
the following section:
Threaded execution behaviour
Typically for implementation that utilizes only the interrupt handler to achieve concurrency the execution behaviour is the following:
• Push context at interrupt entry (Limited to the currently used resources)
• Acknowledge interrupt
• Execute interrupt triggered code (Actual work)
• Pop context
The problem in general with this approach is the handling of shared resources.
The standard threaded approach (using the PI protocol, that addresses resource sharing) to handle this results in the following (Best case behaviour):
• Push context at interrupt entry (Full context)
• Acknowledge interrupt
• RTS Queue operation
• Change return thread
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• Pop context (will now return to the thread that waits for interrupts)
• RTS Dequeue operation
• Execute code (Actual work)
• RTS Queue operation
• push context for interrupt thread.
• pop context of interrupted thread.

Coding for the ﬁrst more eﬃcient behaviour is a typical task for a embedded RealTime programmer - where the timing critical parts of the system is implemented using
this method, however this requires extensive use of volatile variables and manual control
of critical sections (typically with global interrupt disable) and without tool-support it is
easy to introduce hard to ﬁnd errors. Using the second approach (using a typical threaded
programming pattern) the abstraction is not zero-cost, and for typical operations (setting
some I/O, updating internal memory) where the actual work is in the order of a few
hundred operations the overhead is signiﬁcant (Overhead is typically > 1000 cycles for
a generic threaded implementation as shown in paper F). Also for an embedded baremetal MCU the RTS must implement a threading API, compared to the RTFM RTS
this represents at least an order of magnitude in overhead (paper F). Thus using a
threaded approach for expressing concurrency imposes both severe timing and memory
overhead. To conserve memory the programmer typically must set tight bounds on the
stack memory reserved to each thread, this increases the chance of stack overrun since
the typical tools oﬀers no stack memory assessment.

Chapter 4
Summary of publications
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This chapter provides an introduction to the papers included in this thesis as well
as a short summary of each paper. Listed in order of signiﬁcance, ﬁgure 4.1 gives a
dependency visualization. The Introduction (chapter 1) introduces the reader to the
overall ideas and motivation of the presented work. The Licentiate thesis [1] introduces
the reader to the background of the work, where a useful reactive programming model for
development of embedded systems is presented. However to develop robust embedded
systems a developer also has to address the following issues:
• Performance: The tinyTimber execution model/RTS presented in the Licentiate
thesis is usable for development of embedded systems, however a multi-threaded
approach to solving the concurrency problem imposes execution time and memory
overhead. This is evaluated in paper A, that introduces a alternative model, in
paper F this alternative model is compared to the threaded approach. It is shown
that utilizing SRP and the proposed execution model results in minimal overhead
(A eﬃciently coded raw C-implementation would give similar overhead for most
applications).
• Safety: To create a robust embedded system the memory and timing requirements
must be evaluated. A Method for calculating the stack memory requirements of
the system is given in paper E, and a mapping of standard response time analysis
is given in paper D. The system model presented has no dynamic memory management, thus a stack memory analysis is suﬃcient to guarantee memory safety.
Possible exceptions to this rule, typically for implementing a timing queue or communication buﬀer is not handled in this thesis, but typically these issues are handled
by assigning a ﬁxed size buﬀer and implementing a application speciﬁc handler. The
timing requirement calculations given assumes that the WCET’s of each tasks is
given. In the technical report [19] I show a method for ﬁnding these WCET’s,
alternatively (as discussed in chapter 2.3 ) there is several industrial tools available for calculating WCET’s. In section some 5.1.1 promising ongoing work is
presented that solves this problem using symbolic execution. Another important
aspect of safety is the need to capture the behaviour of the full system in the system model and analysis. For embedded systems the interrupt handlers are often
handled non-uniformly from the rest of the code, and also often omitted from the
analysis. Paper G gives a method for the inclusion of the interrupt handlers in the
system model, and thus in the presented analysis.
• Distribution: To develop robust software in a distributed setting the performance
and safety of the combined system, including network overhead must be handled.
This is shown in paper B, where a distributed system is analysed, including network
overhead.
A prototype IDE is developed in [19] and paper J. This IDE features a graphical user
interface, and a prototype compiler from the graphical notation. The downside with this
approach is the lack of a textual notation to describe the system. This is approached in
Paper K where a OO model for the experimental RTFM-Lang language is given.

4.1. Paper A: Implementation of SRP-DM Scheduling for Embedded
Real-Time Software
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Moreover, the versatility of the proposed system is shown in papers H and I, where
the proposed system is mapped to the tinyOS and 61499 programming models. The
ongoing work of mapping the proposed system to the rust language in presented in paper
C.

4.1

Paper A: Implementation of SRP-DM Scheduling for Embedded Real-Time Software

Authors: Johan Eriksson, Simon Aittamaa, Jimmie Wiklander, Pawel Pietrzak and Per
Lindgren
Publication: Proceedings of the First International Workshop on Dependable and
Secure Industrial and Embedded Systems (WORDS), Västerås, Sweden, 2011.
Summary: This paper focus on code synthesis of CRO models and how speciﬁed
timing requirements are preserved for scheduling and utilized for schedulability analysis.
In particular, the paper presents methods to translate resource ceilings and priority
levels for Stack Resource Policy (SRP) from the CRO model. Additionally, to support
schedulability analysis, we detail algorithms that for the CRO model derives periods
(minimum inter-arrival times) and oﬀsets of tasks/jobs. Moreover, to demonstrate how
an embedded systems functionality and timing properties can be abstracted into the
CRO model an example of a simple embedded system (a process controller) is given.
Furthermore, the design of a micro-kernel supporting cooperative hardware- and softwarescheduling of CRO based systems under Deadline Monotonic SRP is presented.
Contribution: The development of the CRO model and the writing of the paper
is a result of Joint research by the authors. The work into partitioning of the system
into CRC(Concurrent Reactive Components) should be accounted to Jimmie Wiklander.
The development of the SRP-DM kernel is a result of joint work between Johan Eriksson,
Simon Aittamaa and Per Lindgren. Extraction of resource ceilings and priority levels for
Stack Resource Policy, work on deﬁning the internal XML format, overall code synthesis
framework, and extraction of information for scheduling analysis from the model should
be accounted to Johan Eriksson.

4.2

Paper B: End-to-End Response Time of IEC 61499
Distributed Applications Over Switched Ethernet

Authors: Per Lindgren, Johan Eriksson, Marcus Lindner, Andreas Lindner, David
Pereira, and Luis Miguel Pinho
Publication: IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL INFORMATICS, 2017
and a short version (Response Time for IEC 61499 over Ethernet) is published in IEEE
13th International Conference on Industrial Informatics (INDIN 2015)
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Summary: In these papers end-to-end response times utilizing COTS Ethernet hardware, IEC 61499 and the RTFM MoC is characterized.
Contribution: The 61499 example system is developed by Johan Eriksson, the
Ethernet Modelling and measurements on the experimental setup is mostly done by Johan
Eriksson and Per Lindgren. Writing of the paper is joint work between the authors.

4.3

Paper C: TRust - A Task Model for the Rust
Language

Authors: Per Lindgren, Johan Eriksson, Marcus Lindner, David Pereira and Luis Miguel
Pinho
To be submitted.
Summary: This short paper details a method for implementing SRP scheduling
with shared resources in the rust language. This enables concurrent programming using
rust for embedded bare-metal target, with near zero overhead compared to a raw C
implementation. The computation of the SRP pre-emption levels is not covered in this
paper and must thus be handled by an external tool, the method given in paper A is
applicable here.
Contribution: The mapping of the CRO/RTFM MoC to RUST is done by Johan
Eriksson and Per Lindgren. Johan Eriksson has also contributed to the writing of the
paper.

4.4

Paper D: Scheduling of CRO systems under SRPDM

Authors: Per Lindgren, Johan Eriksson, Simon Aittamaa, Pawel Pietrzak, Jimmie Wiklander
Presented at Real-Time in Sweden (RTiS) 2011 (Workshop)
Summary: This paper gives a method for SRP DM schedulability analysis applicable
to embedded systems generated from the CRO model. To ensure a safe estimation kernel
overhead and blocking is taken into account. Moreover a method for scheduling internal
events by utilizing the interrupt hardware is shown, this approach reduces overhead and
gives constant time on the kernel operations. For scheduling internal time-delayed events
(events with a baseline) an internal timer is utilized, in this paper it is shown that this
can be treated as a CRO/SRP resource and thus the overhead from this operation can
included in the schedulability analysis. The interrupt hardware in the ARM Cortex
M series microcontrollers is also shown to match the execution semantics required for
correct and eﬃcient execution of SRP-DM. The method from paper ”A” for extracting
the inter-arrival times of internal jobs is further discussed in this paper.
Contributions: The method for SRP DM schedulability analysis of the CRO model
while taking into account kernel overhead/operations should be accounted to Johan

4.5. Paper E: Refined SRP Stack Memory Analysis by Exploiting
Critical Sections for Shared Resources
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Eriksson, Simon Aittamaa and Per Lindgren. The inter-arrival time implementation,
the methods for utilizing the interrupt hardware for scheduling internal events and the
mapping of the Cortex interrupt hardware to SRP-DM should be accounted to Johan
Eriksson.

4.5

Paper E: Reﬁned SRP Stack Memory Analysis
by Exploiting Critical Sections for Shared Resources

Authors: Johan Eriksson, Simon Aittamaa, Per Lindgren
Publication: ERTS2 2014 Embedded Real Time Software and Systems
Summary: In this paper a method for stack memory analysis of SRP based systems
are given, speciﬁcally a method for exploiting sub-task stack-memory information and
time oﬀset information to reduce the over-approximation of the worst-case stack usage
presented in previous work. The proposed method is implemented and showcased on a set
of synthetic benchmarks. The analyser makes no approximations and is thus subjected to
exponential growth of the execution time, however the feasibility of the proposed method
is shown for task sets of practical size for embedded systems (50 tasks and 250 subtasks
takes minutes to analyse for the exact worst-case situation). The results in this paper
is speciﬁcally applicable to the proposed CRO/RTFM based systems, while still being
generally applicable for SRP based systems utilizing shared resources. For systems that
depends heavily on critical sections and where the timing information resulting in nonpreemption in between tasks can be derived the over-approximation of the stack-memory
can be eliminated. Even without information of time oﬀset and subtask stack memory
usage the method is applicable and gives an solution on the worst case stack memory
usage.
Contribution: The generic system model and the writing of the paper is a joint
work by the authors. The speciﬁc method for exploiting sub-task stack-memory information in the analysis, the implementation of the tool and the generation of the synthetic
benchmarks should be accounted to Johan Eriksson.

4.6

Paper F: Real-Time For the Masses, Step 1: Programming API and Static Priority SRP Kernel
Primitives

Authors: Johan Eriksson, Fredrik Häggström, Simon Aittamaa, Andrey Kruglyak, Per
Lindgren
Publication:8th IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Embedded Systems
(SIES 2013)
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Summary: This papers presents a Roadmap for RTFM, an API for the RTFM
scheduler and gives some benchmarks to compare the proposed solution to freeRTOS.
The benchmarks show eﬃciency (both wrt. memory and execution time) with an order
of magnitude improvement compared to freeRTOS. The work around the scheduler and
the KCC (Kernel conﬁguration compiler) presented in this paper is a development of the
work done for the REKO code-generation backend. The comparison is made on freeRTOS, however the generic result is applicable to most light weight multithreaded RTOS
(such as RIOT, multithreaded RUST etc). Also the freeRTOS comparison is performed
on a legacy (pre 2008) version of freeRTOS since later version restricts comparative
measurements.
Contribution: The roadmap for RTFM and the writing of the paper is a joint work
between Per Lindgren, Simon Aittamaa, Johan Eriksson The benchmark for freeRTOS
is joint work between Simon Aittamaa and Johan Eriksson. The API and KCC is joint
work by the authors, and is based on the work done by Johan Eriksson for the REKO
code generation backend.

4.7

Paper G: Uniform scheduling of internal and external events under SRP-EDF

Authors: Simon Aittamaa, Johan Eriksson, Per Lindgren
Publication:Published in International Conference on Real-Time & Embedded Systems (RTES 2010)
Summary: In this paper a method and kernel implementation of a simple scheduler
for executing SRP with EDF scheduling of reactive systems on bare metal MCU’s is
given. The work presented details a method for treating external and internal events in
a uniform manner, thus simplifying both software design of the embedded system and
analysis of the resulting code.
Contribution: The work described in this paper is the result of joint work between
the authors. The design and implementation of the proposed SRP EDF kernel is mostly
done by Johan Eriksson and Simon Aittamaa

4.8

Paper H: Real-Time Execution of Function Blocks
for Internet of Things using the RTFM-kernel

Authors: Per Lindgren, Marcus Lindner, Andreas Lindner, Johan Eriksson, Valeriy
Vyatkin
Publication:IEEE Emerging Technology and Factory Automation (ETFA 2014) A
short version titled ”RTFM-4-FUN work in progress” was published in Proceedings of
the 9th IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Embedded Systems (SIES 2014)
Summary In these papers the applicability of the RTFM kernel/MOC is shown by
mapping the IEC 61499 standard to RTFM primitives. This work includes implementa-

4.9. Paper I: Leveraging TinyOS for Integration in Process Automation
and Control Systems
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tion of a prototype tool-chain to generate embedded C-code utilizing the RTFM MOC
directly from 61499 models designed in 4DIAC. The beneﬁt of this approach is that there
is no dependency of any external libraries or run-time systems. Moreover the 61499 standard does not deﬁne how the SIFB (service interface function blocks, basically drivers)
should be implemented/executed, utilizing the approach deﬁned in this paper it is possible to implement the SIFB’s using RTFM which opens up the possibility of applying
the analysis techniques outlined in this thesis on the complete system including device
drivers.
Contribution: The mapping of 61499 to RTFM is joint work between the authors.
The RTFM-4-FUN toolchain is developed by Johan Eriksson and Andreas Lindner, where
Andreas Lindner has focused on code generation for individual 61499 function blocks and
Johan Eriksson has focused on code generation of 61499 system models to RTFM/SRP.

4.9

Paper I: Leveraging TinyOS for Integration in
Process Automation and Control Systems

Authors: Per Lindgren, Henrik Mäkitaavola, Johan Eriksson, Jens Eliasson
Publication: 38th Annual Conference on IEEE Industrial Electronics Society (IECON
2012)
Summary: In this paper an execution model (TOS-PRO) based on CRO (and possibly implemented in the REKO framework) for TinyOS is presented that enables preemptive scheduling of TinyOS programs. By mapping the TinyOS execution model to
CRO the TinyOS programming model can be upheld, and programs written for TinyOS
can be executed under TOS-PRO mostly without changes. The beneﬁts of using this approach (aside from the beneﬁts of using a preemptive system model) is that the analysis
techniques discussed in this thesis can be applied to TinyOS programs.
Contribution: Johan Eriksson has contributed in developing the mapping between
the TinyOS execution model and CRO, and participated in the writing of the paper.

4.10

Paper J An IDE for Component-Based Design
of Embedded Real-Time Software

Authors: Jimmie Wiklander, Johan Eriksson, Per Lindgren
Publication: 6th IEEE International Symposium on Industrial and Embedded Systems (SIES 2011)
A extended version is available as a technical report [19], titled: ”Utilizing an IDE for
Component-Based Design of Embedded Real-Time Software for an Autonomous Car”
Summary: The early work on a graphical IDE (REKO) for graphical software development of CRO systems is presented. The tool supports speciﬁcation of timing constraints - utilized for run-time scheduling and schedulability analysis, code generation,
code deployment, code benchmarking and schedulability analysis. The tool uses a XML
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ﬁle format, thus making a pure textual based programming cumbersome. The overall system architecture/call tree/data connections is programmed graphically while the
method/function bodies is programmed textually using C. The tool helps ensuring that
this C code adheres to the CRO model by enforcing state encapsulation. The approach
taken in this work enables the timing properties are captured at the design stage and
preserved throughout the design process, and can the be utilized by the kernel for runtime scheduling and the timing requirements can be checked after code benchmarking.
Moreover, in the technical report it is shown how to calculate the schedulability of the target system in the IDE using standard scheduling theorems and machine assisted WCET
measurements (Using manual control ﬂow annotations).
Contributions: The writing of the papers is joint work between the authors. The
graphical user interface and example system should be accounted to Jimmie Wiklander.
The backend code-generation, xml ﬁle speciﬁcation/handling, code deployment and codebenchmarking should be accounted to Johan Eriksson. The machine assisted WCET
measurement and design and implementation of the scheduling analysis system is done
by Johan Eriksson

4.11

Paper K: RTFM-lang Static Semantics for Systems with Mixed Criticality

Authors: Per Lindgren, Johan Eriksson, Marcus Lindner, David Pereira and Luis Miguel
Pinho
Publication Ada User Journal, Volume 35, Number 2, June 2014
Summary: In this paper a approach for ensuring system properties based on static
semantic analysis directly on the system speciﬁcation (expressed in a object oriented
model in the experimental language RTFM-lang)
Contributions: The RTFM-lang language design is done by the Authors, and is
inﬂuenced by work done by Johan Eriksson for the REKO tool, and previous unpublished
work on a CRO based tool/language developed by Johan Eriksson. Writing of the paper
is joint work by the authors.

Chapter 5
Conclutions, Ongoing and Future
Work

5.1

Conclusions, Ongoing and Future Work

The proposed approach to design of embedded systems given in this thesis oﬀers a simple
programming / execution model tailored for embedded systems. The CRO execution
model chosen is designed with the outset of oﬀering robustness and analysability, this is
realized mainly through a carefully selected set of limitations:
• Tasks must be run to end, no blocking / waiting for events.
• No dynamic allocation of data.
• All running code on the system must ﬁt within the execution model.
• System is fully static and all communication patterns is known at compile time.
This programming model can thus not be applied to programming in general. But for
the programming of resource constrained embedded devices the limitations are shown to
be acceptable (e.g. by the example system in [19]). If a more feature rich programming
environment is desirable it is shown that a translation to the CRO execution model might
be possible (example of transformation of TOS(Paper I) and 61499 (Paper H)).
The typical problems a embedded developer must tackle and the proposed solution
to the problem are:
Coding errors: Such as pointer errors, array out of bounds etc. Can be addressed
by adopting to a more strict language (such as in Paper K), or by using symbolic
execution (as in the ongoing work in section 5.1.1).
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Race conditions: This is addressed in the programming model by wrapping
shared resources in named critical sections, thus eliminating the need for solving atomicity by global interrupt disable. The resource sharing protocol (SRP)
together with the eﬃcient implementation (Paper F) oﬀers zero overhead (comparable to global interrupt disable) resource locking.
Limited resources: The proposed solution comes at near 0 cost compared to a
eﬃcient bare C-code implementation (Paper F). The composite system (user code
+ RTS) is fully static, with the exception of the run-time stack. To guarantee the
maximum stack utilization a method is presented that gives a exact solution to
the Stack memory requirements, by utilizing shared resource information, and time
oﬀsets between tasks.
Timing requirements: The timing information required for performing response
time analysis is present in the programming model. (Paper A) This timing information can be utilized to perform a Response Time Analysis (RTA) (Paper D).
However this assumes that the execution time of each task, including timing information of resource utilization is known. In this work it is shown how this can
be solved by using symbolic execution and benchmarking. The simple execution
model chosen makes this a seemingly straightforward task, covered in 5.1.1. Another alternative is to solve this through abstract interpretation and a MCU timing
model, as covered in section 2.3.
Deadlocks: SRP oﬀers deadlock free pre-emptive multitasking [49]

Possible language designs around the execution model has been evaluated. A similar
Object Oriented (OO) design as in paper K might be preferable, this could be achieved
with a language based on Rust, as discussed in paper C.
Finalizing the language design and working on a formalization of the execution semantics are set topics for future work.

5.1.1

Ongoing work

The problem of ﬁnding Coding errors and Automatic Program Flow analysis for the
proposed MoC is not addressed in the appended papers, A preprint of promising ongoing
work that solves both these problem using KLEE [50], a symbolic execution virtual
machine is included in chapter 6.
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Abstract
The mainstream of embedded development as of today is dominated by C programming. To
aid the development, hardware abstractions, libraries, kernels and light-weight operating systems are
commonplace. However, these typically offer little or no help to the veriﬁcation process, thus test
based approaches remain the de facto.
For this paper we take the outset from the Real-Time For the Masses (RTFM) set of languages
and tools being developed to facilitate embedded software development and provide highly efﬁcient
implementations suitable to the mainstream of embedded system design. The programming model is
reactive, based on the familiar notions of concurrent tasks with shared resources (amounting to named
critical sections). The supporting RTFM-kernel guarantees deadlock-free preemptive execution on
bare metal single core targets by efﬁciently exploiting the underlying interrupt hardware for static
priority scheduling and resource management under the Stack Resource Policy. This approach allows
a plethora of well-known methods to static veriﬁcation (response time analysis, stack memory
analysis, etc.) to be readily applied.
We report on the development of RTFM-4-SURE, a framework that integrates program veriﬁcation and automated test vector generation with an automated testbed performing cycle accurate
measurements of the generated tests. Besides WCET estimates, the semiformal analysis reveals
common programming errors and checks arbitrary user/model speciﬁed invariants. The approach
is straightforward (in many cases requiring no manual intervention by the developer), and thus
complements or even replaces manual testing without requiring the expert knowledge, effort and
cost associated with formal modelling and veriﬁcation. The feasibility of the proposed approach is
demonstrated in an experimental setup applied to an ARM Cortex-M4 target, showing that cycle
accurate WCET measurements are obtained.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Embedded software is playing an increasingly important role to the design and implementation of embedded devices of the CPS/IoT era. In additional to functional requirements,
embedded software is often subject to requirements on robustness, safety, real-time properties
and resource efﬁciency.
To aid the development, ecosystems like hardware abstraction layers, libraries, kernels and
light-weight real-time operating systems are commonly adopted. While improving design
efﬁciency (code re-use) they typically leave veriﬁcation at the hands of the developer. To this
end, test based methods remain the de facto as formal methods are still yet to reach industrial
state-of-practice. In comparison to formal (model based) approaches, target testing has the
clear advantage that the results are derived from observations on the actual hardware, and is
thus free from assumptions and approximations associated to models and imprecise program
analysis. On the downside however, it is a tedious and error prone process to manually derive
test vectors, instrument the code, perform tests, and collect/analyze the results. Moreover,
test based veriﬁcation of concurrent systems is known to be an inherently hard problem,
and errors are hard to pin-down even when using advanced tracing tools. Furthermore, test
based veriﬁcation can cover only a limited subset of task interleavings. Additionally, test based
approaches may also be fragile, small changes in the system, might imply large consequences
to the real-time operation, which in effect calls for a complete re-veriﬁcation of the system.
In this paper we propose RTFM-4-SURE a framework for automated veriﬁcation of both
functional and non-functional requirements (e.g. overall schedulabilty, response times etc.).
We take the outset from Real-Time For the Masses (RTFM), a set of languages and tools
being developed to facilitate embedded software development and provide highly efﬁcient
implementations geared to static veriﬁcation. The programming model is reactive, based on
the familiar notions of concurrent tasks and critical sections (treated as single-unit resources).
The execution model provides race-free concurrency and serialization of side effects under
full control of the programmer.
The supporting RTFM-kernel guarantees deadlock-free preemptive execution on bare metal
single core targets by efﬁciently exploiting the underlying interrupt hardware for static priority
scheduling and resource management under the Stack Resource Policy (SRP)[1]. Besides the
advantages associated to SRP based scheduling (see Section VII) a plethora of well-known
methods to static veriﬁcation (response time analysis, stack memory analysis, etc.) have been
established over the last decades (see e.g. the seminal work [1], and more recent publications
[18],[8] and [13]).
Methods for response time and schedulability analysis typically rely on a priori WCET
information. In the case of SRP based analysis, the WCET and resource holding times for
the taskset. Our approach takes the outset of test/measurement based methods well established
in industry, leveraged by known methods to semiformal program analysis[2].
The RTFM-4-SURE veriﬁcation process comprises:
• automated semiformal program analysis, deriving concrete test vectors triggering each
feasible path of execution and failed assertions (errors) for the tasks of the system;
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automated measurement based WCET and resource holding time estimation for the task
set;
• system wide analysis, e.g., schedulability, response time, stack memory etc.
In this paper we focus on the program veriﬁcation, test vector generation, and automated
execution time testbed, leaving system wide analysis to future work. In Section II we review
the RTFM task and resource model and the KLEE framework[2]. In Section III we present
our approach to program analysis and test vector generation. In Section V we outline the
automated testbed for cycle accurate measurements of WCETs and resource holding times.
Section VI, outlines the RTFM-4-SURE framework and demonstrate its feasibility by a
prototype implementation applied to a Cortex M4 target MCU. Related work on WCET
estimation and system analysis are covered in Section VII. The contributions of the paper are
summarized in Section VIII including an outlook to future work.
•

II. BACKGROUND
A. RTFM Model of Computation
For the purpose of this presentation we present a simpliﬁed model of computation, see e.g.
[15], for further information. A system is deﬁned as as set of tasks/jobs T = {t1 , ..., tn }, and
a set of single unit, non-preemptable resources R = {r1 , ..., rk }. Each task ti is associated a
static priority p(ti ), a minimum inter arrival time ia(ti ), and deadline dl(ti ). Tasks are event
triggered and executes a ﬁnite sequence of operations under run-to-end semantics. A task ti
may claim exclusive access to a resource rj for a (named) critical section cs(ti , rj ). Critical
sections may only be nested in a LIFO manner. In effect the RTFM MoC adheres to the
requirements for Stack Resource Policy (SRP) based analysis and scheduling. To this end,
ri  denotes the resource ceiling for the resource ri .
Example 1 Listing 1, depicts a system with three tasks j1, j2, and j3 (at
priorities 1, 2, and 3 respectively1 ), and two resources r1, and r2. Resource ceilings
are derived according to SRP as the maximum priority of any task that potentially
claim the resource, see Figure 1.
Listing 1. main.c, example system.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

...
// task/job priorities
#define j1_Prio 1
#define j2_Prio 2
#define j3_Prio 3
// resource ceilings
#define r1_Ceiling 2
#define r2_Ceiling 3
// System state
static int state;
1

Higher value indicates higher urgency.
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j3
(prio 3)
j2
(prio 2)
j1
(prio 1)

r1
(ceiling 3)

r2
(ceiling 2)

idle
(prio 0)

Fig. 1. r1 is accessed by j1 and j3, r1  = max(p(j1 ), p(j3 )) = 3, while r2 is accessed by j1 and j2, r2  =
max(p(j1 ), p(j2 )) = 2.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

TASK(j1) {
LOCK(r2);
if (state > 0) {
work(10);
} else {
work(5);
}
LOCK(r1);
work(1);
UNLOCK(r1);
UNLOCK(r2);
}
TASK(j2) {
TRACE("j2_enter\n");
LOCK(r1);
work(5);
UNLOCK(r1);
if (state == 100) {
work(2);
} else {
work(1);
}
}
TASK(j3) {
LOCK(r2);
work(1);
UNLOCK(r2);
TRACE("j3_exit\n");
}
...
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B. RTFM-kernel
The RTFM-kernel provides a minimalistic API (C code macros) that efﬁciently implements SRP based scheduling and resource management for the ARM Cortex M families of
MCUs. Listing 2, depicts the resource management on Cortex M3/4/7. For further details and
performance evaluation, we refer the reader to [5] and [4].
Listing 2. SRP.h
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

...
#define LOCK(R) {
int old_en = __get_BASEPRI();
__set_BASEPRI_MAX((H(Ceiling(R)) <<
(8U - __NVIC_PRIO_BITS))&(uint32_t)0xFFUL);
BARRIER_LOCK;
#define UNLOCK(R)
BARRIER_UNLOCK;
__set_BASEPRI(old_en);
}
...

\
\
\
\

\
\
\

C. KLEE LLVM Execution Engine
KLEE[2] is a tool for symbolic execution, operating on a LLVM IR (intermediate representation) of the input program. Symbolic execution is the process of executing the code through
an interpreter (virtual machine) while recording all possible path conditions and modiﬁcations
to variables. Further traversal is terminated either due to completeness or on encountering an
assertion violation (error). The path conditions are discharged by means of modern solvers
[19] resulting in concrete satisfying assignments to the symbolic variables (i.e., test vectors
from which the exact paths can be reconstructed).
According to the authors, KLEE has two goals:
1) hit every line of executable code in the program, and
2) detect at each dangerous operation (e.g., dereference, assertion) if any input value exists
that could cause an error.
KLEE has been demonstrated to efﬁciently deal with real sized program suites like BusyBox
and core-utils [2].
KLEE provides an API allowing to guide analysis including:
• klee_make_symbolic(&v, sizeof(v), "v"), instructs KLEE to treat the variable v as symbolic (and initially unknown);
• klee_assert(c), infers a condition c. KLEE path search progress through the assertion or will return with a counterexample triggering the error;
• klee_assume(c), infers a (pruning) condition c that KLEE assumes for subsequent
operations along the path;
In combination, the API provides precise control over the path exploration as discussed in
Sections III and VI.
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III. S EMIFORMAL PROGRAM ANALYSIS
This Section focus the adoption of KLEE to the purpose of program veriﬁcation and test
vector generation. For general KLEE usage we refer the reader to the KLEE documentation[12].
A. Tasks, Resources and RTFM-kernel calls
a) Task: Task instances are either deﬁned manually or derived from a RTFM-core model
by the rtfm-core compiler[14]. From an implementation perspective a task amounts to a
C function (taking optional arguments in the case of RTFM-core derived model). Each task
instance is bound to the interrupt vector, and scheduled directly by the hardware.
Hence for the purpose of analysis it is sufﬁcient to analyze the code reachable from the
interrupt vector (seen as the root of the system).
b) Resources: A task t claiming a resource R for a section of code C, amounts to
a sequence of operations S = [LOCK(R), C, UNLOCK()], where LOCK/UNLOCK are C
code scheduling primitives implemented as macros allowing for efﬁcient inlining. From a
scheduling perspective we can see C as a named critical section cs(t, R), where R is held for
the duration of C.
B. KLEE based vector generation
We derive the per-task critical sections by symbolic execution. For the analysis (task path
search) the scheduling primitives (macros) are replaced by empty deﬁnitions. Notice, at this
point we are not concerned with the run-time behavior of the scheduling primitives, but
rather to ﬁnd concrete test vectors for each possible path (and thus in consequence cover all
reachable critical sections).
Example 2 Figure 2, depicts the test vectors (terminal nodes) and the derivation
tree. Starting from the top node (start), job and state are marked as symbolic.
This corresponds to lines 6,7 of Listing 3. The assumption 0 < job < 4 restricts
analysis to the three tasks at hand, corresponding to the node (assume) and line 9
of Listing 3. The terminal nodes (boxed) depicts concrete assignments (job and
state) satisfying each path condition as derived by the KLEE tool.
Listing 3. main.c, KLEE harness.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

...
#ifdef KLEE
/* The case when KLEE makes the path analysis */
static int job;
int main() {
klee_make_symbolic(&job, sizeof(job), "job");
klee_make_symbolic(&state, sizeof(state), "state");
klee_assume(job > 0 && job < 4);
#ifdef KLEE_STATE /* enable assumption on state */
klee_assume((-10 < state) && (state < 10));
#endif
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start

job = ?
state = ?

assume
0 < job < 4
state = ?

switch (job)
1
if (state > 0)
false
job = 1
state = 0

true

job = 1
state = MAXINT

2

3

if (state == 100)
false
job = 2
state = 0

job = 3
state = 0

true
job = 2
state = 100

Fig. 2. Derivation tree for the semiformal analysis, from symbolic values (start) to concrete assignments satisfying each
path condition (terminals).

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

switch (job) {
default:
case 1: // check task 1
j1(); break;
case 2: // check task 2
j2(); break;
case 3: // check task 3
j3(); break;
}
}
...

Example 3 Figure 3, depicts a the derivation tree under the additional assumption
−10 < state < 10, corresponding to enabling KLEE_STATE line 11 of Listing 3.
In comparison to Example 2, we have one path less as the path condition state ==
100 is unfeasible. (Dead code can be identiﬁed by a coverage report, out of scope
for this presentation.)
Example 4 Figure 4, depicts a the derivation tree for the modiﬁed task j3 Listing
4 under the assumption job == 3 and −10 < state < 10. KLEE successfully
tracks the data dependencies and comes up with 10 distinct paths. A sneak peek
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start

job = ?
state = ?

assume
0 < job < 4
state = ?

0 < job < 4
-10 < state < 10

switch (job)
1
if (state > 0)
false
job = 1
state = 0

2
job = 2
state = 0

3
job = 3
state = 0

true

job = 1
state = MAXINT

Fig. 3. Addressing the unknown.

to the measured execution times reveals that state == 4 gives the worst case,
which may not be obvious to the naked eye!
Listing 4. main.c, indirect data dependencies.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

...
TASK(j3) {
TRACE("j3_enter\n");
LOCK(r2);
TRACE("j3_r2_locked\n");
work(1);
UNLOCK(r2);
TRACE("j3_exit\n");
int b = 2 * state;
if (b < 10)
work(10);
for (int i = 0; i < state; i++)
work(1);
}
...
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j=?
s=?

j=3
s=?

j=3
-10 < s < 10

b < 10
false

true

for (int i = 0; i < state; i++)

j=3
s=5
6337

j=3
s=6
7374

j=3
s=7
8411

j=3
s=8
9448

j=3
s=9
10485

for (int i = 0; i < state; i++)

j=3
s=0
11174

j=3
s=1
12211

j=3
s=2
13248

j=3
s=3
14285

j=3
s=4
15322

Fig. 4. Numbers 6637 etc., give a sneak peak to measured execution times, showing that non-trivial data dependencies are
successfully handled by our approach. For brevity state and job are shortened to s and j respectively.

C. Functional Veriﬁcation
The tests generated by KLEE will cover all the (feasible) paths of the given program (in
our case the task set), while KLEE will not cover all the possible assignments of variables,
arguments to functions/procedures, reads/writes to memory locations or arguments for primitive operations (instructions). However, speciﬁc assignments (or ranges thereof) may be of
importance to trace, and/or check for feasibility in order to uphold invariants for correctness.
In the following we discuss and demonstrate the use of annotations to static analyses
and optionally run time veriﬁcation (the latter by replacing the stated invariants by run-time
checks).
1) Contracts: Register access is fundamental to low-level embedded software, to which
end contracts in terms of invariants and assumptions can be added as annotations to the
software model. Listing 5, depicts a ﬁctive example for static contract veriﬁcation2 . The
assertion klee_assert(’0’<= v && v <= ’9’) forces KLEE to prove the range of
v (if failed a counter example will be provided). As a bonus, KLEE will generate an implicit
2

The example assumes that the USART and ITM refers to known memory locations for the KLEE analysis.
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assertion to prove that the index p is in bounds of the array ITM->PORT. The assumption
klee_assume(’0’<= dr && dr <= ’9’) gives partial information to the returned
value. In effect both (A) and (B) will fail the static KLEE veriﬁcation. For (A) the assertion
(line 15, Listing 5) on the range of v will fail, while (B) fails due to the implicit assertion
on the array index p (given that we have 32 ITM ports, ranged [0:31]). Notice, the type
checker of clang 3.8 is missing this seemingly trivial error of (B), a better compiler/linter
should be able to spot this fault.
Listing 5. Register read assumptions and write assertions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

#include "klee.h"
uint32_t usart_read() {
dr = USART2->DR;
klee_make_symbolic(&dr, sizeof(dr), "dr");
return dr;
}
uint32_t usart_read_digit() {
uint32_t d = usart_read();
klee_assume(’0’ <= d && d <= ’9’);
return d;
}
void itm_write_digit (uint8_t p, uint8_t v) {
klee_assert(’0’ <= v && v <= ’9’);
ITM->PORT[p].u8 = v;
}
TASK(j3) {
itm_write_digit (0, usart_read());
itm_write_digit (32, usart_read_digit());
}

// (A)
// (B)

2) Resource type invariants: In our MoC, resources are used to protect shared instances,
e.g., peripherals and user deﬁned structures (statically allocated memory regions). A generalization of the aforementioned register contracts may be applied to encode type invariants. This
can be done by associating a resource R with an assumption on the state of R (on entrance of
the critical section) and a corresponding assertion on the mutated stated (on exit of the critical
section). Such (resource) type invariants brings advantages to both code robustness/safety (as
KLEE will prove the contract under the given assumptions), as well as complexity (as the
assumptions will prune the search space).
D. Non-Functional Veriﬁcation
The generated test cases can be used to further establish non-functional properties. In this
paper we focus on execution time, but other entities like energy or memory access patterns
can be envisioned.
1) Time Variant Instructions: The timing of instructions are not side-effects that KLEE
is aware of, thus LLVM instructions with varying execution time will not be covered from
a WCET perspective. To address such problems in general the programmer must make sure
that the worst case WCET is triggered during benchmarking (i.e. that KLEE generates test
cases that cover the timing variants of the program).
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a) Hardware Division: Hardware division is a typical example of time variant instructions. For the Cortex case, the execution time can vary in between 2..12 cycles3 . The potential
underestimation can be calculated by making a KLEE trace for each path (by utilizing
klee --replay-ktest-file) and combining this trace with a model of the resulting
execution time vs the worst case execution time.
For example, consider the following KLEE output:
Listing 6. KLEE replay output.
1
2
3

DATA_DEP_INSTR_DIV__main1.c:24
_NUM:0
_DENUM:1

The model of the hardware UDIV m/n instruction can from this information (UDIV 0/1)
deduce that this instruction will take 2 cycles, thus giving a worst case underestimation of
10 cycles. Hence we can compensate for the potential underestimation of such time variant
instructions for each path derived, by instrumentation code as shown below.
Listing 7. Instrumentation of hardware division, UDIV m/n.
1
2
3
4
5

klee_print_expr("DATA_DEP_INSTR_DIV__"
__FILE__ , __LINE__);
klee_print_expr("_NUM", m);
klee_print_expr("_DENUM", n);
m/n;

Another approach is to replace the division with a software implementation of the data
dependent instruction. In general this approach works, but it will in the worst case generate
exponential number of paths w.r.t argument bit size.
b) Conditional instructions: A typical example is the following C code:
V3 = (COND?V1:V2). LLVM will generate a conditional assignment without any path
condition. Depending on the machine instruction set this is potentially unsafe w.r.t. to WCET
analysis even if the target machine support conditional instructions. Also depending on the
complexity, the LLVM → target compiler might generate branch instruction(s) (missed by the
KLEE path condition analysis). In the case of conditional instructions, a safe transformation
is achieved by explicitly branching counterparts.
c) Emulated Instructions: The aforementioned problem also applies to Software Emulation of LLVM instructions in general (when corresponding machine instruction(s) is/are
missing, e.g. software emulation of ﬂoating point instructions). Such emulation code is largely
written in assembly (due to performance) and thus out of reach for the KLEE IR path analysis.
To this end, with knowledge of the externally linked code, a potential solution is to enforce
KLEE path enumeration through inferring explicit intervals and conditionals (out of scope
for this presentation).
2) Limitations and opportunities: The current implementation requires the programmer to
manually annotate the occurrence of symbolic variables. For a variable declared symbolic at
entrance of a task, consecutive dependencies will regard all assignments, assumptions and
3

ARM Cortex -M4 Processor Revision: r0p1 Technical Reference Manual.
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assertions within the sequential context. This is in general exactly what we want, and implies
a minimum of annotations to the source. However, in case of access to a shared resource
R (declared symbolic at task entrance) consecutive claims of the resource R may lead to
underapproximation of the path enumeration (as possible preemptions by higher priority tasks
mutating R are neglected). From a safety perspective, this problem can be address by limiting
each resource to be claimed once within each task, or by introducing a fresh instance of the
resource R, forcing KLEE to acknowledge the state of R as unknown. The latter will however
be un-ergonomic put at the hands of the programmer (as the references to R will be to the fresh
instance in the case of analysis, while references to R will be to the original (real) instance
for the production code, thus forcing the programmer to maintain two versions of the code).
We foresee this problem to be solved by further extending the RTFM-4-SURE framework by
taking the outset of (resource) type invariants in combination with symbolic streams. This
will provide further safety while relieving the programmer from manual annotations.
IV. C OMPLEXITY - TAMING T HE B EAST
Path explosion is the biggest challenge with this approach.In general for a sequence of
statements, the complexity of the total number of paths are (N1 ∗ N2 ∗ ..Ni ) where Ni is the
number of individual paths for the statement i.
In the following we will showcase potential problems and mitigating actions on a set of
ﬁctive yet representative examples.
1) Sequential statements: For the following example the possible paths are 100 ∗ 4 = 400:
Listing 8. Consecutive branches/loops
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
klee_make_symbolic(&n, sizeof n, "n_sym");
klee_assume(m < 100);
int v = 0;
for (int i = 0; (i <= m); i++)
v++;
switch(n){
case 1:
v += 10;
case 2:
v += 100;
case 3:
v += 1000;
default:
;
}

Our current unoptimized prototype implementation can perform about 100 test/minute.
Thus, feasible path sets are at maximum a few thousand to still generate a answer in reasonable
time.
An option that reduces the complexity (number of paths generated for benchmarking) during
development while still giving a reasonable approximation is to pass the -only-output-states-cove
option to KLEE. KLEE will then only output paths that cover new code (however the
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complexity of the KLEE path analysis is not affected). This renders linear complexity ((1 +
(N1 − 1) + (N2 − 1) + ..(Ni − 1)), where Ni is the number of paths required to get full code
coverage of the statement i. In the last example the number of paths required are reduced to
5, ( 1 + (2 − 1)for + (4 − 1)swtich ). Notice, while giving full code coverage (and thus safe to
the end of code veriﬁcation), the approach may lead to underestimated the WCET. For the
example at hand the WCET may be greatly underestimated since there is no guarantee that
KLEE spots the maximum allowed value on m.
2) Uncorrelated branches: Consider the following example, a straightforward implementation that counts the number of bits in m:
Listing 9. Data dependent loop with uncorrelated branches
1
2
3

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
for (int i = 0; (i < 8); i++)
if ((m >> i) & 1) v++;

The complexity on this code, w.r.t. possible number of paths = 28 . (KLEE generates 256
possible paths.)
This can be mitigated by replacing branches with conditional assignments:
Listing 10. Data dependent loop, using conditional assignments
1
2
3

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
for (int i = 0; (i < 8); i++)
v = v + (((m >> i) & 1) ? 1 : 0);

Since KLEE doesn’t consider the conditional assignment a path the complexity of this is 1
(and KLEE generates just 1 path). For some targets4 we trade performance (efﬁciency of
analysis) to accuracy.
3) Iterated conditionals - correlated branches: Path explosion maybe a problem with
iterated conditionals. However, KLEE tracks data dependencies and generates only 2 paths
for the below example. This since the branching condition is only dependent on n, which
remains constant across all iterations.
Listing 11. Data dependent loop with correlated branches
1
2
3
4
5

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
klee_make_symbolic(&n, sizeof n, "n_sym");
int v = 0;
for (int i = 0; (i < 8); i++)
if (n) v |= m & (1 << i);

4) Iterated conditionals - un-correlated branches: KLEE also correctly handles more
intricate cases, consider this code (Bitcopy) that iteratively computes v = m&sel (bitwise
and). KLEE will in general generate 2n paths, for this example 28 = 256 paths:
Listing 12. Bitcopy
1
2

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
klee_make_symbolic(&sel, sizeof sel, "sel_sym");
4

Targets with timing dependent conditional assignments.
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3
4
5

int v = 0;
for (int i = 0; (i < 8); i++)
if ((1 << i) & sel) v |= m & (1 << i);

We may reduce the complexity by local constraints, enforcing branch correlation. By
restricting the selector (sel) to the edge case values {0, 0xff} KLEE only generate 2
paths, while the loop iteration code remains unchained. For this particular case the edge cases
covers the worst case behavior. However it is up to the programmer to select representative
edge case values to trigger worst case. Notice, this mitigating action implicitly restricts v. The
local constraint further propagates in the sequential context, causing potential underestimation.
Listing 13. Bitcopy, constrained input
1
2
3
4
5
6

klee_make_symbolic(&m, sizeof m, "m_sym");
klee_make_symbolic(&n, sizeof n, "n_sym");
int v = 0;
int sel = ((n & 1) ? 0xff : 0);
for (int i = 0; (i < 8); i++)
if ((1 << i) & sel) v |= m & (1 << i);

5) Contracts: Another option to tame path explosion was already discussed in Section
III-C1, by the means of contracts. To the end of type invariants, the pruning will be safe
(assuming invariants successfully proven by KLEE), while assumptions on the environment
may require run-time veriﬁcation.
V. T ESTBED FOR DEBUG AND TEST
In the following we describe a general testbed for debug and test of embedded targets, and
discuss, as a running example, how it can be deployed to the ARM Cortex range of MCUs.
A. Overview General Testbed
1) GNU Debugger: The GNU GDB tool provides both command line and scripting control
to the debugging process. Additionally, it provides front-end support allowing integration to
interactive environments (such as Eclipse). For the purpose of debugging embedded software
it allows to connect to a remote target over various media. In Figure 5, we depict a general
GDB-based testbed5 .
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Fig. 5. Debug testbed; GDB, openocd, connected over USB to remote target running a JTAG-server.

5

For the experimental setup we have used the tools, arm-none-eabi-gdb (7.12.1), openocd (0.10.0),
and on the remote target (STM32-401RE Nucleo board), running st-link JTAG-server connected to the MCU.
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2) OpenOCD: OpenOCD is a free and open tool for on-chip debugging, in-system programming and boundary-scan testing. It provides GDB server functionality (acting a remote
server for the target device). It supports numerous protocols for the JTAG layer (among those
the Cortex DAP discussed below), and provides functionality for programming (ﬂashing) the
non-volatile memory of target devices.
3) Cortex Debug Access Port (DAP): The Cortex Debug Access Port (DAP) command
set provides a driver-less USB HID connection between the host and the target device. The
protocol allows controlling the debug features of the target, and is used and can be used as
an interface driver to the OpenOCD GDB server, as well as an API for raw access.
4) JTAG: The JTAG protocol deﬁnes a standard test access port and boundary-scan architecture. The JTAG standard has a huge uptake throughout the electronics industry, applied
to testing of circuit boards, programming and testing of memory, as well as to debugging
of embedded processors. In the latter case, JTAG is deployed as the transport mechanism to
access on-chip debug modules inside the target CPU. The Cortex DAP (and its JTAG adapter
implementation) is one prominent example.
B. Overview KLEE Testbed extensions
A Makefile automates the multiple different stages: compilation, analysis, and measurements.
1) LLVM compilation, LLVM linking into one IR ﬁle
2) KLEE program analysis and test vector generation
3) Compilation for ARM target
4) Benchmarking on target hardware via GDB scripting
5) Parsing of the analysis data
The Makefile uses pre-processor macro deﬁnitions to steer compilation for the different
stages.
1) LLVM Compilation: KLEE analysis works on LLVM intermediate representation (IR)
ﬁles.
2) KLEE Analysis: KLEE will create a ﬁle of the type .ktest per test-case (vector)
detailing the value for every tracked (symbolic) variable.
Listing 14. main.c GDB benchmarking.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

#elif defined KLEE_WCET
/* The case when GDB runs WCET benchmarking */
static int job;
int main()
{
dwt_enable();
DWT->CYCCNT = 0;
switch (job)
{
case 1:
TRACE_EVENT(S, j1);
j1();
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

TRACE_EVENT(E,
break;
case 2:
TRACE_EVENT(S,
j2();
TRACE_EVENT(E,
break;
case 3:
TRACE_EVENT(S,
j3();
TRACE_EVENT(E,
break;
}

j1);

j2);
j2);

j3);
j3);

finish_execution();

// GDB breakpoint

}

Listing 15. SRP_wcet.h
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

typedef enum {
r1, r2,
j1, j2, j3
} elem;

/* Resources
/* Tasks

*/
*/

typedef enum {
NOACTION,
L,
U,
S,
E,
} action;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

typedef struct {
uint32_t time;
elem elem;
action action;
} event;

/* The DWT counter value
/* Timestamped element
/* Timestamped action

Unassigned action
Lock
Unlock
Start
End

int event_count = 0;
/* Create array containing the trace events
#define MAX_NUM_LOCKS 1000
event eventlist[MAX_NUM_LOCKS];

*/
*/
*/

*/

void __attribute__ ((noinline))
trace_event(action a, event e) {
eventlist[event_count].time = DWT->CYCCNT;
eventlist[event_count].action = a;
eventlist[event_count].elem = e;
event_count+=1;
}
#define LOCK(X)
#define UNLOCK(X)

trace_event(L, X);
trace_event(R, X);

3) LLVM Compilation for ARM target: The ﬁnal linking for the Cortex hardware is done
via GNU GCC LD.
4) Measurement: A Python script interfacing with arm-none-eabi-gdb parses each
of the symbolic variables contained in the klee-last/ folder for each of the different
test-cases.
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The script will break the target at main() (Listing 14) and then update each symbolic
variable according to the contents of the ktest-ﬁle of the current test-case.
It then proceeds by running the code until finish_execution() is reached. During
the measurement phase a macro TRACE_EVENT(s, r) populates an array with objects
containing the action, s, and the resource r as well as the current value of the CYCCNT cycle
counter (Listing 15). In the end of execution, the script parses and dumps the trace data array
into a sqlite database for later review.
After the data is stored the MCU is reset to main() and the whole process is repeated
for the next ktest-ﬁle.
5) WCET Analysis: Provided is another Python script for parsing the database and calculating the number of cycles taken for each task and resource and displaying them in human
readable format.
VI. RTFM-4-SURE
The RTFM MoC deﬁnes a static task and resource model, core to the analysis performed
by the RTFM-4-SURE framework. In this paper we focus on automated program veriﬁcation
and the capability to derive cycle accurate WCETs though a measurement based approach. In
this section we demonstrate its feasibility, through a prototype implementation, and evaluate
its performance.
A. KLEE Analysis and WCET acquisition
The RTFM-4-SURE testbed has been applied to the running example (Listing 1). The
resulting test vectors, WCETs and resource holding times are shown in Table I. As expected
we see 5 paths (corresponding to Figure 2). The measurements are consistent (cycle accurate)
between runs, giving conﬁdence of repeatability.
1) Probing effects: For clarity and simplicity of the presentation, the testbed implementation of the kernel primitives (Listing 15) constitutes only instrumentation code. This results in
an instrumentation effect to the derived execution times, omitting the actual kernel overhead
(amounting to a few machine instructions per LOCK/UNLOCK). In general, such probing
effects can be solved by merging the instrumentation and production code implementations
(providing a 1-1 correspondence between the system under test and the production code).
B. Response time analyses
The derived WCETs and resource holding times can be utilized to various methods of
scheduling analysis. In general additional information on task inter arrival times is assumed.
Table II, show the response times under the assumption that the busy period equals the
deadline, as derived by a simple Excel sheet6 .
6

More precise analysis is possible by deriving the busy period from a recurrence equation as implemented by our KCC
tool [6].
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TABLE I
M EASURED NUMBER OF CPU CLOCK CYCLES .
Task/Job

state

WCET

cs(t, R1)

cs(t, R2)

j3

0

1135

-

1046

j2

0

6165

5048

-

j2

100

7165

5048

-

j1

0

6216

1048

6127

j1

MAXINT

11216

1048

11127

1) Accuracy: Besides the probing effects and over estimations mentioned, the following
considerations apply:
• Flash memory access: The Cortex M can run code from both RAM and ﬂash. Flash
memory latency varies with target implementation and clock frequency. Given that WCET
measurements and production code executes on the same target and frequency as the
production code, estimates are accurate7 ;
• Interrupt latency: Interrupt OH (stacking/de-stacking) imply a worst case constant for
the Cortex M family;
• Flash cache and pre-fetch buffer: The Cortex M family has a simple memory hierarchy,
with bound worst case behaviour. During measurements, tasks are executed from main,
with no prior caching or pre-fetching, thus safe to that end. However, ﬂash cache/prefetch may be polluted due to preemption. To this end, the analysis at hand gives an
upper bound to pollution effects, e.g., task j3 may be preempted 5 times, while task j1
suffers no pollution;
• DMA transfers: If program and DMA transfers access the same memory region, bus
arbitration may impose additional latency to the executing code. In general such effects
are complex to model and predict. In our setting a worst case behavior can be obtained
by performing the measurements under ongoing worst case DMA load.
C. Performance Evaluation
The performance evaluation was executed on an Arch Linux VM, under a MacBook Pro
host (i7 at 3.4Ghz) running Virtual Box with 2 cores and 8G RAM allocated to the guest.
The openocd server was running at the host, with IP forwarding to the guest such to avoid
USB emulation.
1) KLEE analysis and test vector generation: In the ﬁrst set of experiments (Table III), we
study the KLEE analysis. The example is chosen to expose highly non-deterministic behavior
to unknown yet bound inputs. Experiments A, B and C scales the number of paths to 10,
100 and 1000 respectively for the task j3, Listing 4.
7

Code execution may be exposed to DMA effects as discussed separately.
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TABLE II
R ESPONSE TIME PER TASK .
Task
/Job

Inter-Arrival

WCET

Blocking

Interference

Response
Time

j3

20000

1135

11127
cs(j3, R2)

0

12262

j2

30000

7165

11127
cs(j3, R2)

2070 2 ∗ C(j3)

20562

j1

40000

11216

0

17735
3 ∗ C(j3) + 2 ∗
C(j2)

28951

We can see that the number of instructions interpreted by KLEE scales approximately
linear to the number of resulting paths, while complexity (U ser) of path exploration increases
exponentially. As expected methods to tame explosion might be required to constrain larger
problems.
2) Measurement based WCET acquisition: In the second set of experiments (Table IV),
we study the complete benchmarking process, automated as a single click solution. Overall,
for the set of experiments the process is dominated by the python/GDB interaction as seen
roughly as the Real2 − (U ser2 + Sys2 + Real1 ), The cost of measurements scales linearly to
the number of test vectors, as the actual execution time of the MCU instructions are negligible
in this case.
3) Evaluation and discussion: The overall process is non-optimized and should be seen as
a proof of concept. E.g., pipelining of test vector generation and measurements is possible.
Moreover the python/GDB interaction could possibly be replaced by a faster direct communication to openocd, or even omitted by direct communication to the DAP/JTAG server. As
the path generation may be exponential we expect the KLEE analysis part to outgrow the
measurements for systems with larger non-determinism. Nevertheless, for typical embedded
applications with limited non-determinism (and hence limited set of unique paths to consider),
the proposed straightforward approach appears applicable.
TABLE III
E XPERIMENT 1: E FFICIENCY OF RTFM-4-SURE, KLEE.
Exp

# Paths

# Instr

U ser1

Sys1

Real1

A

10

14781

0.107s

0.00s

0.164s

B

100

99021

0.900s

0.057s

1.240s

C

1000

941421

41.810s

3.543s

50.668s
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TABLE IV
E XPERIMENT 2: E FFICIENCY OF RTFM-4-SURE, B ENCH .
Exp

# Paths

# Instr

U ser2

Sys2

Real2

A

10

14781

0.920s

0.327s

6.501s

B

100

99021

1.887s

1.053s

41.585s

C

1000

941421

45.487s

10.653s

7m7.459s

VII. R ELATED W ORK
A. WCET estimation
Execution time estimation has traditionally been conducted through manual test and measurement based approaches, either on the actual targets or using simulated environments.
However, such processes are tedious and error prone. Moreover, with growing source code
complexity, its inherently difﬁcult to ensure that the worst case behaviour has been exposed.
To this end, over the last decades, much effort has been spent both in academia and industry
to provide methods and tools that improves on manual test and measurement approaches.
Ermedahl and Engblom [7] give an excellent overview to the area and layout different approaches to model based and hybrid WCET estimation. Industrial experiences of commercial
WCET tools are also covered, identifying a number of outstanding observations. Among these
we ﬁnd8 :
1) lack of ”one-click” analysis;
2) lack of automatic loop bound calculation;
3) structure of code has signiﬁcant impact to analyzability;
4) manual annotations can sometimes be burdensome to generate;
5) WCETs under certain operation conditions are desirable;
6) auto generated code should take analyzability into consideration;
7) operating-system services and interrupt handlers should be taken into account;
8) the large diversity in processors used in embedded systems hinders the deployment of
static WCET analysis;
9) measurements and static timing analysis complement each other, together giving a
better understanding of the system timing and increase the trust in the resulting timing
estimates
RTFM-4-SURE seek to address the above observations and challenges:
1) given the harness (Listing 3) test vector generation and execution times are derived in
a fully automated manner;
2) data dependencies are tracked throughout the complete call graph, hence loop bounds
are derived based on all partial information given, e.g., a top level assumption gives a
concrete loop bound as shown in Example 4;
8

For the full list of items, see [7].
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3) the RTFM MoC gives a well structured model amenable to static analysis;
4) the tracing of data dependencies 2) reduces the need for annotations;
5) modes of operation can be encoded in the harness and focused by assumptions, e.g.,
Example 4 focus analysis to a mode of operation with just one task (j3);
6) auto generated code from RTFM-core models, preserves the MoC 3) and thus amenable
to further static analysis;
7) the RTFM MoC uniﬁes application code, interrupts, and operating system services, thus
becomes part of the system wide analysis;
8) the program analysis are performed on a LLVM IR representation of the code compiled
for the target architecture, hence any target supported by LLVM should work; only the
testbed need to be adopted to support new targets; As supporting the ARM Cortex M
architecture, a wide variety of targets is already supported.
9) RTFM-4-SURE combines the advantages of measurement and static analysis;
Recent related work includes [20], concluding that creating architectural models based on
manufacturer’s data sheets is exhaustive, and while safe may lead to gross over estimations
using the OTAWA framework.
A representative example of hybrid approaches (adopting static analysis complemented
by measurements) is found in the commercial tool RapiTime (by Rapita Systems)[11]. A
prediction of the worst-case path and WCET is carried out by combining the obtained timing
information and the structural model of the code.
Over estimations due to imprecise ﬂow facts and approximations during analysis have
been recently studied in [3]. In comparison, our approach derives test for all feasible paths
or fails due to time- or other user deﬁned - limitations being reached. Hence, test vectors and
corresponding measurements derived are ensured to accurately expose worst case behaviour,
taking all traceable9 data dependencies into consideration. Thus, our approach may improve
accuracy to both architectural model based methods as well as hybrid techniques.
Other representative of state-of-the-art tools:
1) aiT from AbsInt [9]: aiT is a commercial WCET analysis package the performs static
analysis code snippets by abstract interpretation on the binary code for a wide range of
target platforms. In general aiT requires user annotations for generating meaningful output.
aiT computes the upper bound including caches and pipeline interactions, based on timing
accurate architectural models.
In general aiT is not able to calculate the overall schedulability of the system. Instead
aiT lets the user characterize selected sub-parts of the system, and perform a schedulability
analysis using some other tool/methodology based on the derived WCETs.
2) SWEET [16]: SWEET is a open source tool developed at MRTC (Mälardalen RealTime Research Centre), it includes a C compiler that outputs a intermediate format (ALF),
used for the abstract execution. This approach is quite similar to our the KLEE + LLVM
approach, where KLEE operates on the LLVM IR (intermediate representation).
9

Up to the limitations of the KLEE tool.
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SWEET assumes a third party timing model, analyzing the emitted ﬂow facts for the target
architecture. Similarly to aiT, overall schedulability analysis is out of reach to the SWEET
tool.
B. Modelling and analysis
Schedulability analysis has been given much attention (see, e.g., the seminal work [17]). The
theoretical work typically takes the outset of modelling the system in terms of (concurrent)
tasks, potentially supporting shared resources. We base our work on the Stack Resource Policy
(SRP) protocol [1]. SRP based scheduling brings a number of beneﬁts, most prominently:
• deadlock-free execution;
• single (non-transitive) blocking;
• shared stack execution;
• single context switch per task;
In parallel to the development of the RTFM-kernel, a similar approach (SLOTH) was proposed
to interrupt driven execution of OSEK models[10]. While SLOTH focus on the scheduling
and resource management of OSEK models, RTFM-lang and accompanying MoC aims at
providing an ecosystem for modelling, analysis, and implementation of general purpose
embedded real-time software. As we have seen in Section V-B5, the proposed RTFM-4SURE framework can derive WCET estimations from which response time analysis can be
readily applied.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced RTFM-4-SURE, a framework for semiformal veriﬁcation
of embedded real-time software. By taking the outset of the familiar task and resource model
of the RTFM-MoC, a tight integration to scheduling analysis is possible. We have shown that
cycle accurate task WCETs and resource holding times can be derived by a single-click testbed
tool, integrating test vector generation and execution time measurements on target MCUs in a
fully automated fashion. The test vectors are derived by path enumeration through symbolic
execution of the tasks using the KLEE tool. Besides test vector generation, KLEE veriﬁes
assertions ensuring invariants for correctness, e.g., automatically inferred assertions to array
indexing and user speciﬁed invariants. To the latter, we have shown how contracts and type
invariants can be encoded. Furthermore, we have discussed complexity issues regarding both
program analysis and automated measurements, along with mitigating actions.
As a proof of concept, a set of experiments has been performed on a prototype implementation of the framework applied to a Cortex M4 target. The evaluation concludes that
cycle accurate measurements are obtained with perfect repeatability. Accuracy as well as
performance aspects of the multi-step veriﬁcation process have been assessed. Moreover,
similarities and differences to existing approaches have been discussed.
Overall, our experiences indicate that the RTFM-4-SURE approach has the potential to offer
a single-click solution to the veriﬁcation of both functional and non-functional properties. We
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foresee a number of potential improvements, and directions to future work. These include:
1) automated code annotations based on contracts and type invariants, with the advantages
to improved robustness and reliability to the embedded software, as well as to reduced
complexity of the analysis; 2) optimization of the testbed though parallelization of analysis
and pipelining of back-end measurements; 3) opportunities to system wide analysis.
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Abstract—Model and component based design is an established
means for the development of large software systems, and is
starting to get momentum in the realm of embedded software
development. In case of safety critical (dependable systems) it
is crucial that the underlying model and its realization captures
the requirements on the timely behavior of the system, and that
these requirements can be preserved and validated throughout
the design process (from speciﬁcation to actual code execution).
To this end, we base the presented work on the notion of
Concurrent Reactive Objects (CRO) and their abstraction into
Reactive Components.
In many cases, the execution platform puts ﬁrm resource
limitations on available memory and speed of computations that
must be taken into consideration for the validation of the system.
In this paper, we focus on code synthesis from the model, and
we show how speciﬁed timing requirements are preserved and
translated into scheduling information. In particular, we present
how ceiling levels for Stack Resources Policy (SRP) scheduling
and analysis can be extracted from the model. Additionally, to
support schedulability analysis, we detail algorithms that for a
CRO model derives periods (minimum inter-arrival times) and
offsets of tasks/jobs. Moreover, the design of a micro-kernel
supporting cooperative hardware- and software-scheduling of
CRO based systems under Deadline Monotonic SRP is presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model and Component Based Design (CBD) has over the
years proven to be an effective means for the development of
large software systems. Key drivers behind are to increase the
efﬁciency of the design process (mainly through the re-use of
components) and to improve the product quality (mainly by
facilitating the validation process through allowing for separate
veriﬁcation of components).
With the ever increasing complexity of embedded systems,
CBD of embedded software is starting to gain momentum.
In case of embedded, safety critical (dependable) systems,
it is crucial that the underlying model and its realization
can capture the requirements on the timely behavior of the
system, in terms of both external and internal interactions,
and that these requirements can be preserved and validated
throughout the design process (from speciﬁcation to actual
code execution). In many cases, the execution platform puts
ﬁrm resource limitations on available memory and speed of
computations, that must be taken into consideration for the
validation of the system. Thus, a straight forward transition of
traditional CBD models [1], [2] and tools does not sufﬁce.
We undertake the component model and accompanying
design methodology presented in our earlier work [3]. With
the outset from a reactive system view, the behavior of

the system can observed as its output to incoming events.
In general, system output also depends on previous events.
Thus, embedded systems of scale are stateful. To deal with
complexity and allow for CBD of such systems, we partition
state and functionality into a hierarchy of Concurrent Reactive
Components (CRC). Components are speciﬁed in terms of
Concurrent Reactive Objects (CRO) instances and component
instances [4], CRO allows the intended behavior of the system
to be expressed in terms of Time-Constrained Reactions (TCR)
[5]. A CRO instance is either implemented in software (e.g,
synthesized from the CRO model) or implemented by the
system’s environment. This allows incorporating hardware
interactions and legacy code (typically external software libraries) in the model, as long as their interface is compliant
with the CRO model.
In this paper, we focus on code synthesis of CRO models
and extraction of information for scheduling (during run-time)
as well as ofﬂine schedulability analysis. To this end, we show
how speciﬁed timing requirements (in the CRO model) are
preserved and translated into scheduling information, speciﬁcally resource ceilings and priority levels for Stack Resource
Policy (SRP) scheduling. Moreover, to support schedulability
analysis, we detail algorithms that for a CRO model derives
periods (minimum inter-arrival times) and offsets of tasks/jobs.
Additionally we present the design of a micro-kernel supporting SRP Deadline Monotonic (SRP-DM) scheduling of CRO
based systems, exploiting the interrupt hardware for efﬁcient
scheduling.
Section II gives the necessary background. We detail the
underlying CRO model (and its abstraction to the CRC model)
and brieﬂy recapture the notions and key features of SRP. In
section III, we give an informal mapping from the undertaken
CRO model to the notions of SRP. In Section VI, we present an
example system (a process controller), and show how system
state, functionality and temporal properties are captured and
abstracted in terms of the CRC model. In Section V, we
propose a method for code synthesis of CRO models, and
show how the timing requirements from the speciﬁcation is
preserved. In Section IV, we propose an algorithm that from a
CRO model extracts resource ceilings and priorities for SRPDM based scheduling. The algorithm is exempliﬁed on the
process controller, showing how timing requirements from
the model speciﬁcation is translated into resource ceilings
and priorities for the scheduler. Furthermore, in Section VII,
we present the design of an efﬁcient SRP-DM kernel, and
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demonstrate how the derived resource ceilings and priorities
are utilized at run-time. The paper is concluded in Section
VIII, where we summarize the presented proposals and results,
and give directions for future research in the ﬁeld.



A. Underlying Model

 

Fig. 1.

1) Concurrent Reactive Object Model: The concurrent
reactive object (CRO) model is the execution and concurrency model of the Timber programming language, a generalpurpose object-oriented language that primarily targets realtime systems [6]–[8]. A subset of C, TinyTimber [9], implements the core features of Timber and uses CRO as its
execution model.
In this section we brieﬂy describe the main features of
the CRO model and its abstraction to Concurrent Reactive
Components, and discuss its implementation. We present an
informal mapping from the CRO model to the notions of SRP.
We focus on reactivity; object-orientation with complete state
encapsulation; object-level concurrency with message passing
between objects, the ability to specify timing behavior of a
system, and the abstraction to components.
2) Reactivity: Reactivity is the deﬁning property of the
CRO model, which makes it particularly suitable for embedded
system, since functionality of most, if not all, embedded
systems can be expressed in terms of reactions to external
stimuli and timer events. A reactive system can be described
as follows: initially the system is idle, an external stimulus
(originating in the system’s environment) or a timer event
triggers a burst of activity, and eventually the system returns
to the idle state. A reactive object is either actively executing
a method in response to an external stimulus or a message
from another object, or passively maintaining its state. Since
initially the system is idle, some external stimulus is needed
to trigger activity in the system.
3) Objects and state encapsulation: The CRO model speciﬁes that all system state is encapsulated in objects O1 , . . . , On .
Each object has a number of methods, and the encapsulated
state is only accessible from the object’s methods. This is
also known as a complete state encapsulation. A name of
a method m can be fully expanded as Oi : m, where Oi
is the object of the method. Methods of two objects can
be executed concurrently, but each method is granted an
exclusive access to its object’s state, so only one method
of an object can be active at any given time. Coupled with
a complete state encapsulation, this provides a mechanism
for guaranteeing state consistency under concurrent execution.
The source of concurrency in a system can either be two (or
more) external stimuli that are handled by different objects,
or an asynchronous message sent from one object to another
(more about message passing below).
To ensure that execution is reactive in its nature, each
method must follow run-to-end semantics [10], i.e., it is not
allowed to block execution awaiting external stimulus or a
message. An example of this would be an object representing
a queue: if a dequeue method is invoked on an empty queue,
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it is not allowed to wait until data becomes available, but it
must instead return a result indicating that the queue is empty.
4) Message passing and speciﬁcation of timing behavior:
In the CRO model objects communicate by passing messages. Each message speciﬁes a recipient object (O) and
a method (m) of this object that will be invoked. A message is either synchronous (SYNC(O, m)) or asynchronous
(ASYNC(O, m)). The sender of a synchronous message blocks
waiting for the invoked method to complete (with a possible
result), while the sender of an asynchronous message can
continue execution concurrently with the invoked method.
Thus, asynchronous messages introduce concurrency into the
system. An asynchronous message can also be delayed by a
speciﬁc amount of time.
Timing behavior of a system can be speciﬁed by deﬁning
a baseline and a deadline for an asynchronous message (a
synchronous message always inherits the timing speciﬁcation
of the sender). The baseline speciﬁes the earliest point in
time when a message becomes eligible for execution, which
for an external stimulus corresponds to its “arrival time” and
for a message sent from one object to another is deﬁned
directly in the code. If the deﬁned baseline is in the future,
this corresponds to delaying the delivery of the message. The
deadline speciﬁes the latest point in time when a message must
complete execution, which is always deﬁned relative to the
baseline. Together, baseline and deadline form a permissible
window of execution for a message (see Figure 1). Whenever
we talk about timing behavior of asynchronous messages, we
shall extend the notation to ASYNC(O, m, B, D), where B
and D are respectively a baseline and a relative deadline of the
message. As mentioned above, synchronous messages always
inherit their timing speciﬁcation from the initial asynchronous
message.
Concurrent reactive objects can be used to model the system
itself and its interaction with its environment (e.g., via sensors,
buttons, keyboards, displays). Events in the physical world
(such as pushing a button) results in an asynchronous message
being sent to a handler object, and system output (e.g., ﬂashing
an LED) is represented as messages sent from an object to the
environment.
5) Implementation of CRO: The implementation of an
object instance can be either in software (e.g, synthesized
from the class deﬁnition in the Timber language, or from a
TinyTimber deﬁnition in C) or provided by the environment.
This allows incorporating hardware interactions and legacy
code (typically external software libraries) in the model, as

long as their interface is compliant with the concurrent reactive
object model.
6) Concurrent Reactive Components: To deal with complexity, system state and functionality is partitioned into a hierarchy of concurrent reactive components (CRCs) encapsulating component instances and CRO instances (see [11]). Thus,
interaction in between components will always be grounded
by interaction in between objects (belonging to different
components). This allows us to apply a consistent modeling
for component interaction, component implementation and
interaction with the environment (since a CRC is simply a
collection of one or more CROs).
B. Stack Resource Policy
Stack resource policy (SRP) is a policy for scheduling
real-time tasks with shared resources that permits tasks with
different priorities to share a single run-time stack [12]–[14].
SRP applies directly to scheduling policies with dynamic and
static priority, including e.g., Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
which is used by current Timber and TinyTimber kernels,
and Deadline Monotonic (DM) for which interrupt hardware
of commonplace platforms can be utilized efﬁciently. SRP
scheduling offers a number of advantages, mainly deadlock
free execution and memory savings due to the shared runtime
stack, but it also bounds the number of preemptions to at
most two for each job instance. The bounded number of
preemptions together with early blocking (a job is not allowed
to start execution until all resources are available) allows for
simple and sufﬁcient schedulability test for EDF [12], and DM
[15]. The traditional version of SRP only addresses single-core
systems, however, SRP has also been extended to multi-core
and multi-processor systems (see, for example, [16] and [17]).
III. T RANSLATION OF THE CRO MODEL
In order to allow a CRO system to be represented in notions
of SRP, we must ﬁrst translate the CRO model into jobs and
resources. A straightforward translation is possible:
• Each object Oi is treated as a single-unit resource.
• Each asynchronous message M = ASYNC(O, m, B, D)
is treated as a job request, where the resulting job instance
initially performs a resource request for O, invokes m,
and releases O.
• Each synchronous message M = SYNC(O, m, B, D) as
a resource request for O, invocation of m and release of
O.
• The baseline B of a message ASYNC(O, m, B, D), corresponds to the arrival time of a job request and the
deadline D to the relative deadline of the job instance.
• Priority of an asynchronous messages M is denoted by
p(M ). Consider M1 = ASYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 ) and
M1 = ASYNC(O2 , m2 , B2 , D2 ). In the DM scheduling priorities are deﬁned so that p(M1 ) > p(M2 ) iff
D 1 < D2 .
• In SRP, to every a message M is assigned a preemption
level π(M ), which should satisfy π(M1 ) < π(M2 )
iff D1 > D2 . Values of preemption levels are natural

numbers. For our case, with the DM scheduling, we can
assign π(M ) = p(M ) for every M (since this assignment
satisﬁes the condition for preemption levels, see (P1) in
[12]).
This translation into notions of SRP is possible, since
methods in the CRO model are run-to-end (blocking for future
events to the system is prohibited), thus the execution of a
message method can be seen as corresponding to the execution
of a job instance.
A. resource ceilings
Assume a message M1 = SYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 ) (or
M1 = ASYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 )). If the execution of m1
can give rise to sending a synchronous message M2 =
∗
SYNC(O2 , m2 , B2 , D2 ) then we write M1 → M2 . Let →
be a transitive closure of →. The initial message in a path
∗
deﬁned by → may be synchronous or asynchronous, the
subsequent messages must be synchronous. The set of resources (objects) potentially requested by a message M0 =
ASYNC(O0 , m0 , B0 , Do ) is deﬁned as
∗

Objs(M0 ) = {O0 } ∪ {O | M0 → SYNC(O, m, B, D)}
We also say that M can lock objects Objs(M ). A current
resource ceiling O is deﬁned as
O = max{π(M )|M ∈ M, O ∈ Objs(M )}
where M stands for all messages in the system. Note that
O can be computed statically (if M is statically known).
An algorithm for computing O is discussed in Section IV.
The current system ceiling Π is
Π = max({0} ∪ {O | O is locked}
The SRP states (cf. [12]) that a message M
=
ASYNC(O, m, B, D) is blocked from starting execution until
π(M ) > Π. In addition to that, in order to be scheduled for
execution M must have highest priority of all jobs, which in
the case of DM follows directly from π(M ) > Π.
The derived resource ceilings, along with the base and
deadlines of the messages provide sufﬁcient information for
the run-time scheduling under SRP, and will ensure that
the system passing the analysis will be deadlock-free during
execution.
IV. R ESOURCE CEILING AND P RIORITY E XTRACTION FOR
CRO
In this section we give algorithms for calculating resource
ceilings, interarrival time (period) and offsets of jobs (asynchronous messages).
We deﬁne the message passing graph of the program as
G = (S, A, N )
where
N = {m1 , . . . , mnmeth } (mi denotes a method)
nsync
1
← . . . , −−−}
← ⊆ N × N (SYNC(..) messages.)
S = {−−−,
1

nasync

A = {, . . . ,  } ⊆ N × N (ASYNC(..) messages.)
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m represents a method, each m has one unique receiving
object, represented as O(m) (i.e. one method cannot have two
different receiving objects).
S and A is not initially known. Deﬁning κ(mi ) as the set
synchronous messages that may be sent from a method mi
and α(mi ) as the set of asynchronous messages (that may be
sent), then
S and A can be calculated as
nmeth
S = i=1 κ(mi )
nmeth
A = i=1 α(mi )
For a CRO program to be valid, S must be acyclic (otherwise
the program may contain deadlocks).
j
j
Let β() denotes the baseline and δ() the deadline

A. XML Format
A model is stored in as an XML ﬁle that captures both
system structure and implementation. For a description of the
internal format see [11]
B. Requirements on the methods

All methods are written in the C language. However, the
C language allows us to specify behavior not allowed by the
CRO model (such as entering an inﬁnite loop, waiting for
input, etc.). Thus, in order for a method written in C to be a
valid CRO method it must comply with the following rules, it
must
j
of an asynchronous message . If invoking mi may result
1) be run-to-end (complete execution within a ﬁnite amount
in more than one asynchronous message to mj , then α(mi )
of time),
will return a message (mi , mj ) with the shortest baseline and
2) not access any global memory (state) outside of its
deadline (baseline and deadline may come from two different
object, and
messages). The resource ceiling of an object can then be
3) not invoke a method of another object directly (without
calculated as

using the ASYNC or SYNC primitive).
V)
Oi  = min(C
Compliance with two and three are partly enforced by name
scoping, i.e. the framework will generate local deﬁnes for
V = {δ()| = (mj , ml ) ∈ A, O(ml ) = Oi }
names in the current scope (method). However, the system
∗
designer can still force an incorrect behavior by directly
C = {δ()| = (mj , mk ) ∈ A, (mk , ml ) ∈S , O(ml ) = Oi } calling methods (of other objects) or accessing global memory
∗
(e.g., using pointers). Strictly enforcing two and three would
where S denotes the transitive closure of S. V denotes the set
require implementing a parser for a subset of the C language
of asynchronous messages to any method ml where O(ml ) =
(disallowing pointer arithmetic, extern keyword, etc.). The ﬁrst
Oi , and C the set of asynchronous messages to any method that
rules is currently not enforced in any way and compliance must
may (transitively) send a synchronous message to ml where
be ensured by the system designer. One approach to enforcing
O(ml ) = Oi .
the ﬁrst rule is to perform worst-case execution time analysis
Additionally, for a program to be analysed for periods and
[18] on the methods, but this is outside the scope of this paper.
offsets, the following must hold:
Below is an example of emitted C code, showing local
deﬁnes for names in the current scope.
• Any Strongly connected component (SCC) of the graph
G may not be reachable from another SCC of G
// local name bindings
#define get_feedback .....
• Any SCC of G may only contain one cycle
#define control_out .....
• Multiple syncs/asyncs from mi to mj is not allowed
#define process .....
Then we can deﬁne Γ as a function that calculates the period // method implementation

j
i
i
* self, int arg){
of any given . Γ() = j β() for all j part of a SCC intintcontroller_process(OBJ
fb = SYNC(get_feedback, 0);
i

that can reach .
i
For calculating the offset for a  relative to method mj
i

we deﬁne a function Δ(mj , ) that will return a set of all
possible offsets. To calculate this function we must ﬁrst ﬁnd
i
all paths from mj to (the called method of) , for each path

k
we calculate: k β() for all k part of the path. The set of
results of this calculation is the result of the function Δ.
V. C ODE S YNTHESIS OF F RAMEWORK
The code synthesis framework is depicted in Figure 2. The
Reko IDE [11] enables design of CRC models. It provides a
GUI where the user can create, browse, and edit the CRC
models which are represented graphically in the IDE. The
illustrations of the example system presented in Section VI
are screenshots from the Reko IDE.
Code generation is an integrated part of the Reko IDE, and
is covered in section .
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// Controller state update etc, eg:
self->state.out = 10;
SYNC(control_out,self->state.out);
ASYNC(process, MS(10), MS(1), 0 );
}
#undef get_feedback
#undef control_out
#undef process

C. Code Synthesis
The CRC model contains deﬁnitions, instances, methods,
and states. From this C functions and object deﬁnition structures (C typedefs) can be emitted. Additional information
required to compile (using a C-compiler) the system into an
executable binary is:
• A static object structure (see below).
• Deﬁnes for preemtion levels and resource ceilings. (covered in: IV and VI-A)
• A Kernel (VII)
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Fig. 2.

The code synthesis framework used for translating the CRC model into an executable.

Fig. 4. The internals of the system component deﬁniton (object instances in
yellow and component instances in blue) with arrows indicating the message
paths.

1) Static object structure: Is generated by transforming
the CRC model to a model consisting only of object instances(CRO instances). From this model it is possible to
generate one C-struct containing all instances in the system.
The timing speciﬁcation of the model is preserved during
code synthesis and later used by the run-time kernel, (For
reference see the generated C-function above):
VI. E XAMPLE S YSTEM
The component model rely on message passing between
components/objects and messages can only be sent between
the provided/required interface of an component/object. Every
component/object can deﬁne a provided and/or a required
interface. The provided interface deﬁnes ports that can receive
messages from other ports. For an object, a port corresponds
to a method within the object and, for a component, a port
corresponds to a method of an object deﬁned at some level
inside the component (components can be hierarchical). The
required interface deﬁnes ports used for sending messages to
the port of an other component/object. However, this require
that the sending port is connected to (has a reference to) a
receiving port. Let us now present a small controller system
and show how it is abstracted in terms of the CRC model.
At top level in the model we have two component deﬁnitions
(app and system) and four object deﬁnitions (env, adapter,
controller, and logger), see Figure 3. The env deﬁnition
encapsulates speciﬁc hardware functionality and functions as
a gateway between the app and the environment. It has
a provided interface with two ports (get_ad, set_pwm)

and a required interface with three ports (reset, int1,
int2). The app component consists of a single instance
of adapter, controller, and logger deﬁniton respectively, see Figure 5. The env interrupts (reset, int1,
int2) are passed to the app via its provided interface
(start, inc, dec). Internally, these are connected to the
provided interface of the adapter. The role of the adapter
is to forward the interrupts from the environment to the
controller and logger in an application speciﬁc format
(e.g. both inc and dec is forwarded to the controller’s
port setpoint but with different arguments that will result
in an increase/decrease of the setpoint). The controller
functions as a simple feedback controller attempting to minimize the error (i.e. the difference between the measured
process variable and the desired setpoint), by adjusting the
control signal (control_out). The controller acquires
the process variable through the get_feedback port of its
required interface. It is connected to get_ad of the env
via the required interface port get_val of the app. In a
similar manner the controller’s control_out interface port
is connected to set_pwm of the env.
The system component consists of a single instance of
app and env respectively, see Figure 4. The system component deﬁnition is selected as the root for instantiation of the
CRC model.
Each method (of a object deﬁnition) is implemented in
C-code and message passing is done either asynchronously
using the ASYNC primitive, or synchronously using the SYNC
primitive (see Section II). This is used to specify the timing
behavior of the system, e.g. the controller deﬁnes the method
process:
int fb = SYNC(get_feedback, NO_ARG);
//Controller state update etc
SYNC(control_out, outval);
ASYNC(process, MS(10), MS(1), NO_ARG);

The process periodically acquire feedback values and
writes control values as speciﬁed by the ASYNC primitive
(with a period of 10 milliseconds and a deadline of 1 millisecond). Since baseline and deadline of synchronous messages are
always inherited, there is no need to supply them when using
the SYNC primitive in the code.
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Fig. 3. The complete set of deﬁnitions of the controller system (components in blue and objects in yellow). Note that only the system deﬁnition is complete
in the sense that it does not require any other componets/objects in order to be instantiated (it has no provided/required interface).

Fig. 5. The internals of the app component deﬁniton (provided/required interfaces in white and object instances in yellow) with arrows indicating the
message paths.

A. SRP Levels for the Example
Auto-generated output from the analysis for the given
example. Shows all jobs with corresponding calltrees and
deadlines (preemtion levels is statically assigned according
to deadline). Also all acquired resources and corresponding
resource ceilings (rc).

#define __[controllerinst]_rc 0
#define __[adapterinst]_rc 0
#define __[loginst]_rc 1

This means that [loginst] will be allowed to be preempted by any of the other job’s, but no other preemption
is possible (preemption is not allowed between job’s having
the same resource ceiling). In this example, all interrupts are
#Starting points:
messages to the same object ([envinst]), thus all other
JOBREQUEST, dl: 10000
objects in the transitive closure of the highest priority message
-entry1 rc: 15 entry1 [envinst]
--start rc: 15 adapter_start [adapterinst]
(to [envinst]) will have a resource ceiling equal to the
preemption level of the highest priority message (i.e., 0). HowJOBREQUEST, dl: 50
ever, interrupt priorities are equal to corresponding message
-entry2 rc: 15 entry2 [envinst]
--inc rc: 15 adapter_inc [adapterinst]
priority. Calculation of DM priorites is trivial and emitted in
---set_bor rc: 15 controller_set_bor [controllerinst]
a similar fashion as resource ceilings (i.e, as deﬁnes). Note
that names such as [loginst] are auto-generated by the
JOBREQUEST, dl: 50
-entry3 rc: 15 entry3 [envinst]
compiler, but renamed in the paper for clarity.
--dec rc: 15 adapter_dec [adapterinst]
---set_bor rc: 15 controller_set_bor [controllerinst]
#Detected job requests (internal ASYNCs):
JOBREQUEST, dl: 10000
-init rc: 20 logger_init [loginst]
JOBREQUEST, dl: 10000
-init rc: 15 controller_init [controllerinst]
JOBREQUEST, dl: 20
-log rc: 20 logger_log [loginst]
--get_ad rc: 15 env_get_ad [envinst]
JOBREQUEST, dl: 15
-process rc: 15 controller_process [controllerinst]
--get_ad rc: 15 env_get_ad [envinst]
--set_pwm rc: 15 env_set_pwm [envinst]

Here the resource ceiling is given by its deadline, this is
not suitable for scheduling since interrupt hardware typically
expects priorities given as integers [0,1,2,. . . ] where 0 is most
urgent. So all resource ceilings must be sorted and numbered,
for this example we generate the following deﬁnes:
#define __[envinst]_rc 0
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VII. K ERNEL D ESIGN FOR EFFICIENT SRP DM
SCHEDULING OF CRO
The goal of the kernel design is to provide an efﬁcient
and predictable implementation of the CRO semantics (see
Section II-A). In order to achieve this we have decided to use
the deadline monotonic (DM) scheduling policy with stack
resource policy (SRP). The beneﬁts of SRP are well known
(see Section II-B), and DM was primarily chosen to allow for
an efﬁcient usage of the priority based interrupt hardware of
the target architecture (i.e. Cortex-M3 [19]), more on this in
Section VII-C. The scheduler requires that the priorities and
preemption levels of messages, and resource ceilings of objects
are known. In our case, these are automatically generated from
timing speciﬁcations in the model during code synthesis (see
Section V).
A. Message Passing
The kernel must support two types of messages, asynchronous and synchronous. An asynchronous messages must

be queued until the time it becomes eligible for execution (see
permissible window of execution, Figure 1). Queued messages
are stored in the timer-queue (sorted by ascending baseline),
once the baseline of a message is passed (i.e., the baseline
expires) the message is transferred to the active-queue (sorted
by descending priority), and considered when scheduling decisions are made (see Section VII-B). The transfer of messages
from the timer-queue to the active-queue is initiated by a timer
interrupt, i.e. a hardware timer is conﬁgured to generate an
interrupt when the earliest baseline in the timer-queue expires.
When an asynchronous message is scheduled for execution
the recipient object-resource (see Section III) is requested, the
method is invoked and (when it returns) the object-resource
is released. A synchronous message is executed similarly
(i.e., object-resource requested, method invoked, and objectresource released).
B. Scheduling
The scheduler only considers messages that are in the
active queue, and it is invoked when either a baseline expires (timer interrupt) or the system ceiling is lowered (can
only happen when a method of a message returns). Since
messages are transferred from the timer-queue to the activequeue, a message with a higher priority than the currently
executing message may be eligible for execution. If the head
of the active-queue, Mi , has the highest priority, it is only
allowed to execute if π(Mi ) > Π (see Section III). Assuming
π(Mi ) > Π, Mi is transferred from the active-queue to
the running-stack (containing all messages that have been
allowed to start execution) and executed. If we instead assume
π(Mi ) ≤ Π then Mi can only become eligible for execution
when the system ceiling is lowered, i.e. when a message
completes execution and releases the object-resource, thus a
new scheduling decision must be made when execution of
a message completes. Similarly, if Mi does not have the
highest priority it can only become eligible for execution when
an asynchronous message completes execution. Synchronous
messages that are generated by an executing message are
always scheduled immediately, since SRP guarantees that
all resources (objects) are available and the priority of a
synchronous message is always inherited from the sending
message.
C. Implementation of data structures
The data structures required by the kernel:
timer-queue:
messages with a baseline in the future,
sorted by ascending baseline
active-queue: messages with an expired baseline, sorted
by descending priority
running-stack: messages that have been allowed to start
execution
system ceiling: the maximum of object ceilings of locked
objects
The active- and timer-queues are currently implemented
as sorted lists. While there are more suitable data structures
(e.g., heaps or balanced search trees), sorted lists are easier

to implement and when the number of items in the list
is small the performance is comparable to more advanced
structures [20]. The running-stack is simply a last-in-ﬁrst-out
stack, and the system ceiling is implemented as an unsigned
integer. To allow for efﬁcient usage of common interrupt
hardware (priority-based), some values of the system ceiling
are implemented in hardware.
Example scheduling using interrupt hardware
A subset of the values of the system ceiling are implemented
in hardware, i.e. the interrupt mask register of the processor.
To demonstrate the beneﬁts, we consider a simple example:
let
M = [M1 = ASYNC(Oserial , mread , Binherited , 10ms),
M2 = ASYNC(Oserial , mwrite , Binherited , 50ms)]
From the deﬁnitions in Section III follows: p(M1 ) >
p(M2 ) =⇒ π(M1 ) > π(M2 ), and Oserial  = π(M1 ).
M1 is sent from the data-ready interrupt of the serial port
(with interrupt priority p(M1 )), and M2 is sent from the
ready-to-send interrupt (with interrupt priority p(M2 )). Since
Binherited in the interrupt context corresponds to the time
when the interrupt handler is invoked, the messages can be
placed directly into the active-queue.
Let all possible values of the system ceiling that can be
represented in hardware be deﬁned as
H, H ⊂ N0
and the hardware system ceiling as
Π, Π ∈ H
Then, assuming {π(M1 ), π(M2 )} ⊂ H, the messages can be
placed directly into the running-stack. This follows from the
one-to-one mapping between priority and preemption level,
i.e. p(M ) = π(M ), and for any messages Mj and Mk where
{π(Mj ), π(Mk )} ⊂ H. If Mj is currently executing and an
interrupt handler (with priority p(Mk )) that generates Mk is
invoked, then Π < π(Mk ) (otherwise the interrupt would be
masked by the hardware system ceiling) and p(Mk ) must be
the highest priority since if Mj is executing then Π ≥ π(Mj ),
and hence p(Mk ) > p(Mj ). Thus, an interrupt handler is only
invoked (and corresponding message generated) if it has the
highest priority and all resources are available.
Discussion and limitations of implementation
In the previous example, we demonstrate how interrupt
hardware is exploited to perform scheduling of messages. This
hardware scheduling is limited by the number of interrupt
priorities of the hardware. Thus, if no one-to-one mapping
exists between message priorities and interrupt priorities, then
co-operative software and hardware scheduling is required,
i.e. two or more messages with different priorities must share
a single interrupt priority. Whenever an interrupt priority is
shared by different message priorities, the software scheduler
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is invoked to determine if a generated message should be
executed.
In the current implementation, transfer of time-delayed
messages from timer-queue to active-queue is initiated by a
timer interrupt. The priority of this interrupt must be set to
that of the highest priority message in the timer-queue. Let pl
be the lowest priority of messages in the timer-queue, and ph
be the highest, then all messages (in the system) with priority
pm , pl < pm < ph will be subject to scheduling overhead
(i.e. transfer of message from timer-queue to active-queue).
However, if a system contains n time-delayed messages with
p unique priorities (n ≥ p), then this scheduling overhead can
be mitigated by using p different timers, i.e. by minimizing
the set of priorities in each timer-queue (one for each timer).
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have given an informal mapping from the
undertaken CRO model to the notions of SRP. And shown
how a CRC model can be translated into a CRO model. We
have shown for an example system (process controller) how
state, functionality and temporal properties are captured and
abstracted in terms of the CRC model. We have proposed a
method for code synthesis of CRC models, and shown how the
timing requirements from the speciﬁcation was preserved. We
have proposed an algorithm that from a CRO model extracts
resource ceilings and interrupt priorities for SRP-DM based
scheduling. Additionally, to support schedulability analysis,
we detail algorithms that for a CRO model derives periods
(minimum inter-arrival times) and offsets of tasks/jobs. The
algorithm was exempliﬁed on the process controller, showing
how timing requirements from the model speciﬁcation is
translated into resource ceilings and interrupt priorities for
the scheduler. Furthermore, we have presented the design
of an SRP-DM kernel supporting cooperative hardware- and
software-scheduling utilizing the derived resource ceilings and
interrupt priorities at run-time.
A. Current and future work
Current and future work includes SRP based scheduling
analysis for the presented model[21], with the aim to make
safe schedulability estimations by taking the kernel overhead
into consideration. Additionally we are investigating methods
to derive and minimize the total memory requirement of a
CRO system.
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End-to-End Response Time of IEC 61499
Distributed Applications Over Switched Ethernet
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Abstract—The IEC 61499 standard provides means to
specify distributed control systems in terms of function
blocks. For the deployment, each device may hold one
or many logical resources, each consisting of a function
block network with service interface blocks at the edges.
The execution model is event driven (asynchronous), where
triggering events may be associated with data (and seen
as messages). In this paper, we propose a low-complexity
implementation technique allowing to assess end-to-end
response times of event chains spanning over a set of
networked devices. Based on a translation of IEC 61499
to RTFM1 -tasks and resources, the response time for each
task in the system at the device-level can be derived using
established scheduling techniques. In this paper, we develop a holistic method to provide safe end-to-end response
times taking both intra and interdevice delivery delays into
account. The novelty of our approach is the accuracy of
the system scheduling overhead characterization. While the
device-level (RTFM) scheduling overhead was discussed in
previous works, the network-level scheduling overhead for
switched Ethernets is discussed in this paper. The approach
is generally applicable to a wide range of commercial offthe-shelf Ethernet switches without a need for expensive
custom solutions to provide hard real-time performance. A
behavior characterization of the utilized switch determines
the guaranteed response times. As a use case, we study
the implementation onto (single-core) Advanced RISC Machine (ARM)-cortex-based devices communicating over a
switched Ethernet network. For the analysis, we deﬁne a
generic switch model and an experimental setup allowing
us to study the impact of network topology as well as 802.1Q
quality of service in a mixed critical setting. Our results indicate that safe sub millisecond end-to-end response times
can be obtained using the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
RADITIONAL Scada control systems typically imply
the use of costly programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
communicating over ﬁeld buses such as legacy Modbus
[1]/PROFIBUS [2] and the more recent Ethernet-based POWERLINK [3], EtherCAT [4], and PROFINET [5] buses. In order
to establish end-to-end timing, much attention has to be paid in
general to the control system design, partitioning, and deployment. In this paper, we take an approach based on the recent
IEC 61499 standard [6].
In contrast to the traditional scan based (time triggered) PLC
behavior (as implied by the IEC 61131 standard [7]), the IEC
61499 undertakes an event triggered (asynchronous) execution
model. In this paper, we exploit the beneﬁts of the asynchronous
model both at the device and network layer. In particular, the
asynchronous model allows at device level preemptive execution of the function block network and at network layer asynchronous communication over standard Ethernet [with the optional 802.1Q quality of service (QoS)] frames as implemented
in commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) as well as rugged (industrial) Ethernet switches. In order to establish safe end-to-end
timing properties of distributed IEC 61499 models, this paper covers the execution model, requirements for per-device
scheduling, a generic Ethernet switch model, and takes into account the impact of general purpose trafﬁc. This allows us to
reason on timing properties under different network topologies,
link speeds, and QoS conﬁgurations.
Our results indicate that the proposed approach is capable of
safe submillisecond end-to-end response times even using cost
efﬁcient COTS components. In particular, we show that, given
the assumption that switches implement predictable 802.1Q
QoS, the impact of noncritical trafﬁc can be bound and safe
response times can be derived. This allows for ﬂexible deployment, where the same physical network is shared in between the
timing critical control applications and general purpose usage.
Our results are safe to the worst case, while further improvements can be obtained if the maximum transmission unit maximum transmission unit (MTU) of general purpose (best-effort)
trafﬁc is controlled.
We can conclude that the presented approach reduces complexity of distribution (in comparison to the traditional supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) approach),
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reduces device and network complexity (does neither require complex time triggered architectures, such as scan-based
PLCs, nor any dedicated network components/protocols), and
is highly ﬂexible (allowing network sharing between real-time
and best-effort devices). Moreover, the presented approach
opens up for the possibility to automate the generation of
interfaces interconnecting function block networks for which
correct-by-construction data delivery can be ensured. Moreover,
automation would allow the designer to focus on the properties
of the application at the model level, independent of networking
and deployment speciﬁcs.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section II gives the background for this paper, Section II-A reviews the task and resource
model undertaken. In Section II-B, we review previous work on
the mapping of IEC 61499 function block networks (at the device/resource level) to the aforementioned task and resource
model. Device level (single-core) deployment and end-to-end
response time are discussed in Section II-C, while Section II-D
gives a brief review of Ethernet technology. Our contributions
are detailed in Section III, where we present the model of distribution (see Section III-A) together with a general approach to
end-to-end analysis (see Section III-B). We develop a generic
network driver in terms of RTFM (real-time for the masses)
tasks and resources, and as a use case, the driver design for the
LPC1769 microcontroller is detailed and characterized. This
allows us to derive a holistic analysis at the device level (see
Section III-C). Implications of the Ethernet link layer are discussed in Section III-D, enabling end-to-end response time analyses for point-to-point networks (see Section III-E). A generic
switch model is proposed in Section III-F and applied to star
(see Section III-G) as well as tree networks (see Section III-H).
Our experimental setups and experiments are described in
Section IV, while evaluation and future work are discussed in
Section V. The paper is ﬁnally concluded in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

Fig. 1.

Example IEC 61499 system model.

SRP task model with the ability to emit events (hence task chains
can be expressed). For sporadic and periodic tasks, where the
interarrival time of triggering events is larger than the associated
task’s response time, each task is associated with an interrupt
handler. The underlying interrupt hardware is exploited as a
(single unit) event buffer,2 critical sections are enforced through
interrupt masking, and preemptive static priority scheduling is
done directly by the interrupt hardware. The RTFM-kernel implements the SRP scheduling scheme, which is well studied and
accepted in the research community. Its working principle and
further details can be found in [8].
The RTFM-core programming language [10], [11] builds on
the RTFM-kernel task model extending it with timing constraints. The RTFM-core compiler analyzes the input program,
derives static priorities and resource ceiling values according
to SRP, and generates plain C code. A bare-metal executable
is obtained by passing the generated C code together with the
RTFM-kernel scheduling primitives to a back-end C tool chain.

A. Task and Resource Model

B. IEC 61499 to RTFM-Core Task and Resource Model

The task and resource model undertaken for this paper follows
the model of the stack resource policy (SRP) [8]. For this paper,
we use task instance and task interchangeably. In short, the SRP
task and resource model is captured in the following.
1) ti is a task with run to completion semantics.
2) p(ti ) is the static priority for ti .
3) rt(ti ) deﬁnes the response time for task ti .
4) ei is an event triggering the execution of the corresponding task ti .
5) rj deﬁnes a resource, a task may claim resources in a last
in ﬁrst out nested manner.
SRP provides preemptive, deadlock free, single-core scheduling for systems with shared resources. Given worst case execution times (WCETs) for tasks and their inner claims (critical
sections), response time analysis is readily available [8].
The RTFM-kernel has been developed from the outset of
the SRP task and resource model [9]. The kernel application
programming interface (API) amounts to C code macros with
predictable and low overhead (typically a few machine instructions on the ARM-Cortex family of processors). It extends the

In previous work, mapping from the device/resource level
IEC 61499 models have been proposed [12], [13]. Under IEC
61499, function block networks are mapped to (scheduling)
resources. Each device may host one or several resources. At
the edges of the IEC 61499 resources, service interface blocks
(SIFBs) are required for communication. The standard does not
cover the implementation of SIFBs. For this work, we propose
RTFM-core as the means of implementation. This brings the
advantage that the complete system (at the device level) can
be implemented in a uniform manner, allowing the SIFBs to
be part of the device level scheduling without introducing any
additional/external run-time system.
1) System Model Example:
a) IEC 61499 system model: Fig. 1 depicts an IEC
61499 model developed in the 4DIAC IDE [14]. The SIFB instances Ea1 and Ec1 capture the external events and trigger the
execution of actions associated with a_1.i_1 and c_1.i_1,
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error handling semantics can be tailored to the application.
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Fig. 2.

ECC of FB b1_b3.

Fig. 3. Example RTFM system model. We have the (external) events
ea 1 and ec 1 triggering the task chains headed by a 1 and c1 , respectively. Tasks b1 and b3 share a resource under the protection of a critical
section r.

respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the ECC3 of b1_b3, showing the
associated actions taskb1 for input event i1 and taskb3 for
input event i3, respectively. The execution model of IEC 61499
stipulates that events are handled sequentially by the ECC. Transition conditions (guards) are evaluated in the order determined
by the programmer, in this case 1 (2) for i1 (i3), respectively.
However, at the network level, the standard does not stipulate
the execution order of events.
b) RTFM system model: Fig. 3 depicts an example
RTFM system model expressing the same behavior as the example model from Fig. 1.
In RTFM-core, the system is expressed in terms of event triggered tasks with named critical sections. The external event ea 1
triggers the execution of a1 , which in turn triggers the execution
of b1 , which in turn triggers b2 . For a part of the execution,
b1 and b3 enter a named critical section r used to ensure the
nonpreemptive (sequential) behavior corresponding to the ECC
in Fig. 2. While each link in RTFM-core is treated as a message (i.e., event with associated data), there is neither a need
for explicit data wiring nor for multiplexing (F_MUX_2_1).
Each task in the model is associated with a static priority allowing ﬁne grained preemptive scheduling at the device level, yet
preserving nonpreemptive ECC execution (as stipulated in IEC
61499).
C. Monolithic Single-Core Deployment
For deployment to single-core platforms, the rtfmcompiler derives the task set from the input program and
performs SRP analysis (i.e., derives the resource ceilings on
basis of the per-task resource utilization). The generated code
3 An Execution Control Chart deﬁnes the state machine of a basic Function
Block in IEC 61499.
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Fig. 4. Point-to-point topologies, CSMA/CD collision detect and resend
(left), collision free full duplex (right). Each link is marked with the associated messages m.

Fig. 5. Full duplex switched star network topology. Each link is marked
with the associated messages m.

Fig. 6. Tree switched network with mixed real-time (between nodes A,
B, and C ) and best-effort trafﬁc (between nodes D and E). Real-time
messages are marked m, while best-effort trafﬁc is marked n. As seen,
links S 3 → S 1 and S 2 → S 3 carry both real-time and best-effort trafﬁc.

compiled together with the (target speciﬁc) RTFM-kernel primitives render an executable for the deployment.
1) Monolithic Response Times: The end-to-end response
times for a task chain can be safely estimated by accumulating
the response times along the chain. For the example system, the
response time of the task chain ea 1 → a1 → b1 → b2 is given
as rt(a1 ) + rt(b1 ) + rt(b2 ). (More precise methods exploiting
precedence/offset information have been extensively studied,
see, e.g., [15], but is out of scope for this paper.)
D. Ethernet Technology
Ethernet-based buses are emerging in industrial applications
as a cost and performance efﬁcient alternative to proprietary
ﬁeld buses.
In the following, we brieﬂy review a set of common topologies. (Messages in the ﬁgures relate to the distribution example
later introduced in Section III.) Fig. 4 depicts point-to-point
topologies. In legacy systems, a single coaxial cable was used
(see Fig. 4, left) using a collision detection and resend mechanism for which bound transmission times are hard/impossible to
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Embedding of 802.1Q (VLAN) into an Ethernet frame (source: Wikipedia; author Bill Stafford).

guarantee. Alternatively, collision-free communication is possible by using multiple interfaces and dedicated (point-to-point)
cabling. However, such solutions are costly and bulky (see Fig. 4,
right).
A switched (full duplex) star network mapping of the system
is given in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 depicts the scenario of a network with
local switches S1 and S2 and a backbone switch S3 . In this case,
the network is shared between real-time trafﬁc and best-effort
(BE) trafﬁc.
1) Ethernet Framing: An Ethernet frame (see Fig. 7, top)
has a payload of 46–1500 bytes (octets). A 802.1Q virtual local
area network (VLAN) frame (see Fig. 7, bottom) has a payload of 42–1500. In both cases, this yields a minimum packet
size of 64 bytes (including the header and cyclic redundancy
check (CRC)/frame check sequence (FCS). The large minimal
size packages are a legacy from nonswitched (shared media)
networks, for which the collision detection (CSMA/CD) mechanism is dependent on the propagation delay of the signal.
Including Preamble (8 bytes) and Inter Frame Gap (12 bytes),
the total size of a frame is 84 bytes. Hence, the transmission
time for a complete minimal frame over a link is 84 ∗ 8/ls
(where ls is the link speed) amounting to 67.2/6.72/0.672 μs
over 10/100 Mb/1 Gb/s links, respectively. This gives the minimum period for transmissions over a link (and hence the maximum blocking time inferred by transmission of a minimal
sized packet). Considering only packet delivery, we can exclude the Inter Frame Gap (12 bytes), 57.6/5.76/0.576 μs over
10/100 Mb/1 Gb/s links, respectively.4
E. Ethernet Based Field Buses
The term industrial Ethernet (IE) is commonly used referring
to rugged components relying on Ethernet technology.
A gamut of Ethernet-based ﬁeld buses (such as POWERLINK
[3] and EtherCAT [4]) have been introduced, for an overview
see, e.g., [18]. In common, they have a focus on predictable
timing; hence, they are collectively referred to as real-time Ethernet. As prominent examples thereof, we brieﬂy review POWERLINK and EtherCAT.
POWERLINK [3] is a time triggered protocol that provides
collision free and predicable communication over shared link
4 As a comparison, the minimal packet size is 8 bytes for controller area
network (CAN) (a packet without payload, using 11 bit address), giving a
minimum transmission time of 8 ∗ 8/ls, amounting to 5.12/2.56/1.28 ms for
CAN-bus speeds of 125/250/500 kb/s, respectively. While having considerably larger transmission times, the CAN bus was designed with the outset of
predictable prioritized scheduling for which worst case delivery times can be
bound [16]. While originally developed for automotive applications, the CANbus has gained a wider spread (including industrial control applications) due to
its robustness, relative low cost, and predictable behavior [17].
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Fig. 8.

Distributed system model.

(hub) conﬁgurations. However, time-triggered protocols go outside the Ethernet standard and require all devices on the network
to follow the time-triggered protocol. The use of standard Ethernet switches in POWERLINK networks is discouraged in order
to uphold timing properties.
EtherCAT [4] is another ﬁled bus system based on the
Ethernet Phy technology (allowing integration with standard
Ethernet framing and overlaying UDP/IP protocols). The
EtherCAT protocol deploys a communication scheme providing high-precision synchronization (using IEEE 1588 Precision
Time Protocol [19]). EtherCAT devices may be designed to act
as switches, allowing for a wide range and mix of network
topologies to be implemented.
In common, these ﬁeld buses deploy a master/slave conﬁguration.
III. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS IN RTFM-CORE
In the following, we discuss distribution aspects of RTFMcore models from a generic perspective.
A. Distributed Single-Core Deployment
In a distributed setting, the task set and (associated) resources
are partitioned in a set of devices. For this paper, we make
the assumption that resources cannot be shared among tasks
executing on different devices.
Fig. 8 depicts a deployment scenario associating the tasks
{a1 , a2 } to device A, {b1 , b2 , b3 } to B, and {c1 , c2 } to C. The
messages (events with optional payload) crossing device borders are marked mi , e.g., m1 = a1 → b1 indicates an event
(message) from task a1 (on device A) triggering b1 (on device
B). At this level, the model is network agnostic (i.e., the type of
media, protocol, and topology are not explicit).
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Device A with A RX and A TX . S is the network, typically a switch.
Fig. 11. A TX driver operation. In this case, two messages (m 1 and
m 2 ) have been buffered (by the software driver) for transmission, where
m 1 started transmission. When a package has been sent, the EMAC will
advance the TxConsumerIndex.

Fig. 10.

Device B with B RX driver.

B. End-to-End Response Time, a Holistic Approach
A safe end-to-end response time estimate of a task chain
spanning multiple devices can be computed by the accumulated
sum of intradevice response time and the interdevice delivery
times. In this paper, we propose a holistic approach taking into
account the impact of scheduling at device level as well as for
each link involved.
As a use case, we study switched Ethernet, the impact of network topologies, 802.1Q QoS conﬁgurations, and the sharing
of physical links between real-time and BE domains. For the intradevice response time, we rely on the previous discussion (see
Section II-C). However, the approach is generic and applicable to other device level programming models, network media,
protocols, and topologies as far as worst case response/delivery
times can be assessed.
C. Holistic Device Level Response Times
In our setting, we consider device drivers as a part of the application at device level, and this allows us to assess intradevice
response times in a holistic manner.
Fig. 9 depicts the device level task set for node A including
the Ethernet drivers ARX and ATX with associated resources
(buffers) rRX and rTX . Fig. 10 depicts the task set for device B
having only a receiving Ethernet driver BRX with the associated
receiving resource (buffer) rRX .
The ARM-Cortex M3-based LPC1769 microcontroller provides an on chip Ethernet MAC (EMAC) with direct memory
access (DMA) functionality triggering the event ea RX when a

buffer has been received. The LPC1769 bus matrix allows the
EMAC DMA to read and write package data using a dedicated
static random access memory (SRAM) allowing interference
to be isolated to reading out/setting up package payload. This
amounts for task aRX and function f aTX to a few shared memory accesses, for which worst case latency can be deduced from
the data sheets. Under the assumption that messages will be
consumed before reoccurring, a single (nonprotected) buffer for
each unique message is sufﬁcient, hence accesses to rRX and rTX
do not require critical sections (hence marked white/transparent
in ﬁgure). However, because the function f aTX can be executed
(preemptively) on behalf of both tasks a1 and a2 , its operations
on the EMAC must be protected in a critical section (marked
blue/ﬁlled in ﬁgure).
The EMAC transmit and receive functionality operates on
circular description tables using producer and consumer indexes
as depicted in Figs. 11 and 12.
a) Transmit: The operation of f aTX amounts to writing the message payload into the dedicated send buffer (in the
shared SRAM), allocating a descriptor (round robin), update
its packet pointer and size ﬁelds, and increasing the TxProducerIndex modulo TxBufferNumber. Fig. 11 depicts
the case where both m1 and m2 have been enqueued (but not
yet transmitted). Under the assumption that messages are delivered (by the hardware) before reoccurring, a single buffer for
each message is sufﬁcient.
b) Receive: The operation of task bRX (triggered by the
EMAC when RxConsumerIndex != RxProducerIndex)
amounts to reading the destination port number and triggering
either task b1 (messages m1 and m2 ) or task b3 (message m3 )
with the corresponding payload as argument. Fig. 12 depicts the
case where both m1 , m3 and m2 have been received (but not yet
handled). Under the assumption that interarrival time for each
message is larger than its time to be conveyed (i.e., leaving the
input buffer), no overrun will occur.
1) Device Level Analysis: For the end-to-end response
times, we consider the task chains from each triggering event
to task chain completion. Assuming that the size (in bytes)
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allows us to isolate the link-layer (see Fig. 4, right). For the
discussion, we consider only nodes A and B (hence for each
device a single network interface sufﬁces).5
1) Output Queueing: The actual scheduling of the output
link is performed by the function f aTX . For our implementation,
we deploy a simple ﬁrst in ﬁrst out (FIFO) mechanism, where
packets are queued in the order of their arrival to the task f aTX .
That is, in the worst case, a message will be blocked/interfered
by all other outgoing messages. Assume that we have n outgoing
messages and tr(mj ) is the transmission time for a message mj ,
then the blocking time is given as
b(mi ) =

n


tr(mj ), i = j.

(6)

j=1

The total time for delivery includes the transmission time of mi
giving us the total delivery time (or network delay) over a link
Fig. 12. B RX driver operation. In this case, three messages (m 1 , m 3 ,
and m 2 ) have been received by the EMAC, but not yet received by the
driver. The driver will update RxConsumerIndex when a message has
been internally dispatched to the corresponding RTFM task. M S must
be the largest frame size for the received messages as we do not know
in which buffer each message will be received.

of payloads is given as |m1 | = 4, |m2 | = 4, |m3 | = 12, and
|m4 | = 4 in the following, we have the device level response
times for device A:
Drt (ea 1 ) = rt(a1 )

(1)

4
Drt (ea mRX4 ) = rt(am
RX ) + rt(a2 ).

(2)

Notice that tasks a1 and a2 include the execution for the queuing
function f aTX . For device B, we have the following:
m1
1
Drt (eb mRX1 ) = rt(bm
RX ) + rt(b1 ) + rt(b2 )

Drt (eb mRX2 ) =

2
rt(bm
RX )

+

Drt (e

3
rt(bm
RX )

+ rt(b3 ).

m
b RX3

)=

2
rt(bm
1 )

+ rt(b2 )

(3)
(4)
(5)

1
For the scheduling analysis, we have the task instances bm
1
m2
m3
2
1
and bm
and bm
1
RX , bRX , and bRX . In this way, we can take into
account payload size WCET dependencies for the receiver task
m2
1
bRX . In this case, WCET(bm
RX ) = WCET(bRX ) because the mes3
sages are of same length, while WCET(bm
RX ) has a different
(larger) WCET due to the copying of the larger payload. Notice that analysis is based on the set of task instances, e.g.,
m2
m3
1
bRX implies the instances bm
RX , bRX , and bRX . As discussed in
Section II-A, our task and resource model is SRP compliant
allowing a plethora of available methods for analysis to be readily applied and thus are not further discussed in the scope of
this paper. However, worth to notice is that the proposed design
isolates the impact of EMAC DMA memory accesses to the
copying of payload from/to the receive/send buffers (which reside in the shared memory). The isolation facilitates safe WCET
analysis.

D. Link Layer Model
In order to assess the impact of networking, we ﬁrst study
a simple (directly connected) point-to-point topology, which
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l(mi ) = b(mi ) + tr(mi ) =

n


tr(mj ).

(7)

j=1

In case all messages ﬁt the minimum Ethernet payload (46/42
bytes for Ethernet II/802.1Q, respectively), we have a common
d(m) = tr(m) ∗ n, which (as seen in Section II-D) amounts to
n ∗ 67.2/6.72/0.672 μs over a 10/100 Mb/1 Gb/s link, respectively.
a) Reﬁnement: One could think of improvements to
the above queuing mechanism either by allowing nonstandard
framing (reducing the transmission time) or by priority queuing.
2) Input Queueing: On the receiver side, packets arrive in
the order deﬁned by the output queueing discussed above. The
propagation delay over the link l can be computed as pd(l) =
|l|/Pcopp er , where |l| is the length of the link and Pcopp er is
the propagation speed. For copper, this is (roughly) two-third of
the speed of light (300 ∗ 106 m/s) amounting to 0.005 ns/m, and
hence can be neglected for most practical cases.
E. Response Time in a Point-to-Point Network
We can now derive a safe response time for task chains spanning multiple devices over a point-to-point Ethernet network.
Let T be a global set of tasks, |T | the size of the set, M be a
global set of messages, and |M | its size. Let T C(ei ) be a set of
tasks triggered by the event ei (i.e., tasks along the task chain
headed by the event ei ). Let M C(ei ) be a set of messages along
the task chain headed by the event ei .
For a triggering event ei and a task chain involving the devices
D and the links L, we have
Drt (ei ) =

|T |


rt(ti ), ti ∈ T C(ei )

(8)

l(mi ), mi ∈ M C(ei )

(9)

i= 1

Lrt (ei ) =

|M |

i= 1

5 An actual collision free point-to-point implementation for the complete
system would require additional (external MAC/Phy) hardware and thus is
impractical. However, the two-node scenario is sufﬁcient to highlight the impact
of networking for each link.
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Fig. 13. Switching operation without QoS. We assume FIFO ordering
of output queues. In this example m 3 was enqueued before m 2 , hence,
m 2 will be blocked by m 3 .

Ert (ei ) = Drt (ei ) + Lrt (ei )
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Fig. 14. Switching operation with QoS. In this example, m 3 was enqueued before m 2 . However, assuming per QoS priority ordering of output queues and m 2 having a higher QoS priority than m 3 , the blocking
by m 3 is prevented. (QoS reordering marked in red.)

(10)

with Drt (ei ) being the accumulated response times over all devices, Lrt (ei ) being the accumulated link delays, and Ert (ei )
being the total end-to-end response time (delay).
Taken the running example, we have the chain
1
→ b2
ea 1 → a1 → m1 → eTX → bm
1

(11)

with
1
Drt (ea 1 ) = rt(a1 ) + rt(bm
1 ) + rt(b2 )

(12)

Lrt (ea 1 ) = l(m1 )

(13)

1
Ert (ea 1 ) = rt(a1 ) + rt(bm
1 ) + rt(b2 ) + l(m1 ).

(14)

a) Reﬁnement: Given the assumption that the interarrival time of ea 1 is larger than Ert (ea 1 ), we can exclude the
blocking and interference by tasks tj along the same chain
(tj ∈ T C(ea 1 )) for the computation of rt(ti ) (at the device
level). The same reasoning goes for the link delays, where messages belonging to the same chain cannot block each other.
However, for the given example, the result would be the same,
but for cases, where the task chain traverses the same nodes
(and links), a multiple times a tighter, yet safe, estimate can be
obtained.
F. Switch Model
In order to derive the response time over a switched network,
we ﬁrst have to deﬁne a model of the switch at hand. We take the
outset that switches are non-blocking at link speed and able to
store and forward all packages as long as the output bandwidth
(for each port) is sufﬁcient.6
Fig. 13 gives an architecture outline; incoming frames are
buffered and inserted (by reference) into the corresponding output queue (or queues in case of multicast). The frame (if any)
referenced at the head of each output queue is transmitted from
6 These

assumptions are in line with the claims made for many modern
switches such as the Cisco Catalyst 2960 [20].

Fig. 15.

ec 1 chain (a) implies 4 transmissions, m 14 , m 24 , m 32 , and m 42 .

the input queue through the switching fabric to the output port.
(Actual implementations may vary, e.g., storing input frames in
a common memory and/or having separate output buffers is still
covered by the presented model.)
The output queuing mechanism may also vary: in Fig. 13,
we assume FIFO queuing, i.e., merging streams in the order
of arrival; while in Fig. 14, we assume queueing w.r.t. 802.1Q
QoS, i.e., merging streams according to QoS/priority code point
(PCP) priority. (Actual implementations may feature extended
QoS, based on VLAN priority groups, and/or stream management using double tagging inside service provider networks.)
In practice, switch implementations have limited buffer space
and computational resources, which brings implications to both
functional and timing behavior. Conﬁguration and characterization are further discussed in the experimental Section IV.
G. Response Time in a Switched Star Network
Taking the outset of our example from Fig. 8 and the topology shown in Fig. 15, we take a closer look at the end-to-end
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ec 1 (a) implies a transmission chain m 14 , 2 , 3 , 4 and m 52 , 6 .
Fig. 17. Real-time messages m will in the worst case be exposed to
blocking by best-effort trafﬁc n on each trunk (backbone) link.

response time for the task chains headed by ec 1 :
(a) ec 1 → c1 → m4 → aRX → a2 → m2 → bRX → b1 → b2
(b) ec 1 → c1 → m3 → bRX → b3
(c) ec 1 → c1 → c2
Focusing on the communication for (a) depicted in Fig. 15.
For chain (a), we ﬁnd that the messages m2 and m4 passes
two links (indexes above show the order of delivery). Each link
delay can be derived analogously to Section III-D taking into
account the queueing characteristics and scheduling overhead of
the switch as discussed in the previous section. The end-to-end
response time can then be derived analogously to Section III-E.
H. Switched Tree Model
Fig. 16 depicts a tree network topology with edge switches
S1 and S2 and a backbone switch S3 . The ports connecting
to the backbone switch are the so-called trunks merging trafﬁc
from different streams. In this case, the links to/from S3 convey
mixed trafﬁc from the real-time and the BE domains exposing
the messages m24 an m34 to (potentially unbound) blocking and
queueing overhead.
b) Reﬁnement: The effect of blocking can be mitigated
by faster trunk links (e.g., 1 Gb Ethernet), but the potentially
unbounded overhead still remains. However, under the assumption that QoS mechanisms are predictable and real-time trafﬁc
is classiﬁed to be of strictly higher priority than BE trafﬁc, an
upper bound on blocking can be obtained.
I. Response Time in a Switched Tree Network
Taking the outset of our running example, we take a closer
look at the end-to-end response time for the task chains headed
by ec 1 . The communication for (a) is depicted in Fig. 16, indexes
above show the order of delivery:
ec 1 → c1 → m41,2,3,4 → aRX → a2 → m5,6
2 → bRX → b1 → b2
The response time can be derived analogously to Section III-G.
However, we will need to take into account blocking and queuing
overhead implied by BE trafﬁc for the backbone (trunk) links
(see Fig. 17).
c) Reﬁnement: Given a proper QoS conﬁguration, the
maximum interference (blocking and queueing) from BE trafﬁc (at each trunk link) can be bound to the transmission time
of a single MTU. This holds because in the worst case the
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transmission of a BE frame has just started when the real-time
frame is enqueued for transmission. The tree topology at hand
implies two trunk links (between switches) in each direction.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
1) Devices: Experiments have been conducted on the embedded artist (EA) LPCXpresso1769 development board running at 96 MHz. The board features a LAN8720 PHY connected
to a 10/100 Base-Transformer (RJ45 jack) featured on the EA
base board. (100 Mb per default for the experiments.)
2) Switches: The experiments were conducted using a set
of modern Cisco Catalyst 2960 S switches (running OS version
12.2) [20]. Cisco claims the Catalyst 2960 to be nonblocking
at link speed. For the experiments, all automatic management
and spanning tree options were disabled; hence, MAC address
tables and trunk ports were statically assigned to the switches.
The Catalyst 2960 S provides ample conﬁguration options for
implementing QoS. The architecture follows the generic switch
model presented. The Catalyst 2960 S features output queueing
based on class of service (CoS, 802.1Qp) of incoming packages for trusted ports. The switch provides four output (egress)
queues, where queue 1 has priority (expedited unless empty).
The other queues are expedited to share or shape the remaining
bandwidth under conﬁgurable weighted tail drop parameters.
QoS conﬁguration is solely port based (the Catalyst 2960 S
does not feature VLAN-based QoS). This does not pose any
severe limitations to the deployment of QoS for our purposes
because we assume a static port assignment. To the end of BE
devices, the associated ports were set nontrusted. This implies
a BE egress queuing even for packages tagged with (a higher)
CoS. In this way, we can ensure differentiation between trafﬁc
from the real-time and BE domains.
3) Basic Setup: Fig. 18 depicts the generic experimental setup allowing us to observe device/link layer and switching overhead as well as implications of network topology
and interference by BE trafﬁc. An initial message (tagged
with an index of 1) is produced by a1 . Upon receiving a
correct package (w.r.t destination and index), device A generates a new message to device B with incremented index,
while device B simply forwards any incoming package (as
received) to device A. Task a2 toggles a digital output on
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buffering and the hardware CRC check result in an additional
delay. In the experimental setup (not depicted), the reduced media independent interface’s receive data signal was correlated
to the EMAC RxProduceIndex indicating a 7 μs delay for
the hardware processing.8 The 33 μs round-trip time can thus
be derived as: 6.5 μs for transmit/receive 7 μs for MCU EMAC
(hardware) processing and 3 μs software processing. Totaling
2*6.5 + 2*7 + 2*3 = 33 μs.
B. Switched Star Network

Fig. 18. Generic experimental setup to assess real-world network characteristics.

each invocation (allowing external monitoring of the roundtrip time). The station addresses were selected in the local
administrated space, 0x02, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x01 and
0x02, 0x00, . . . , 0x00, 0x02 for A and B, respectively. The
minimal Ethernet frame size (60+CRC/FCS) was deployed out
of which only 16 bytes (including MAC, EtherType/size, and
index) were actually used.
4) 802.1Q Setup: For the experiments involving 802.1Q,
frames from the real-time domain were tagged with the EtherType 0x8100, PCP/CoS 7 (network), DEI 0 (nondrop), and
VLAN 2 giving a frame size of 64 (according to Cisco’s interpretation of the minimal frame size).7
The BE trafﬁc was generated (and received) on ordinary
PCs (devices D and E) using the tools Ostinato 0.6 (for package generation) and Wireshark (for package analysis). The station addresses were assigned 0x02, 0x00, . . . , 0x00, 0x03 and
0x02, 0x00, . . . , 0x00, 0x04 for D and E, respectively. BE
frames were tagged with CoS 7 in order to verify that QoS
is neglected for untrusted ports (according to the Cisco speciﬁcation).
A. Experiment 1: Point-to-Point Network
For this experiment, devices A and B were directly connected
to each other allowing us to focus on the real-time domain without the inﬂuence of switches in the network. This shows the overhead of the link layer transmission time and EMAC hardware
and device driver overhead. For the round-trip time between A
(receiving a frame, extracting payload, verifying index, sending
a frame) and B (receiving a frame, extracting payload, sending
a frame with same payload), we measured 33 μs (with a jitter of
< 1 μs). This experiment conﬁrms the low link layer software and hardware overhead indicating that end-to-end response
times in the range of 15 μs are indeed possible using simple
Ethernet-based devices and standard framing. A closer inspection of the LPC1769 EMAC indicates that a receive buffer is
deployed in order to implement MAC address ﬁltering. This
7 Finer grained QoS can be achieved for switch architectures implementing
traditional priority queues. The Catalyst 2960 S implements hybrid queuing
where egress queue 1 has priority over the other 3 egress queues.

For this experiment, devices A and B were connected over a
(single) switch. This experiment focuses on the real-time domain (and isolates the inﬂuence of the switch on real time
trafﬁc). No additional devices were connected. Again, for the
round-trip time we measured with the logic analyzer 55 μs (with
a jitter of < 1 μs), these are additional 22 μs compared to Ex1. In
theory (without cut-through), passing two times over a 100 Mb
link implies a transmission time of approximately 14 μs. This
leaves us with a total queuing overhead of 8 μs, i.e., a 4 μs
queuing (and CRC check) delay per frame for the Catalyst 2960
switch. (This is a 50% improvement compared to the LPC1769.)
C. Switched Single-Layer Network With Best
Effort Trafﬁc
For this experiment, real-time devices (A and B) and BE
devices (D and E) were connected over a (single) switch.
Real-time and BE trafﬁc were separated by port (i.e., all realtime trafﬁc is transmitted between devices A and B, while all
BE trafﬁc is transmitted between devices D and E). For the
experiment (on average) 5000 (MTU 1518 bytes) packages/s
were sent in between devices D and E (emulating a generic and
heavy IP trafﬁc load). To stress buffering effects, packages were
sent in bursts of 10 at the rate of 500 bursts/s. The measured
round-trip time was still 55 μs (with a measured jitter of <1 μs),
which veriﬁes the assumption that port separation allows us to
share the same physical switch without affecting the real-time
performance. To this end, the Catalyst 2960 meets the claims
(the switching fabric was able to forward packages at link speed
for the presented load9 ).
D. Switched Tree Network
For these experiments, we tunneled all trafﬁc over a common
backbone (trunk) with link speed set to 100 Mb (Ex4, ..., Ex6)
and 1 Gb for Ex7. Two edge switches were used connecting (A,
D) and (B, E), respectively. One backbone switch connected
the edge switches. In the ﬁrst experiment (Ex4), only real-time
trafﬁc was emitted. This allowed us to assess the forwarding
8 Notice that this information is LPC 1769 speciﬁc. Other MAC-layer implementations may express different characteristics.
9 We seek to characterize the switch behavior on the link layer, thus the
presented BE trafﬁc is set within the bandwidth limit of the link (5000*(1518
+ 8 + 12)*8 = 61.52 Mb/s). Assessing the behavior when saturating the link
(i.e., ﬂow control) would require another type of experimental setup where the
frame payload is actually interpreted and acted upon in real-time by the devices
D and E. While being straightforward, such experiments are left out of scope
for this paper.
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TABLE I
BE INDICATES THE PRESENCE (AND FRAME SIZE) OF BEST EFFORT
TRAFFIC OVER THE SHARED LINKS
Ex1

Ex2

Ex3

Ex4

Ex5

Ex6

Ex7

P2P

Star

Star +
BE 1518

Tree

Tree +
BE 1518

Tree +
BE 64

GB Tree +
BE 1518

55 μs

55 μs

103 μs

103:340 μs

103:103 μs

77:78 μs

33 μs

(All frame sizes include FCS/CRC.) GB indicates a Gigbit backbone.

overhead across the trunks. A round-trip delay of 103 μs with
a jitter of <1 μs was observed. These are additional 48 μs
compared to Ex2. The tree topology adds 2 transmit/receive
delays and 2 buffering delays in each direction. Thus, 2*7 + 2*4
= 44 μs roughly correspond to the observed additional delay.
The second experiment (Ex5) contains both real-time and BE
streams. The observed best case delay was 103 μs and the worst
case delay was 340 μs, which roughly corresponds to the theoretical bound of 103 + 2 ∗ tr(MTU) = 103 + 2 ∗ 122 = 347 μs.
In the third experiment (Ex6), we reduce the BE MTU to
64 bytes. The additional blocking was masked by the internal
queuing delay of the switch showing that the overhead of BE
trafﬁc can be efﬁciently mitigated by controlling the MTU.
In the ﬁnal experiment (Ex7), we observe the effect of a Gigabit backbone. Both best and worst case behavior were improved,
and the effect of additional blocking was effectively masked by
the queuing mechanism of the switch. In comparison to Ex5
(where the worst case additional delay compared to Ex2 was
295 μs), a 10× speed improvement would yield a delay of
30 μs and thus 55 + 30 = 85 μs. This roughly coincides with
the measured times. This indicates that even without controlling
the MTU of BE trafﬁc, a faster (Gigabit) backbone mitigates the
blocking overhead and improves the overall performance. And
that the switch performs as expected even at gigabit speed.
All measurements are within ±10% of the theoretical results,
thus validating the analytic model. To mitigate the effect of
BE trafﬁc, our experiments conﬁrm that lowering the MTU of
BE trafﬁc lowers the blocking time of the shared link. However, this approach has the potential to create problems with the
packet scheduler of the switch. Because the switches are typically speciﬁed to manage packages at full speed with maximum
MTU, switching minimum size packages will generate 20 times
the number of packages and thus putting an additional 20 times
load on the internal packet scheduler. Hence, special care must
be taken to validate the behavior of the switch(es) if utilizing
this approach.
V. RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
Compositional analysis of real-time systems have been extensively studied in [21] and [22]. Similar to the recent work
[22], platform overhead is included in our analysis. In our case,
platform level scheduling is nonhierarchic and end-to-end response time in a distributed setting is obtained by including
communication overhead. Guaranteed real-time services over
standard Ethernet have been studied from a modeling and simulation perspective (e.g., in [23]). Response time of IEC 61499
has been studied at the device level, e.g., [24] and over switched
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Ethernet, e.g., [25]. Our models extend [23]–[25] and our experiments indicate their validity. The problem of shared output
queuing with QoS has been identiﬁed and discussed in [26].
In our case, we need only two priority classes in order to provide real-time guarantees (given the assumption that switches
are nonblocking). Our experiments validate the feasibility to
COTS switches (such as the Cisco 2960) and show that the impact of noncritical trafﬁc can be bound and safe response times
obtained.
Currently, there are attempts to add response-time predictability to switched Ethernet by deﬁning standards for deterministic
Ethernet [27]. Our approach is not becoming obsolete by having
networks following those standards. In fact, analysis for end-toend response times in an IEC 61499 distributed application
becomes then vendor independent. Our approach is currently
limited to Ethernet switches with a suitable and known priority
queueing implementation.
Our results are safe to the worst case assessing end-to-end
response in a holistic manner including the overhead of receive/transmit hardware and software. Further improvements
can be obtained if the MTU of BE trafﬁc is controlled. This,
however, requires the switches to be conﬁgurable as well as
being capable of segmenting and reassembling packages at the
edges of the network. Alternatively, each BE device needs to be
conﬁgured to segment the trafﬁc at the link layer, which might
be not practical in the general case. First, the link layer drivers
may not provide to set the MTU in a user conﬁgurable way. And
second, the usage of such devices outside the system will suffer
from decreased performance. Moreover, relying on conﬁguration is fragile and cannot be trusted. However, our experiments
show that the adversative effects of BE trafﬁc can be effectively
mitigated by a faster backbone.
In this way, our results challenge the common belief that
specialized real-time Ethernet protocols and components are
required in order to offer predictable timing over Ethernet. In
cases where absolute performance requirements cannot be met
by the presented approach, specialized solutions and technologies (e.g., EtherCAT) may be combined with the presented work
allowing to further reduce end-to-end response times with (potentially) tighter bounds to the analysis.
Set target of future work is to further automate the design
process for distribution allowing networking components to be
generated directly from 61499/RTFM models and to integrate
the proposed methods for analysis in the RTFM-4-FUN tool
suit. In order to ensure correctness of the presented analysis
and future automation features, rigorous formalization and extraction of certiﬁed code are possible through, e.g., Coq [28].
Another area of interest is deriving a generic test bed allowing
fast and accurate characterization of switch conﬁgurations facilitating the deployment in real-life environments. In particular,
we would like to study the Netgear low-cost solutions (e.g., the
GS10T-200) claiming to implement strict priority queues.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed end-to-end response times
for distributed IEC 61499 applications communicating over
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switched Ethernet networks. The end-to-end analysis takes device level response time, network link layer transmission times,
network topology, as well as switch speciﬁcs (up to layer 2) into
consideration. For the analysis and implementation, the system
is translated into concurrent tasks and resources (critical sections) in RTFM-core language. Such models can be expressed
directly in the RTFM-core language derived from IEC 61499
system speciﬁcations or any mix thereof. The static nature of
the RTFM-core model allows device level response times to
be assessed using available schedulability analysis. For each
link, the number of (outstanding) messages in the system is precisely bound, thus allowing the blocking and queuing time to
be safely estimated. To assess the impact of switches in the network, a generic model is presented, and an experimental setup
is developed allowing characterization of the switch(es) at hand.
Our experiments conducted on commercially available microcontrollers and Ethernet switches indicate that safe end-to-end
response times well below 1 ms are feasible even over tree network (backbone) topologies and in the presence of unmanaged
BE trafﬁc.
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I. A BSTRACT
Rust is a modern programming language, with the outstanding feature of compile time memory analysis. In this paper
we discuss the outsets for expressing a task and resource
model, that utilizes the Rust type system to give compile
time guarantees for race and deadlock free execution onto
single core MCUs of the IoT era. The approach promises
efﬁcient executables (on par with hand written C code), with
predictable response times, achieved by exploiting the underlying hardware for Stack Resource Policy based scheduling.
In contrast to thread based approaches, concurrency in TRust
is implicit, directly reﬂecting the concurrent nature of the
system’s environment. In this way the programmer is relieved
from the tedious and error prone management of threading
primitives, and can focus the intended reactive behavior.

T op ::= #> CCode <# | Task Int Id { Stmt } | T op T op
Stmt ::= #> CCode <# | claim Id {Stmt} | Stmt Stmt
Fig. 1: Simpliﬁed grammar of the RTFM-core langauge.

// Resource A protects a, P protects p
struct { int x; int y; } p = {.x = 0,.y = 1};
int a[3] = {1,2,3};
Task 2 task1 {
claim A { #> a[0]=a[2]; <# }
}
Task 1 task2 {
claim A {
claim P {
#> p.y=a[0]; a[1]=p.y; <#
}
#> a[2]=0; <#
}
}

II. RTFM- CORE
A. RTFM-core Language and Model of Computation
The RTFM-core language [3] allows reactive real-time systems to be speciﬁed in terms of time constrained, parametrised
tasks with (potentially nested) critical sections protected by
named resources. Whereas the minimalistic RTFM-core language focus on concurrency, inlined C code is used to specify
the functionality. A simpliﬁed grammar is presented in Figure
1. Listing 1 depicts a system with two tasks task1 and
task2 with priorities 2 and 1 respectively. The resource
A ensures race free access to a between tasks task1 and
task2, while P ensures constancy of the struct p. Claims
can be nested, allowing access e.g., to both p and a.
1) RTFM-kernel: Targeting lightweight micro-controllers,
the RTFM-kernel implements the scheduling primitives in
terms of C-macros exploiting the underlying bare-metal interrupt hardware for single core, static priory, preemptive
scheduling under the Stack Resource Policy (SRP)[2]. SRPbased scheduling [1] brings beneﬁts such as deadlock free
execution sharing a single execution stack, single blocking and
established methods to response time analysis.
2) RTFM-core Compiler: The RTFM-core compiler[3]
translates the RTFM-core model into plain C code, with
inlined references to the scheduling primitives. Static priorities
are derived for the time constrained tasks, and static resource
ceilings are derived for the critical sections1 .

Listing 1: RTFM-core: Simple example system.

III. RUST
Rust combines modern language features as closures, parametric polymorphism, and traits, with a novel ownership
model allowing compile time safety analysis of systems with
shared state. Through pre-processing (Rust macros) syntactic
extensions can be readily developed. Targeting systems programming, bindings to traditional threads based libraries are
available. Rust claims zero-overhead abstractions, motivated
by the fact that abstractions are efﬁciently instantiated. Efﬁciency of the generated code can potentially surpass hand
written C/C++ through allowing aggressive, yet safe optimizations. Rust relies on LLVM for analysis and back-end code
generation.
A. Zinc
For bare-metal execution, Zinc2 provides a generic, memory safe ecosystem for the ARM-cortex architecture. The
generated executable (.elf), maps directly to the underlying
hardware. Targeting small embedded devices (of the IoT era),
a minimal executable is free of external dependencies (beyond
the required Rust libcore).

1 A subset of RTFM-core has been formally speciﬁed, and a veriﬁed
compiler has been developed[4].

2 https://github.com/hackndev/zinc
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IV. TRUST
We envision TRust, a reliable task and resource model
for bare-metal applications. Building on Zinc, hardware abstractions are readily available, e.g., allowing the binding
of functions to interrupt vectors (i.e., we can declare tasks
as functions). Moreover, the Rust ownership model prevents
unsafe sharing between such tasks (functions). Resources, can
be modelled in a similar way to Mutex in Rust. Listing 2,
depicts a sketch of a possible TRust implementation3 . The
Sync/Drop trait allows the memory analysis to acknowledge
the mutual exclusion, the Deref/DerefMut traits provide
safe de-reference of shared data. The claim function returns
a guard (from which de-referencing is possible). Notice here,
under SRP a claim will always be granted, hence execution is
lock-free by construction and thus extremely efﬁcient.

according to SRP. All references to shared data is safe through
implicit de-referencing of (locked) guards. The vanilla Rust
compiler will reject any unsafe usage. 4
V. I N RUST WE TRUST !
Current work includes performing the SRP analysis on bases
of the call tree. Required information is available in the MIR5
representation of the program (spanning all tasks). Indeed,
resource ceilings are constants and should be derived as such,
omitting the need for the res_ceiling ﬁeld. Furthermore,
we intend to provide concrete syntax and compiler support for
task deﬁnitions, asynchronous calls and timing semantics of
[3], to provide a complete framework for real-time embedded
software development that you can TRust!
use TRust;
struct Ps {
x : i32,
y : i32,
}

pub struct Res<T> {
data: UnsafeCell<T>,
res_ceiling: i32,
old_ceiling: atomic::AtomicUsize,
}

// A, resource ceiling is max {p(task1), p(task2)} = 2
static A: TRust::Res<[i32;3]> = TRust::Res::new([1,2,3], 2);
// P, resource ceiling is max {p(task2)} = 1
static P: TRust::Res<Ps> = TRust::Res::new(Ps{x:0, y:1}, 1);

#[must_use]
pub struct ResGuard<’a, T: ’a> {
__lock: &’a Res<T>,
}

// task1 at prio 2
pub fn task1() {
let mut a = A.claim();
a[0]=a[2];
}

unsafe impl<T: Send> Sync for Res<T> {}
impl<T> Res<T> {
pub const fn new(value: T, ceiling: i32) -> Res<T> {
Res {
data: UnsafeCell::new(value),
res_ceiling: ceiling,
old_ceiling: atomic::AtomicUsize::new(0),
}
}
pub fn claim<’a>(&’a self) -> ResGuard<’a, T> {
self.old_ceiling.store(NVIC_GET_BASEPRI(), ...);
NVIC_SET_BASPRIMAX(self.res_ceiling);
ResGuard { __lock: self }
}
}

// task2 at prio 1
pub fn task2() {
let mut a = A.claim(); {
let mut p = P.claim();
p.y = a[0]; a[1] = p.y;
}
a[2] = 0;
}

Listing 3: Example system

R EFERENCES

impl<’res, T> ops::Deref for ResGuard<’res, T> {
type Target = T;
fn deref(&self) -> &T {
unsafe { &*self.__lock.data.get() }
}
}
impl<’res, T> ops::DerefMut for ResGuard<’res, T> {
fn deref_mut(&mut self) -> &mut T {
unsafe { &mut *self.__lock.data.get() }
}
}
impl<’res, T> Drop for ResGuard<’res, T> {
fn drop(&mut self) {
NVIC_SET_BASEPRI(self.__lock.old_ceiling.load(...));
}
}

Listing 2: TRust

A. Example
The example from Listing 1, can be straightforwardly implemented using the TRust abstraction. All resources are statically allocated. The resource ceilings are manually inferred
3 Details omitted for the NVIC and memory ordering of atomic operations.
Notice, the implementation is highly experimental.
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Abstract—Concurrent Reactive Objects (CRO) offers a means
for modeling real-time embedded software. Our previous work
has shown how CRO models can be synthesized into executable
code, and how preemption levels for a Stack Resource Policy
(SRP) based Deadline Monotonic (DM) scheduler can be extracted. We have proposed a general design of an efﬁcient SRP
DM kernel, which minimizes kernel overhead and blocking by
exploiting commonplace interrupt hardware.
In this paper we present a safe method for SRP DM schedulablility analysis applicable to CRO models. The method is based on
established response time analysis, and takes kernel overhead and
blocking into account for ensuring safe estimations. In particular,
we show how the complete kernel can be captured in terms of
CRO, and we give a set of kernel primitives enabling interrupt
hardware of commonplace platforms to utilized for implementing
SRP-DM scheduling. By the translation from CRO to notions of
SRP, we can undertake established methods for schedulability
analysis. To this end, we develop a method to, from a CRO
model, derive the inter-arrival times of internal job requests, and
we describe the units of execution for WCET analysis. Given an
assumption on inter-arrival times of external jobs, the developed
analysis is able to give safe schedulability estimates for CRO
based systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Concurrent Reactive Objects (CRO) offers a means for
modeling real-time embedded software. The intended behavior
is captured in terms of Time-Constrained Reactions (TCR)
[3] to events in the system. In case such all reactions have
completed the system is idle, awaiting future events. As such
the CRO model is well suited to systems with both real-time
and power constraints.
In our previous work we have shown how CRO models
can be synthesized into executable code. For the scheduling
we have deﬁned a mapping from the CRO model (objects,
methods, and synchronuous/asynchrnuous messages) to the
notions of SRP (resources, resource requests/releases, job
arrivals and jobs). Based on the mapping we have shown how
resource ceilings and preemption levels for a Stack Resource
Policy (SRP) based Deadline Monotonic (DM) scheduler
can be extracted. The choice of SRP-DM is motivated by
our target of resource constrained real-time systems. SRP is
known to offer beneﬁts of single shared stack for execution
(which limits stack space RAM requirements in comparison to
e.g., multi-threaded approaches), and ensures bound blocking
times for the scheduling. In addition, under SRP-DM we can
exploit on mechanisms for interrupt management provided by
commonplace hardware platforms (e.g., ARM Cortex M3) to
mitigate scheduling overhead.

In this paper we present a safe method for SRP DM
schedulability analysis applicable to CRO models. The method
is based on response time analysis, and takes kernel overhead
and blocking into account for ensuring safe estimations.
Traditional response time analysis requires a-priori information on the inter-arrival times of job requests. In our setting job
requests stem either from the system environment (i.e., captured as interrupts) or from internal asynchronous messages.
For the latter case we develop a method that analyses the CRO
model in order to derive inter-arrival times for the internal job
requests.
Response time analysis also requires the Worst Case Execution Times (WCETs) of job-instances. To this end we rely
on an empirical approach, that undertake WCET estimation by
performing clock-cycle accurate measurements on the actual
executable code (synthesized from the CRO model). This
empirical approach is also applied to characterize WCET for
scheduling operations. This is a semi-automatic process, that
in case of data dependent WCET utilizes user input for the
estimation. Due to space limitations this work is not included
in the paper.
We show that the complete system, including the SRPDM scheduler, can be expressed in terms of CRO, and by
the translation to the standard notions of SRP we can rely
on established methods for analysis. In particular, we detail
how interrupt hardware is managed through a minimalistic set
of primitives, and how timer queues (for managing internal
postponed job requests) are expressed in terms objects. Furthermore, we discuss the trade-off in between schedulability
and hardware resource utilization.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a
background to the CRO model and brieﬂy review the code
synthesis process from CRO to executable code. Section III
describes the mapping from CRO model to the notions of SRP.
The SRP-DM schedulability analysis is presented in Section
V, taking into account the overhead of scheduling primitives
and the management of timer queuues. The paper is concluded
in Section VI, where we summarize our results and suggest
directions for future research in the ﬁeld.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Underlying Model
1) Concurrent Reactive Object Model: The concurrent
reactive object (CRO) model is the execution and concurrency model of the Timber programming language, a generalpurpose object-oriented language that primarily targets realtime systems [1]–[3]. A subset of C implementing the core
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Permissible execution window for a message.

features of Timber and also using the CRO model as its
execution model is called TinyTimber [4].
In this section we brieﬂy describe the main features of
the CRO model and its abstraction to Concurrent Reactive
Components, and discuss its implementation. We present an
informal mapping from the CRO model to the notions of SRP.
We focus on reactivity; object-orientation with complete state
encapsulation; object-level concurrency with message passing
between objects, the ability to specify timing behavior of a
system, and the abstraction to components.
2) Reactivity: Reactivity is the deﬁning property of the
CRO model, which makes it particularly suitable for embedded
system, since functionality of most, if not all, embedded
systems can be expressed in terms of reactions to external
stimuli and timer events. A reactive system can be described
as follows: initially the system is idle, an external stimulus
(originating in the systems environment) or a timer event
triggers a burst of activity, and eventually the system returns
to the idle state. A reactive object is either actively executing
a method in response to an external stimulus or a message
from another object, or passively maintaining its state. Since
initially the system is idle, some external stimulus is needed
to trigger activity in the system.
3) Objects and state encapsulation: The CRO model speciﬁes that all system state is encapsulated in objects O1 , . . . , On .
Each object has a number of methods, and the encapsulated
state is only accessible from the object’s methods. This is also
known as a complete state encapsulation. A name of a method
m can be fully expanded as Oi : m, where Oi is an object
owning the method. Methods of two objects can be executed
concurrently, but each method is granted an exclusive access
to its object’s state, so only one method of an object can
be active at any given time. Coupled with a complete state
encapsulation, this provides a mechanism for guaranteeing
state consistency under concurrent execution. The source of
concurrency in a system can either be two external stimuli that
are handled by different objects, or an asynchronous message
sent from one object to another (more about message passing
below).
To ensure that execution is reactive in its nature, each
method must follow run-to-end semantics [5], i.e., it is not
allowed to block execution awaiting external stimulus or a
message. An example of this would be an object representing
a queue: if a dequeue method is invoked on an empty queue,
it is not allowed to wait until data becomes available, but it
must instead return a result indicating that the queue is empty.
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4) Message passing and speciﬁcation of timing behavior:
In the CRO model objects communicate by passing messages. Each message speciﬁes a recipient object (O) and
a method (m) of this object that will be invoked. A message is either synchronous (SYNC(O, m)) or asynchronous
(ASYNC(O, m)). The sender of a synchronous message blocks
waiting for the invoked method to complete, while the sender
of an asynchronous message can continue execution concurrently with the invoked method. Thus asynchronous messages
introduce concurrency into the system. An asynchronous message can also be delayed by a speciﬁc amount of time.
Timing behavior of a system can be speciﬁed by deﬁning
a baseline and a deadline for an asynchronous message (a
synchronous message always inherits the timing speciﬁcation
of the sender). The baseline speciﬁes the earliest point in
time when a message becomes eligible for execution, which
for an external stimulus corresponds to its “arrival time” and
for a message sent from one object to another is deﬁned
directly in the code. If the deﬁned baseline is in the future,
this corresponds to delaying the delivery of the message. The
deadline speciﬁes the latest point in time when a message
must complete execution, which is always deﬁned relative
to the baseline, see Figure 1 for the permissible execution
window of a message. Whenever we talk about timing behavior of asynchronous messages, we shall extend the notation
to ASYNC(O, m, B, D), where B and D are respectively a
baseline and a relative deadline of the message. As mentioned
above, synchronous messages always inherit their timing speciﬁcation from the initial asynchronous message.
Concurrent reactive objects can be used to model the system
itself and its interaction with its environment (e.g., via sensors,
buttons, keyboards, displays). Events in the physical world
(such as pushing a button) result in an asynchronous message
being sent to a handler object, and system output (e.g., ﬂashing
an LED) is represented as messages sent from an object to the
environment.
5) Implementation of CRO: The implementation of an
object instance can be either in software (e.g, synthesized from
a CRO deﬁnition in C) or provided by the environment. This
allows incorporating hardware interactions and legacy code
(typically external software libraries) in the model, as long as
their interface is compliant with the concurrent reactive object
model.
6) Concurrent Reactive Components: To deal with complexity, system state and functionality is partitioned into a
hierarchy of concurrent reactive components encapsulating
component instances and at the lowest level concurrent reactive objects. Thus, interaction in between components will
always be grounded by interaction in between objects (belonging to different components). This allows us to apply
a consistent modeling for component interaction, component
implementation and interaction with the environment.
B. Stack Resource Policy
Stack resource policy (SRP) is a policy for scheduling
real-time tasks with shared resources that permits tasks with

different priorities to share a single run-time stack [6]–[8].
SRP applies directly to scheduling policies with dynamic and
static priority, including e.g., Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
which is used by current Timber and TinyTimber kernels,
and Deadline Monotonic (DM) for which interrupt hardware
of commonplace platforms can be utilized efﬁciently. SRP
scheduling has many known advantages to scheduling realtime tasks onto resource constrained platforms and a plethora
of methods for analysis has been devised. The traditional
version of SRP only addresses single-core systems, however,
SRP has also been extended to multi-core and multi-processor
systems (see, for example, [9] and [10]).
III. T RANSLATION OF THE CRO MODEL
SRP offers bounded priority inversion, deadlock free execution, sharing of run-time stack, and at most two context
switches per job instance (since a job can never block waiting
for a resource once started).
In order to allow a CRO system to be represented in notions
of SRP, we must ﬁrst translate the CRO model into jobs and
resources. A straightforward translation is possible:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Each object Oi is treated as a single-unit resource.
Each asynchronous message M = ASYNC(O, m, B, D)
is treated as a job request, where the resulting job instance
initially performs a resource request for O, invokes m,
and releases O.
Each synchronous message M = SYNC(O, m, B, D) as
a resource request for O, invocation of m and release of
O.
The baseline B of a message ASYNC(O, m, B, D), corresponds to the arrival time of a job request and the
deadline D to the relative deadline of the job instance.
Priority of an asynchronous messages M is denoted by
p(M ). Consider M1 = ASYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 ) and
M1 = ASYNC(O2 , m2 , B2 , D2 ). In the DM scheduling priorities are deﬁned so that p(M1 ) > p(M2 ) iff
D1 < D2 .
In SRP, to every a message M is assigned a preemption
level π(M ), which should satisfy π(M1 ) < π(M2 )
iff D1 > D2 . Values of preemption levels are natural
numbers. For our case, with the DM scheduling, we can
assign π(M ) = p(M ) for every M (since this assignment
satisﬁes the condition for preemption levels, see (P1) in
[6]).

This translation into notions of SRP is possible, since
methods in the CRO model are run-to-end (blocking for future
events to the system is prohibited), thus the execution of a
message method can be seen as corresponding to the execution
of a job instance.
Assume a message M1 = SYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 ) (or
M1 = ASYNC(O1 , m1 , B1 , D1 )). If the execution of m1
can give rise to sending a synchronous message M2 =
∗
SYNC(O2 , m2 , B2 , D2 ) then we write M1 → M2 . Let →
be a transitive closure of →. The initial message in a path
∗
deﬁned by → may be synchronous or asynchronous, the

subsequent messages must be synchronous. The set of resources (objects) potentially requested by a message M0 =
ASYNC(O0 , m0 , B0 , Do ) is deﬁned as
∗

Objs(M0 ) = {O0 } ∪ {O | M0 → SYNC(O, m, B, D)}
We also say that M can lock objects Objs(M ). A current
resource ceiling O is just deﬁned as
O = max{π(M )|M ∈ M, O ∈ Objs(M )}
where M stands for all messages in the system. Note that O
can be computed statically. The current system ceiling Π is
Π = max({0} ∪ {O | O is locked}
The SRP states (cf. [6]) that a message M
=
ASYNC(O, m, B, D) is blocked from starting execution
until π(M ) > Π. In addition to that, in order to be scheduled
for execution M must have highest priority of all jobs, which
in the case of DM follows directly from π(M ) > Π.
IV. C ODE S YNTHESIS OF CRC/CRO
In this section we give a brief description of the code
synthesis process.
A. XML Format
A model is stored as an XML ﬁle that captures both system
structure and implementation. At the top level, it contains
one or more modules. A module may contain one or more
class deﬁnitions. Class deﬁnitions are used to declare both
components and objects. It also deﬁnes the required interface
(the list of named arguments) and its provided interface (a list
of named results). In general a class may contain:
1) One state structure:
<state>
<![CDATA[
int i;
]]>
</state>

2) One or more methods:
<method
name="init"
arg="int arg"
ret="void">
<![CDATA[
...
]]>
</method>

3) Zero or more class deﬁnitions (as described above) only
visible in the scope of the component and any subcomponent(s) (referred to as local class deﬁnitions).
4) One or more class instances:
<inst
name="appinst"
class="app"
classarg="set_bor->contrinst.set_bor"
/>

Where name is the instance name, class selects the
class deﬁnition to instantiate, and classarg argument(s) for instantiation.
A deﬁnition of a component contains (optional) local class
deﬁnitions (3) and class instances (4), while a deﬁnition of an
object contain method(s) (2) and (optional) state (1).
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B. Code Synthesis
From the internal CRC model C functions and object
deﬁnition structures (C typedefs) can be emitted. The next step
in code synthesis is to instantiate the system, which results
in a CRO model [11] of the system. From this model we
can emit the static object structure, and perform SRP ceiling
level extraction.Given emitted C-functions, object deﬁnitions
and SRP ceiling levels, and the set of scheduling primitives
the system can be compiled (using a C-compiler) into an
executable binary.
The timing speciﬁcation of the model is preserved during
code synthesis and later used by the run-time kernel, e.g. the
process method will render the following C-code:
// local name bindings
#define get_feedback .....
#define control_out .....
#define process .....
// method implementation
int controller_process(int arg) {
int fb = SYNC(get_feedback, NO_ARG);
// Controller state update etc
SYNC(control_out, outval);
ASYNC(process, MS(10), MS(1), NO_ARG );
}
#undef get_feedback
#undef control_out
#undef process

V. SRP-DM S CHDEDULING OF CRO SYSTEMS
In the analysis we assume the system to be deadline
constrained, i.e., inter-arrival times for each job is greater than
the job deadline.
τi Is a the task i in the system.
Ci The worst-case computation time required by task i on
each release. At run-time we assume that any computation time from 0 to Ci could be required for a single
invocation of i.
Ti The lower bound on the time between successive arrivals
of i. If i is a periodic task then this lower bound will also
be the upper bound (i.e. the period is ﬁxed and equal to
Ti )
Di The deadline requirement of task i, measured relative to
a given release of i. Note that we require Di ≤ Ti .
Bi The worst-case blocking time task i can experience
due to the operation of the priority ceiling protocol (or
equivalent concurrency control protocol). Bi is normally
equal to the longest critical section of lower priority tasks
accessing semaphores with ceilings higher than (or equal
to) the priority of i.
Ii The worst-case interference a task i can experience.
Interference on i is deﬁned as the time higher priority
tasks can pre-empt and execute, and hence prevent i from
executing.
ri The worst-case response time for a task i measured from
the time the task is released. For a schedulable task ri ≤
Di (if there was no deadline requirement for i we would
require that ri ≤ Ti ).
hp(i) The set of tasks of higher base priority than the base
priority of i (these tasks could pre-empt i).

S = (C, T, D, B, I, R, hp)

(1)

In this section we will detail how to derive S for CRO based
systems, and in particular show how detailed knowledge of the
kernel design (and the underlying scheduling hardware) can be
incorporated into S for accurate of schedulabilty analysis.
A. Mapping of externally triggered CRO systems
This boils down to the standard notion of a reactive system
with shared resources, having no internally triggered job
requests.
For a CRO system without internal asynchronous communication (no internal ASYNCs), the tasks of the system S all
stem from external job requests, corresponding to messages
Mi = ASYNC(Oi , mi , Bi , Di ), where Oi deﬁnes the destination object, mi the method to execute, Bi the baseline relative
to the arrival time of Mi , and Di the relative deadline to Bi .
For external job requests Mi , Bi = 0 (if we want to postpone
execution we will let mi emit an asynchronous job request
ASYNC.
We deﬁne:
Oi Is a resource (object) with a priority ceiling Oi , according to Section III.
πi the pre-emption level of task i, which in our case is
equal the base priority of task i. Pre-emption levels are
assigned such that π(M1 ) < π(M2 ) iff D1 > D2 .
Notice, for utilizing commonplace interrupt hardware for
the scheduling under SRP-DM, we deﬁne a mapping H
such that H(πi ) > H(πj ) iff πi < πj .
lp(i) The set of tasks of lower base priority than the base
priority of i (these tasks could block i).
Li The set of resource requests for task i.
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∗

Li = {(O, m) | mi → SYNC(O, m, ...)}
Assuming that the number of hardware interrupt sources and
priority levels are sufﬁcient for scheduling the system using
the interrupt hardware, we have the following mapping:
τi τi is corresponding to externally triggered message Mi
from the CRO.
Ci Is the WCET of an execution entity i, (e.g., task i).
Ti The inter-arrival times of external job requests is assumed
as input for the analysis.
Di The relative deadline is explicitly expressed for
each task i. e.g. as in the job request Mi =
ASYNC(Oi , mi , Bi , Di , ...).
Bi Bi is under SRP-DM equal to the longest critical section
of lower priority tasks accessing semaphores with ceilings
higher than (or equal to) the priority of i. For CRO this
implicates the worst case blocking time of any task j
with a base priority lower than job i, that has a resource
request to any object with a ceiling of Oj higher or equal
to the priority of i.
Bi = max {0, Cm |∀(O, m) ∈ Lj , O ≥ πi }
∀j∈lp(j)

(2)

Ii The worst-case interference a task i can experience.
Interference on i is deﬁned as the time higher priority
tasks can pre-empt and execute, and hence prevent i from
executing.
  ri 
(3)
Cj
Ii =
Tj
∀j∈hp(j)

Ri The worst-case response time for a task i measured from
the time the task is released. For a schedulable task Ri ≤
Di (if there was no deadline requirement for i we would
require that ri ≤ Ti ). An over approximation of Ri can
be done calculating the the interference over the whole
time interval of Di as follows:
  Di 
Ri = Ci + Bi +
Cj
(4)
Tj
∀j∈hp(j)

The exact Ri can be obtained by the recurrence equation,
computing the busy period of task i as:
  wm 
i
wim+1 = Ci + Bi +
(5)
Cj
Tj
∀j∈hp(j)

Iteration starts with an initial value wi0 , typically w0 =
Ci +Bi , and ends when either wim+1 = wim in which case
the worst-case response time Ri , is given by wim , or when
wim+1 > Di , in which case the task is unschedulable.
hp(i) The set of tasks of higher base priority than the base
priority of i (these tasks could pre-empt i).
B. Scheduling primitives
In the following we will deﬁne the schedeuling primitives necessary for implementing SRP-DM onto commonplace
hardware platfroms.
1) Interrupt pre- and postludes (ipr/ipl): An external job
Mi will be admitted by the interrupt hardware iff πi > Π. On
admission, (interrupt entry), the hardware will push the current
system ceiling level Π on an internal stack of Πs, and set the
system ceiling Π = πi . On interrupt exit, the hardware will pop
the internal Π stack such to restore the previous system ceiling.
Thus, commonplace interrupt hardware natively implements
SRP-DM!
For externally triggered CRO systems, under SRP-DM,
relative deadlines are sufﬁcient for both scheduling (during
run-time) and the schedulability analysis presented. However,
to pave way for internal job request, we derive the arrival time
(baseline Bi ) for the message Mi , (i.e., the absolute point in
time at when the event from the environment arrived). On
commonplace platforms this can be implemented by setting
up a free-running timer, and capture its current value when
the event is detected. Some platforms (e.g., ARM Cortex M3)
offers hardware support for timer capture, hence provides
exact information (to the level of the timer resolution) on
event arrivals. If unavailable we have to refrain to a software
solution, capturing the current value of the free-running timer
in the interrupt prelude. However, in this case, the baseline

t1 =60, j1=ASYNC(o1, m11, 0, 40)

m11

o1

m12
t2 =60, j2=ASYNC(o2, m21,0, 60)

m21 m12

o2

m21={… SYNC(o1, m12); ...}
Fig. 2.

Example with external job requests.

Bi will be subceptible to both interference and blocking,
according to the deﬁnitions given.
For SRP-DM scheduling of CRO based systems, no
postlude is required, commonplace interrupt hardware sufﬁces.
2) SYNC pre- and postludes (spr/spl): A synchronous
message Mj = SYNC(Oj , mj ) send from Mi amounts to
a resource request Oj and, when admitted, the execution of
mj , followed by a resource release Oj . Under SRP, such synchronous messages are ensured to be immediately admitted.
Thus, for hardware scheduling of CRO SRP-DM, the prelude
amounts to admitting the request, by setting the hardware
system ceiling to Oj , and the postlude to re-setting the
hardware system ceiling to Oi .
C. Schedulability test of externally triggered CRO systems
In order to test the system for schedulability, we require
assumptions (user input) on inter-arrival times Ti for the
external job requests Mi . Additionally, we need the (estimated)
WCET Ci and blocking time for each resource requests Li ,
together with the WCETs Cipr , Cipl , Cspr , and Cspl . Notice,
that Ci is the total execution time including Cipr , Cipl , and
potential Cspr ’s and Cspl ’s, and that we for safe analysis
assume the blocking time of SYNC(O, m) to be computed as
Cspr + Cm + Cspl . For this presentation we assume WCETs
given.
Based on the presented mapping from CRO to SRP-DM
together with the presented scheduling primitives, we can
apply standard SRP-DM analysis.
1) Example: With the outset from the Example Figure 2,
we obtain the following setting:
H(O1 ) = 1, H(O2  = 2)
D1 = 40, D2 = 60
H(π1 ) = 1, H(π1 ) = 2
C1 = 2 + 10 + 2 = 24, C2 = 2 + 20 + 2 = 24
(assuming WCET for interrupt pre- and postludes = 2)
T1 = 60, T2 = 60, and
L1 = {{}, L2 = {(o1 , 1 + 10 + 1 = 12)}
(assuming WCET for SYNC pre- and posludes = 1)
The Figure 3, depicts the mapping of S onto a hardware
platform. The environment (in this case the bare metal hardware) is represented by the object env. Interrupt handlers for
ext int1 and ext int2 will be executed on behalf of occurring
external events when admitted with respect to the system
ceiling (implemented in hardware H(Π), marked (a) in Figure.
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H(Π)(a) env
H(π) source
1 ext_int1

t1 =60, j1=ASYNC(o1, m11, 0, 40)

m11

o1

m12
m211 m12

2 ext_int2

o2

o1

j1

1

o2

j2

2

(b)
(a)

Fig. 5. Response time analysis. R1 = I1 + B1 + C1 = 0 + 12(b) + 24 =
36 ≤ 40, R2 = 24(a) + 0 + 24 = 48 ≤ 60.

Fig. 3. Externally triggered CRO system, the system ceiling is implemented
in hardware Π, and how external interrupts (ext int1, ext int2) at levels
(H(O1  = 1, H(O2  = 2), are connected to (o1.m11 , o2.m21 ).

o1

J H(π)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

t2 =60, j2=ASYNC(o2, m21, 0, 60)
m21={… SYNC(o1, m12); ...}

R

R

t1 =60, j1=ASYNC(o1, m11, 0, 40)

m11

m11={… ASYNC(o2, m21); ...}

m12

it2 =60, ij2=ASYNC(o2, m21, 0, 40)
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J H(π)
j1

1
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m21={… SYNC(o1, m12); ...}
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2

Fig. 6. Example with internal job requests. it2 is derived from the CRO
model, the externally triggered j1 performs an ASYNC(o2, m22 ). Interarrival time, base- and deadline for it2 are inherited from j1 .

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Fig. 4.

Utilization 24/60 + 24/60 = 0.8 ≤ 1.

The pre- and postludes of SYNC(o1 , m12 ) (marked green in
ﬁgure) constitute resource request and release by setting the
hardware system ceiling accordingly.
D. Schedulability of externally triggered systems
A system is schedulable if each job meets its deadline at
all times. Under SRP-DM a sufﬁcient schedulability test is
to calculate the response times for each job, and if all jobs
meet their deadlines the system is scheduleable. A necessary
condition is that the total utilization u ≤ 1, Equation (6).
|J|

ci
i=1

ti

≤1

(6)

1) Utilization: For he given setting this equates to (24 +
24)/60 = 0.8 ≤ 1, thus the necessary condition is fulﬁlled,
see Figure 4. In general the utilization is cheap to compute,
hence if failing the system is decisively unschedulable, and
we can avoid further computations for analysis.
2) Response Time: We now turn to the sufﬁcient condition,
system is schedulable if Equation (7) holds;
Ri ≤ Di

(7)

For the given setting this equates to a blocking times
(Equation (5)) I1 = 0 (no blocking from higher prioritized
jobs), and B1 = 24 ∗ ( 60
60  = 24). Figure 5 (a).
invji = ∀jj ∈ J, πjj > πji ,



max(inv2ji (lj ))

(8)
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inv2ji (lj ) = ∀(rk , bk , lk )inlj
max(0, bk ∈ lj , rk  ≤ ri , inv2ji (lk ))

(9)

For the example, this equates to blocking by priority inversion (Equation (8)) invj1 = max(0, 1 + 10 + 1) (j1 is
blocked by the lower prioritized j2 , holding the resource o1
for (1+10+1) time units, Figure 5 (b), while invj2 = 0 (since it
is the lowest prioritized job, it will not be subceptible to (any)
priority inversion). Notice, in Equation (9), the ∀(rk , bk ,) ∈ lj
will look into the transitive chains of locks (SYNCs) and return
the maximum priority inversion blocking inferred by the job
jj , (i.e., having rk  ≤ ri ).
Finally we derive the response times , respj1 = (invj1 =
1 + 10 + 1) + ((cj1 = 2 + 20 + 2)) = 36 ≤ 40, respj2 =
(blockj2 = 2 + 20 + 2) + (cj2 = 2 + 20 + 2) = 48 ≤ 60, as
shown in Figure 5. Since the deadlines were met we conclude
the system to be scheduleable (Equation (7)).
E. Systems with internal job requests
As a prerequisite to schedulability analysis we need to derive the worst case inter-arrival times of internal job requests.
1) Period extraction: To this end, we develop an extraction
mechanism, such to derive internal job request periods (minimum inter-arrival times) from the model at compile time.
By traversing the job request call trees, and detect cycles
containing at least one ASYNC, periodic processes can be
derived. For example, Job A spawns job B with offset 50ms
(ASYNC(B, 50ms, dl) ) job B spawns job A after 20ms
(ASYNC(A, 20ms, dl)). Finding the cycle in this case is trivial
and the period is 50ms + 20ms for both jobs A and B. More
complex cases such that, for the example job B spawn job A

H(Π)

env (b1) 

H(π) source
t
t
2 timer_int

1 ext_int1
3 int_int1

eenqueue

(b2) 
(a) 
((b3) 

a b

ot1

j1
o1

ij2 3

o2

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
t1 =60, j1=ASYNC(o1, m11, 0, 40)
m11={… M1=ASYNC(o2, m21, 40, 60); ...}

(b) it2 =60, ij2=ASYNC(o2, m21,0, 40)
m21={… SYNC(o1, m12); ...}

Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.
Timer queue object and hardware interaction. The postludes of
engueue/dequeue is depicted in purple (dark grey).

a b
to1
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c de

f

System with speciﬁc timing information added to m11 .

The mapping from CRO to S for systems having internal
job requests (ASYNCs) extents the S by a set of Rt resources,
one for each timer queue, together with a set of timer jobs Jt
and the set of internal job requests IJ and their resources IR.
Rt = {rt1 , .., rtn }

1

tj1 2
o2

1

tj1 2

(a) t1 =60, j1=ASYNC(o1, m11, 0, 40)
m11={… M1=ASYNC(o2, m21); ...}

J H(π))

f

m12
m211 m12

R

de

J H(π))

dequeue
d

m11
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ij2 3
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 8. System ceiling Π for example execution. (Π is depicted as black
lines.) Changes made under hardware control is marked in yellow (grey).
Dotted lines indicate interrupt-chaining. Changes to Π by software (pre- and
postlude for resource requests) are showing in green (dark grey).

after 20ms or 50ms is will not be automatically found and will
need to be manually entered as input to the tool. This is also
true for all other ”non trivial” cases, for example an external
job that spawns a periodic job. Notice, this might in general
be a source for an unscheduleable (erronuous) system, and
the tool will thus report it as a potential hazard, that might be
overridden by user input (in case for example of the externally
triggered reset job).
All jobs that are spawned from a job that are found to
be periodic inherits the caller’s period. (This also applies for
external jobs with a manually entered minimum inter-arrival
time (period).)
For the given example 6] the internal job ij2 inherits the
minimum inter-arrival time (60 ms) from the external job j1 .

(10)

The number of available hardware resources (number of
physical timers), and the number of priority levels we are
willing to spend for scheduling might vary in between platforms, and also for a given platform, with the application at
hand (as timers may well be assigned to other tasks, such as
controlling PWM outputs etc). Hence, the presented approach
is fully parametrized (1 < |Jt| < |πint |), where πint is the set
of unique priority levels for internal job requests.
Each timer queue resource rtj , is implemented as CRO
object oti , with methods to enqueue and dequeue internal
job requests. Figure 7 depicts a system with a single timer
resource, showing how the timer interrupt source (interrupt
handler) is referred to ot1 .dequeue. For each queue object
we can (if so desired) deploy specialized implementations
(optimized for the derived queue length). Since it is treated
as an ordinary resource by the synthesis and analysis, we can
rely on WCET characterization given derived queue lengths.
In the following we outline the primitives needed for
hardware scheduling of internal job requests. To this end, bli
and dli denotes the absolute points in time for the permissible
execution window of job ji (for the sake of the presentation
we do not go into details with limited time resolution and
range). # denotes the current time.
2) enqueue postlude: The pre-deﬁned postlude for the
enqueue method, will for a job request ji raise the interrupt
at level πi immediately if bli < #. In other case, the physical
timer appointed will be setup to release the job request (raising
the interrupt at level πtji ) at time blm , if that is earlier than
the currently set release for the timer job bltij .
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3) dequeue postlude: The pre-deﬁned postlude for the
dequeue method, will raise the interrupts at level πmi for
each mi , bli = blcurrent , i.e. all arrived messages, and move
each message to the end of the corresponding readyqueue.
Notice, for the implementation we actually let messages that
arrives during the dequeue also to be released. This does not
improve on worst case behavior for schedeulability analysis,
but reduces the actual load on the system, in order to reduce
power consumption, and improve on average response times.
The postlude ﬁnally sets up the timer hardware to release the
next job request in queue (if any).
4) Interrupt handlers for internal jobs: Each distinct preemption level has a corresponding interrupt handler, and a
corresponding readyqueue for released but not yet executed
messages. While the queue is non-empty we pop the ﬁrst
element in the queue and execute the corresponding message.
Notice that, the accesses to the readyqueue must be executed
at the priority of the corresponding timer job, hence the
interrupt handler will request the timer job, perform dequeuing
and release the timer job resource.
Note: A interrupt handler may be shared between internal
and external events if necessary. (In this case a simple check
is performed at entry to see if the source is an external or
internal event.
5) Impact of shared timer queues: Since we treat timer
queues as ordinary resources in the system, the bounded
priority inversion under SRP holds. The implication is that
jobs ji with priorities piroj ≤ piji ≤ tjj will be susceptible
to priority inversion by all jobs that access roj , i.e., performs
ASYNCs deferred to roj , and that the timer job tjj may block
any job ji ≤ tjj . Thus, increased sharing of timer resources
increases the priority inversion in the system. Moreover, increased sharing also leads to larger queues, which in turns lead
to larger WCETs for enqueue/queue operations.
Following the example (Figure 6), we ﬁnd the externally
triggered job request j1 , from which we can derive the internal
job request ij2 , with the inherited inter-arrival time ij2 = 6
and dij = 60. To this end, we will 1) create a timer resource
rt1 , with resource ceiling rt1  = o1 , and 2) create timer job
tj1 , with the a higher priority (lower number) than the highest
priority of any job request of the timer, in this case πtj1 = 2.
The timer job will request the timer resource rt1 for dequeuing
the timer queue, hence will have a corresponding lock ltj1 =
{(rt1 , bt1enqueue ), (rt1 , bt1dequeue ). Blocking times for queue
operations are obtained as discussed above, for the example
we assume bt1 =4. Figure 10 depicts the ASYNC operation of
j1 (a) and the timer job tj1 (b).
6) Examples: Consider the system depicted in Figures 6, 7
and 8. Assume π = max(π) (system is idle), an event occurs
causing a ext int1 to be raised, the interrupt is served (π = 1,
and m11 executes), Figure 8 (a). The ASYNC is executed as
a SYNC(ot1 , enqueue, ...) (requesting the timer queue). The
enqueue method enqueues the job request (message M1 ), and
sets up the hardware timer accordingly (if earliest arrival time),
Figure 8 (b). In this case, there will be just one message, so the
queue is trivial, and since the arrival time of M1 has passed,
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Fig. 10. Utilization ((2 + 20 + 2) + (2 + 4 + 2) + (2 + 20 + 2))/60 =
0.9333... ≤ 1

the timeri nt is raised. The enqueue method returns, and the
system ceiling is reset (in this case no change is made since
we were already operating at level 1. The method m11 , runs
to completion and exits the interrupt handler for ext int1,
and π = max(π). In general the system is now idle, awaiting
stimulus, and on the arrival of message M1 , the timer int
will be raised. However in our case, the timer interrupt has
already been raised. When the timeri nt is admitted, job tj1
is executed (π = 2), Figure 7 (b2 ) and Figure 8 (c) showing
the chained interrupt. tj1 performs a request to1 .dequeue,
the system ceiling is stored by the resource request prelude
(green), set to that of the ot1 (π = 1), and ot1 .dequeue
is executed. The postlude of ot1 .dequeue raises int int3
8 (d) and exits. The resource request postlude will restore
π = 2 (internal operations on the system ceiling is shown in
green (dark grey), Figure 8. The pending int int3 will when
admitted be served, Figure 7(b3 ), and Figure 8 (e) (showing
the chaining), and M1 is executed (ij2 .m12 ). The resource
request to o1.m12 is shown in Figure 8. Upon exit the system
ceiling is restored π = max(π), Figure 8 (f), and the system
is now idle.
Consider the system depicted in Figure 9. In contrast to
above, m11 now gives speciﬁc timing information for ij2 ,
setting the arrival time to blj1 + 40, and a relative deadline
of 60 (deij2 = blj1 + 40 + 60 = 100. Here the system will
become idle in between the execution of j1 and ij2 .
7) Utilization: The system at hand can now be analyzed
for schedulability using the same method as described for
externally triggered systems. For the utilization, inter-arrival
time of tjn is derived from the GCD of the inter-arrival times
of its job requests (in this case 60). Figure 10, shows the
inter-arrival times for each job, and we compute the utilization
according to Equation (6), 0.9333... ≤ 1. Notice that this
calculation takes all overhead of schdeduling into account.
8) Response Time: Also for the response time analysis
we can undertake the same method as described for externally triggered systems. This amounts to calculating the
response time for j1 , it will be subceptible to priority inversion
form the worst case blocking time of the timer job tj1
(max(bt1enqueue , bt1dequeue ), as shown in Figure 11 (a,b). The
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(a)
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Fig. 11. Response time analysis, respj1 = 4+(1+10+1)+(2+20+2) =
40 ≤ 40, resptj1 = (1+10+1)+(2+20+2)+(2+4+4+2) = 48 ≤ 60,
respij2 = (2 + 20 + 2) + (2 + 4 + 4 + 2) + (2 + 20 + 2) = 60 ≤ 60. For
(a) timing window of ij2 is inherited from j1 (yielding an unscheduleable
system), while for (b) the timing window for ij2 is explicitly set (with a
baseline offset of 40 and the same deadline of 60), yielding a schedeulable
system.

[7] S. K. Baruah, “Resource sharing in edf-scheduled systems: A closer
look,” in Real-Time Systems Symposium, 2006. RTSS ’06. 27th IEEE
International, Dec. 2006, pp. 379–387.
[8] P. G. Jansen, S. J. Mullender, P. J. Havinga, and H. Scholten,
“Lightweight edf scheduling with deadline inheritance,” 2003. [Online].
Available: http://doc.utwente.nl/41399/
[9] P. Gai, G. Lipari, and M. Di Natale, “Minimizing memory utilization of
real-time task sets in single and multi-processor systems-on-a-chip,” in
Real-Time Systems Symposium, 2001. (RTSS 2001). Proceedings. 22nd
IEEE, Dec. 2001, pp. 73 – 83.
[10] P. Gai, M. Di Natale, G. Lipari, A. Ferrari, C. Gabellini, and P. Marceca,
“A comparison of mpcp and msrp when sharing resources in the janus
multiple-processor on a chip platform,” in Real-Time and Embedded
Technology and Applications Symposium, 2003. Proceedings. The 9th
IEEE, May 2003, pp. 189 – 198.
[11] S. Aittamaa, “Programming Embedded Real-Time Systems: Implementation Techniques for Concurrent Reactive Objects,” Licentiate Thesis,
Luleå University of Technology, 2011.

timer jobs perform enqueue and dequeue operations, under
the (artiﬁcial) deadline of their inter-arrival time.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we have presented a method for SRP-DM
schedulability analysis applicable to CRO models, and we
have shown how it exploits detailed knowledge of the kernel
design in order to ensure safe estimations. The implications of
kernel design and hardware support for scheduling have been
discussed in detail. In addition, we have developed a method
to derive the inter-arrival times of internal job requests, and
we have described a method to derive the units of execution
for WCET characterization. Given WCETs, and assumptions
on inter-arrival times of external jobs, the developed analysis
is able to derive safe schedulability estimates.
Future work includes demonstrating the developed analysis
on real-world applications, and reﬁning analysis to account for
offsets of internal job arrivals. The latter would open up for
more precise offset based schedulability analysis, thus provide
tighter results.
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Abstract—Lightweight Real-Time Operating Systems have
gained widespread use in implementing embedded software on
lightweight nodes. However, bare metal solutions are chosen, e.g.,
when the reactive (interrupt-driven) paradigm better matches the
programmer’s intent, when the OS features are not needed, or
when the OS overhead is deemed too large. Moreover, other
approaches are used when real-time guarantees are required.
Establishing real-time and resource guarantees typically requires
expert knowledge in the ﬁeld, as no turn-key solutions are
available to the masses.
In this paper we set out to bridge the gap between bare
metal solutions and traditional Real-Time OS paradigms. Our
goal is to meet the intuition of the programmer and at the
same time provide a resource-efﬁcient (w.r.t. CPU and memory)
implementation with established properties, such as bounded
memory usage and guaranteed response times. We outline a
roadmap for Real-Time For the Masses (RTFM) and report on
the ﬁrst step: an intuitive, platform-independent programming
API backed by an efﬁcient Stack Resource Policy-based scheduler
and a tool for kernel conﬁguration and basic resource and timing
analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Resource constrained platforms such as the ARM-7 and
ARM Cortex Mx/Rx architectures have gained widespread use
for cost, size and power efﬁcient implementations of embedded real-time applications. The Artemis Research Agenda predicts the number of embedded processors to be over 40 billion
by 2020 [1]; their functionality is to a large extent dependent
on embedded software. Unlike programs for general-purpose
processors, embedded software typically expresses interaction
with internal and external peripherals and typically operates
under resource and timing constraints.
Lightweight Real-Time Operating Systems have gained
widespread use in implementing embedded software on such
platforms. A prominent example thereof is FreeRTOS [2],
whose success is (arguably) due to its familiar API, documentation, wide platform support, mature/stable code base, open
source licence etc. However,
1) bare metal solutions are chosen, e.g.,
• when the reactive (interrupt-driven) paradigm better
matches the programmer’s intent,
• when the OS features are not needed, or
• whenever the OS overhead is deemed too large;
2) other approaches are used when real-time guarantees are
required, e.g., [3] and [4].
Co-funded by EU-ERDF, 978-1-4799-0658-1/13/$31.00 2013 IEEE

Establishing real-time and resource guarantees typically requires expert knowledge in the ﬁeld, as no turn-key solutions
are available to the masses.
In this paper we set out to bridge the gap between bare
metal solutions and traditional Real-Time OS paradigms. Our
goal is to meet the intuition of the programmer and to provide
a resource-efﬁcient (w.r.t. CPU and memory) implementation
with established properties, such as bounded memory usage
and guaranteed response times. We outline a roadmap for RealTime For the Masses (RTFM) and report on the ﬁrst step: an
intuitive programming API backed by an efﬁcient scheduler
suitable for resource and timing analysis.
Our approach is based on the reactive programming
paradigm, where run-to-completion jobs are triggered either
from the system’s environment or programmatically inside the
system. Since such systems are inherently concurrent, critical
sections are typically introduced to avoid race conditions on
shared variables or other system resources. In the context
of real-time applications, reactions to events are typically
associated with priorities or timing constraints expressed in
terms of deadlines.
By associating events to interrupts and implementing the
corresponding reaction (job) directly in the respective interrupt
handler (ISR), reactive (event/interrupt-driven) systems can
be straightforwardly implemented and efﬁciently scheduled
directly by the hardware. However, in order to support shared
resources between jobs we need to adopt a resource management protocol. We choose the Stack Resource Policy (SRP)
[5], for which we can construct an efﬁcient implementation
that exploit commonplace interrupt hardware. Moreover, SRP
brings additional beneﬁts of deadlock-free execution on a
single stack, bounded priority inversion, etc. SRP has been
extensively studied over the last decades and a rich set of
methods for system analysis have been developed.
In this paper, the programming model is restricted to SRP
with single-unit resources, static priorities and sporadic tasks
(deadline < inter-arrival time). These restrictions allow us to
develop a set of kernel primitives that utilise the underlying
interrupt hardware for static priority preemptive scheduling
under SRP. In particular, we show that the job request and
admission mechanisms for SRP can be handled with zero
overhead on common micro-controllers that support nested,
priority-based interrupt handling.
Furthermore, we report on the development of KCC (Kernel Conﬁguration Compiler), a tool to automatically derive
resource ceilings and to synthesise a target- and application-
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speciﬁc kernel conﬁguration from an XML system model
(derived from a C program). Additionally, the tool performs
basic stack depth analysis and, in order to determine schedulability, response time analysis given inter-arrival and worst-case
execution times for jobs and critical sections.
We characterise the kernel primitives for the marketdominating ARM Cortex M0/M3 architectures and ﬁnd that
job and resource requests introduce only a few bytes of
memory overhead, and the CPU overhead is in the submicrosecond range even for instep M0-MCUs like NXP/LPC11.
In comparison, overhead is less than a tenth of the eventing
mechanism in FreeRTOS; in fact, the proposed scheduler is
hard to beat even by means of manual coding.
II. R EAL -T IME F OR THE M ASSES , ROADMAP

primitives with a simple C code API and basic tools. The second step further facilitates program development and increases
the applicability of RTFM. Support for virtual timers and job
requests with arguments forms the necessary infrastructure for
mapping more elaborate programming models to the RTFM
kernel, offering further abstractions and implementing OS-like
services.
Other lightweight approaches include EDFI [9]. The EDFI
approach is similar to ours in that it adopts the notions of SRP.
However, it relies on (dynamic) EDF-based scheduling, which
precludes exploiting static hardware priorities for efﬁcient
scheduling. Another approach, combining non-preempting
background tasks with interrupts, is used in TinyOS [8], which
allows for a bounded stack depth. However, TinyOS provides
no native real-time support, and hence the performance of
a system relies entirely on the programmer’s ability to split
tasks into sufﬁciently short sections. In [10], a method to
preemptively execute native TinyOS tasks is suggested. This
method could be deployed using the proposed RTFM SRP
kernel and is a subject of future work. Yet another mechanism
for single-stack execution is proto-threads, used in e.g. Contiki
[11]. However, there is no notion of timing or priorities for
proto-threads, hence no native real-time support.

With the ambition to facilitate real-time programming for
the masses outside the relatively small and domain-speciﬁc
communities, we propose the following steps:
Step 1 Basic Kernel Primitives
• Choosing a suitable task model for RTFM. We choose
the task model of SRP with jobs and resources.
• Specifying an intuitive programming API to RTFM kernels allowing both direct application development and the
use of RTFM as a micro-kernel for other OS/RTOS. To
III. TASK M ODEL
this end, we propose a platform-independent C code API,
compatible with gcc-based tool chains.
We adopt the task model used by Baker [5]:
• An efﬁcient implementation of kernel primitives for comJ
A job J is a ﬁnite sequence of instructions to be executed
monplace hardware. Here we present kernel primitives for
on a single processor.
static priority SRP scheduling for ARM Cortex M0/M3.
J J denotes both a job execution request and its execution.
• A tool for target- and application-speciﬁc kernel conﬁguration with support for a basic resource and schedulability p(J ) Deﬁnes the (base) priority of J . p(J  ) > p(J ) indicates
that expediting J  is sufﬁciently important that compleanalysis. Here we present the KCC tool, supporting
tion of J is permitted to be delayed.
response time and basic stack depth analysis, producing
π(J) Deﬁnes the preemption level of a job, deﬁned so that a
kernel conﬁgurations for ARM Cortex M0/M3.
job J  may preempt J only if π(J  ) > π(J).
Step 2 Infrastructure
R A nonpreemptable resource R can be claimed by a job
• Automatic generation of XML system models from C
for the execution of a critical section.
programs.
• Implementing virtual interrupt sources necessary to supWe restrict the SRP model from [5] to single-unit resources.
port platforms with insufﬁcient hardware capabilities.
Following the abstract resource ceiling deﬁnition [5], we
• Implementing support for job requests with arguments
deﬁne:
(messages) and virtual timers (for postponed messages).
R
The (static) current ceiling of resource R,
• Extending basic system analysis to exploit additional
information, such as task offsets.
R = max({0} ∪ {π(J)|J ∈ L(R)})
Step 3 Other Programming Models and True Parallelism
• Mapping of more elaborate programming models to
where L(R) is the set of jobs that (may) request R.
RTFM. These include TinyTimber [6], the REKO frameΠ The (dynamic) current system ceiling,
work [7], and TinyOS [8].
• Investigating other scheduling approaches for RTFM,
Π = max({0} ∪ {π(J)} ∪ {R|R ∈ Rclaimed })
including dynamic priority SRP, hierarchical SRP, and
M-SRP for multicore systems.
where J is the currently executing job (if any), and
• Extending basic program analysis and kernel conﬁguraRclaimed the set of currently claimed (outstanding) retion to support the additional programming models and
sources.
scheduling approaches.
The presented approach is inﬂuenced and motivated by pre- Under SRP a job execution request for J is blocked until
vious work on Concurrent Reactive Objects and their imple- p(J ) has the highest priority of all outstanding jobs execution
mentation in TinyTimber [6]. The ﬁrst step covers scheduling requests and Π < π(J).
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IV. P ROGRAMMER ’ S API
We provide a basic C code API for RTFM, an example is
shown in Listing 2. The task model is captured by:
J A job J corresponds to a C code function (without
arguments and return values), e.g., void j1 Code() { ... }.
For analysis we require functions to have bound execution time and stack requirement. (Notice, this does not
preclude the use of recursive functions as long as the
stack depth requirement can be determined.)
J Execution requests originate either from the environment (see below) or posted programmatically within
the system, e.g., JOB REQUEST(j1). The priority for all
job execution request to J is given by a deﬁne, e.g.,
#deﬁne j1 Prio 1, Listing 1.
R Critical sections for the (nested) single-unit resources
can achieved by lock/unlock, as shown in j1 Code, or
alternatively by CLAIM(r1, { ... }), as shown in j2 Code.
The latter enforces the LIFO nesting of resource requests
as required by SRP.
Additionally, to enable hardware based scheduling, each task
(job), is bound to a corresponding ISR. The API provides:
J The mapping from an interrupt source to a job request
is given by a deﬁne, e.g., #deﬁne j1 IRQn EINT1 IRQn.
The macro BIND SOURCE TO JOB REQUEST(J, ISR),
installs the function (job) as an ISR according to the given
mapping.
Reset Program code run at startup/reset, enabling interrupts, initializing interrupt priorities etc. For purpose of analysis,
Reset can be seen as a (separate) one-shot job.
And ﬁnally for SRP based scheduling, the API provides:
R The (current) resource ceiling is given by a deﬁne,
#deﬁne r1 Ceiling 2.
Listing 2 gives an example for the LPC11x (ARM Cortex
M0), deﬁning two jobs ( j1 and j2 ) and their priorities (1, 2), 2
being higher. Since both jobs request r1, the resource ceiling
is 2.
Listing 1. Example conﬁguration on LPC11x (ARM Cortex M0): conﬁg .h
# d e f i n e SOURCE MASKING
# d e f i n e H( x ) (3−x )
# define
# define
# define
# define
# define

j1
j2
j1
j2
r1

# define
# define
# define
# define

JP1
JP2
JP3
JP4

Listing 2.

Listing 3.
# d e f i n e IRQn ( J )

Kernel Primitives for ARM Cortex Mx

( J ## IRQn )

# include ” config . h”
# define
# define
# define
# define
# define

C e i l i n g (R)
Code ( J )
BARRIER LOCK ( )
BARRIER UNLOCK ( )
JOB REQUEST ( J )

# i f d e f SOURCE MASKING
i n t LockMask [ 5 ]
˜ ( JP1 |
˜ ( JP2 |
˜ ( JP3 |
˜ ( JP4 ) ,
˜(0)
};

R## C e i l i n g
J ## Code
{ asm v o l a t i l e ( ” d s b\n ” ” i s b\n ” : : : ” memory ” ) ; }
{ asm v o l a t i l e ( ” ” : : : ” memory ” ) ; }
{ NVIC−>ISPR [ 0 ] = ( 1 << IRQn ( J ) ) ; }
= {
JP2 | JP3 | JP4 ) ,
JP3 | JP4 ) ,
JP4 ) ,

/∗
/∗
/∗
/∗
/∗

# d e f i n e LOCK(R ) {
i n t o l d e n = NVIC−>ICER [ 0 ] ;
NVIC−>ICER [ 0 ] = LockMask [ C e i l i n g (R ) ] ;
BARRIER LOCK ( ) ;

\
\
\

# d e f i n e UNLOCK(R )
BARRIER UNLOCK ( ) ;
NVIC−>ISER [ 0 ] = o l d e n ;

\
\
\

}

prio
prio
prio
prio
prio

0 , i d l e ∗/
1 ∗/
2 ∗/
3 ∗/
4 , h i g h e s t ∗/

# endif
# i f d e f GLOBAL PRIORITY
# d e f i n e LOCK(R ) {
get BASEPRI ( ) ;
int sc old =
set BASEPRI MAX (H( C e i l i n g ( R))<<8−
BARRIER LOCK ( ) ;
# d e f i n e UNLOCK(R )
BARRIER UNLOCK ( ) ;
set BASEPRI ( s c o l d ) ;
}
# endif

NVIC PRIO BITS ) ;

\
\
\
\
\
\

# d e f i n e CLAIM( R , CODE) { LOCK(R ) ; {CODE}; UNLOCK(R ) ; }
# d e f i n e BIND SOURCE TO JOB REQUEST ( J , ISR )

IRQn EINT1 IRQn
IRQn EINT2 IRQn
Prio 1
Prio 2
Ceiling 2
( 1 << IRQn ( j 1 ) )
( 1 << IRQn ( j 2 ) )
(0)
(0)

V. S TATIC PRIORITY SRP S CHEDULING
We assign static preemption levels π(J) = p(J), hence
we may use π and p interchangeably in the following. We
assume that the hardware supports prioritised interrupt nesting,
which (as described below) allow us to view the interrupt
hardware as a preemptive static priority scheduler for our
system. For the discussion, we exemplify the kernel primitives
(in C/assembler) by notions of the ARM Cortex Mx architectures, (the kernel primitives can be devised similarly for other
architectures).
We deﬁne a mapping H from priorities p to interrupt
priorities H(p), where a higher p gives a higher priority on
the underlying hardware (typically 0 is the highest hardware
priority). We make the assumption that the number of priorities
and ISR vectors (interrupt sources) are sufﬁcient.

v o i d ISR ( v o i d ) { J ## Code ( ) ; }

# d e f i n e ENABLE( J )
{ NVIC−>ISER [ 0 ] = ( 1 << ( IRQn ( J ) ) ) ; }
INLINE v o i d S e t P r i o r i t y ( IRQn Type n , u i n t 3 2 t p ) {
static
NVIC−>IPR [ IP IDX ( n ) ] = ( NVIC−>IPR [ IP IDX ( n ) ] & ˜ ( 0 xFF << BIT SHIFT ( n ) ) ) |
NVIC PRIO BITS ) ) & 0xFF ) << BIT SHIFT ( n ) ) ; }
( ( ( p << ( 8 −
# d e f i n e SETPRIO ( J )
{ S e t P r i o r i t y ( IRQn ( J ) , H( J ## P r i o ) ) ; }
/∗
/∗
/∗
/∗

set
set
set
set

of
of
of
of

jobs
jobs
jobs
jobs

at
at
at
at

priority
priority
priority
priority

1
2
3
4

∗/
∗/
∗/
∗/

User program: program.c

void j1 Code ( void ) {
LOCK( r 1 ) ;
/∗ C r i t i c a l s e c t i o n j 1 , r 1 ∗/
UNLOCK( r 1 ) ;
}

void j2 Code ( void ) {
JOB REQUEST ( j 1 ) ; /∗ j o b e x e c u t i o n r e q u e s t f o r j 1 ∗/
CLAIM( r1 , {
/∗ C r i t i c a l s e c t i o n j 2 , r 1 ∗/
});
}
BIND SOURCE TO JOB REQUEST ( j 1 , EINT1 IRQHandler ) ;
BIND SOURCE TO JOB REQUEST ( j 2 , EINT2 IRQHandler ) ;
void u s e r r e s e t ( void ) {
/∗ o p t i o n a l u s e r s t a r t u p c o d e h e r e , r u n b e f o r e s y s t e m s t a r t e d ∗/
SETPRIO ( j 1 ) ; SETPRIO ( j 2 ) ;
/∗ S e t HW p r i o r i t i e s ∗/
ENABLE( j 1 ) ; ENABLE( j 2 ) ;
/∗ E n a b l e HW s o u r c e s ∗/
}

# i n c l u d e ” program . c ”
i n t main ( v o i d ) {
# i f d e f GLOBAL PRIORITY
set BASEPRI (H(0)<<(8− NVIC PRIO BITS ) ) ; /∗ s e t t o i d l e p r i o r i t y ∗/
# endif
/∗ u s e r s e t u p ∗/
user reset ();
while ( 1 ) ;
/∗ b u s y w a i t , can be m o d i f i e d f o r s l e e p mode ∗/
}

A. Job request
A job execution request J amounts to a pending interrupt
on source IRQn(J) associated with job J through the interrupt
vector table. If p(J) > Π (Π being the system ceiling) and J
has the highest priority of all pending sources, the IRQn(J)
interrupt is taken, and the interrupt hardware performs the
sequence Πold = Π; Π = p(J); J executes; and when
completed Π = Πold , i.e., job admittance according to static
priority SRP is natively supported by the interrupt hardware.
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Interference (due to preemption) for a job Jj is deﬁned as
sum({E(Ji )|p(Ji ) > p(Jj )}) [12], where E(J) is the execution time for J, under the assumption that we select the oldest
highest priority job ﬁrst. However, typical interrupt controllers
choose the ISR on basis of the vector position, rather than
the time of arrival (for reasons of hardware implementation
complexity). This has the implication that the interference is
in the worst case sum({E(Ji )|p(Ji ) ≥ p(Jj ), Ji = Jj }).
B. Resource request/release
Under SRP, when claiming a resource R, the system ceiling
Π should be set max(R, Π) for the duration of the critical
section. We present two efﬁcient approaches to manipulate the
system ceiling.
1) Source Masking, All Cortex Mx: — An interrupt IRQn(J)
may be taken only if the corresponding source is enabled.
Hence, we can emulate the effect of setting Π = x by disabling
sources corresponding to jobs J with p(J) ≤ x. Listing 3:
SOURCE MASKING gives an example implementation for the
M0/M1 architecture (having 4 priority levels).
To ensure that interrupt masking has taken effect before
entering the critical section, reordering directives [13] and
memory and instruction barriers may be required [14]. A safe
approach is to enforce barriers after (potentially) raising, and
before restoring, the priority.
This approach is highly portable to architectures supporting
centralized interrupt mask, (the LockMask needs to be adapted
to the number of levels of the target architecture).
2) Global Priority, Cortex M3 and above: For architectures
that directly support changing the base priority (global priority level) efﬁcient implementation is straightforward. Only
sources with higher priority than the current base priority can
be admitted. In effect, the system ceiling for SRP scheduling
is implemented directly by the hardware).
VI. RTFM U TILITIES
The presented RTFM API together with the static priority
SRP kernel primitives is sufﬁcient to implement reactive
software onto lightweight platforms. However, using the API
requires the programmer to manually derive resource ceilings
and to establish resource usage and real-time properties. To
this end, we have developed a Kernel Conﬁguration Compiler
(KCC) that, given an XML deﬁning the target architecture
and chosen scheduler, the jobs, their resource requests, and
environment bindings, produces a target-/application-speciﬁc
kernel conﬁguration. Furthermore, given WCET for jobs and
critical sections, deadlines and inter-arrival times, the tool
performs a schedulabilty test through basic SRP response time
analysis and a basic, yet safe, stack memory analysis. The
KCC will be described in a forthcoming paper.
TABLE I
E VALUATION , SM (S OURCE M ASKING ), GP (G LOBAL P RIORITY )
Job Latency/Job OH
Lock OH/Unlock OH
Critical Section ID
Memory Job
Static Mem
Footprint Program
Native Analysis

FreeRTOS M3
650/1522 (best case)
260/170 (best case)
40 (constant)
468 (per task)
76 (per queue)
8184
None

SM M0
20/40 (incl. barriers)
20/20 (incl. barriers)
4 per nested resource request
4+4 per prio
732
Basic

GP ≥ M3
10/20 (incl. barriers)
10/10 (incl. barriesr)
4 per nested resource request
0
720
Basic
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VII. E VALUATION AND F UTURE W ORK
The kernel primitives have been implemented for the NXP
LPC11c24 (M0) / LPC1769 (M3) platforms and tested with
both gcc v4.6 and v4.7. The implementation is expected to
work for all other M0/M3 MCU’s, hence a large portion of
the embedded market is already covered. Table I shows a
preliminary evaluation of CPU usage (in cycles) and memory
overhead (in bytes). Devices operate at maximum speed of 48
and 120 MHz, respectively. The test programs were compiled
using gcc with the option -Os. Job Latency/Job OH denotes
the cost of invoking a higher priority job from a lower, Lock
OH/Unlock OH reports the overhead for resource management, while Critical Section ID reports the number of cycles
with disabled interrupts used for resource management. The
footprint excludes the CMSIS SystemInit (368 bytes). RTFM
overhead is constant and hard to beat even with manual coding
and amounts only to the necessary and sufﬁcient protection
mechanisms presented.
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obvious eﬀect is that scheduling is non-uniform between internal and external events, complicating both system design
and analysis. However, more importantly is that the resource management provided by the RTOS is in eﬀect set
out of play. All resources that might be accessed by external event reactions (interrupt handlers) must be explicitly
protected. This forces the programmer to manually manage
critical sections (by interrupt masking) whenever resources
claimed might be accessed by external events. This requires
the programmer to diverge from the uniform system view
and severely complicates the programming of real-time systems.

With the growing complexity of modern embedded real-time
systems, scheduling and managing of resources has become
a daunting task. While scheduling and resource management for internal events can be simpliﬁed by adopting a
commonplace real-time operating system (RTOS), scheduling and resource management for external events are left
in the hands of the programmer, not to mention managing resources across the boundaries of external and internal
events. In this paper we propose a uniﬁed system view incorporating earliest deadline ﬁrst (EDF) for scheduling and
stack resource policy (SRP) for resource management. From
an embedded real-time system view, EDF+SRP is attractive not only because stack usage can be minimized, but
also because the cost of a pre-emption becomes almost as
cheap as a regular function call, and the number of preemptions is kept to a minimum. SRP+EDF also lifts the
burden of manual resource management from the programmer and incorporates it into the scheduler. Furthermore,
we show the eﬃciency of the SRP+EDF scheme, the intuitiveness of the programming model (in terms of reactive
programming), and the simplicity of the implementation.

1.

Per Lindgren

Lulea University of Technology
97187 Lulea Sweden

In this paper we present a method for scheduling and resource management that allows external and internal events
to be treated uniformly from a programmers perspective.
Our proposed solution deploys earliest deadline ﬁrst (EDF)
scheduling, and manages shared resources under the stack
resource policy (SRP). Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling has been shown to be optimal, given that there exists
no shared resources [8]. In section 2 we introduce a collaborative hardware/software scheme that performs pure EDF
(pure in the sense that both external and internal events
are scheduled uniformly) scheduling onto platforms featuring static priority based interrupt hardware.

INTRODUCTION

Embedded real-time systems are naturally deﬁned as timebound reactions to external and internal events. The correctness of hard real-time systems relies on executing all
reactions in accordance to their time-bounds. In addition to
meeting the reaction deadlines, system resources need to be
adequately managed. Embedded software plays an increasingly important role for the realization of such systems. To
aid system development, resource management and scheduling can be simpliﬁed by the use of a real-time operating system (RTOS). However, commonplace RTOSs treats external and internal events in a non-uniform manner, both with
respect to scheduling and resource management[4, 10, 9].
The scheduling of internal events (managed by the RTOS)
is generally overruled by the underlying hardware interrupt
mechanism (scheduling reactions to external events). The

In addition to meeting the reaction deadlines, system resources need to be adequately managed. The stack resource
policy is a priority ceiling protocol with the following properties [2]:
• schedulability test for systems with shared resources,
• deadlock free execution,
• resource management is incorporated into scheduling,
• task scheduling onto a single execution stack,
• pre-emption becomes as cheap as procedure calls,
• eliminates yielding and context switch overhead, and
• SRP gives a tight bound for priority inversion.
In conclusion SRP brings a set of sought after features for
resource constrained real-time systems. The deadlock free
execution increases system robustness, while the single stack
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execution eliminate the need (and memory overhead) of multiple execution stacks and multiple execution contexts. This
in turn eliminates yielding and context switch overhead,
since a task is never started unless all resources are available
for the task to complete. Moreover, pre-emption becomes as
cheap as a procedure call, since there are no context switches
in a SRP scheduled system. Finally, the bounded priority
inversion ensures system responsiveness.

2.

EDF SCHEDULING

In the following we assume that each task is triggered by
an event. Each task has an absolute baseline (time of release), and an absolute deadline, the time in between gives a
permissible execution window for the task. The intuition behind earliest deadline ﬁrst scheduling is simple, tasks should
be executed according to their deadline. This corresponds to
scheduling the top element of a priority queue, holding all released tasks, sorted by their absolute deadline. Whenever a
new event occurs, the corresponding task is released, its absolute deadline should be computed, and the task should be
inserted in the priority queue accordingly. Typically a task
release can stem either from external or internal events. Internal events may be postponed to occur at a later point in
time, facilitating e.g., periodic events. Common-place micro
controllers support eﬃcient hardware scheduling of external
and timer events through interrupt handlers. However, the
scheduling policies of interrupt handlers are pre-dominantly
adopting static priority schemes, which place a major hurdle
to eﬃcient implementation of EDF scheduling.
We address this problem by introducing a collaborative hardware/software kernel scheme (pure EDF) that deploys EDF
scheduling on both internal and external events.

2.1

Design criteria

The following key design criteria should be met:

– rq - ready queue, ordered by absolute deadline in
ascending order
– tq - timer queue, ordered by absolute baseline in
ascending order
– dl - the currently shortest absolute deadline
• kernel operations
– dispatch(t)
if t.deadline < dl then {
predl = dl - push current deadline
dl = t.deadline
t.code() - execute task
dl = predl - pop pre-empted deadline
if rq != {} then dispatch(rq.dequeue())
} else rq.enqueue(t)
– postpone(t)
tq.enqueue(t)
timer.schedule(t.baseline)
– interrupt(i)
t = interruptTaskVector[i]
t.baseline = timer.getTime()
t.deadline = t.baseline + t.relativeDeadline
dispatch(t)
– timer.interrupt
while tq.top().baseline <= timer.getTime() {
r = tq.dequeue()
rq.enqueue(t)
} if tq != {} then
timer.schedule(tq.top().baseline)
dispatch(rq.dequeue())
• rq.enqueue(t)

• pure EDF scheduling of both external and internal
events

• tq.enqueue(t)

• high timing accuracy (high timer granularity and bounded
timer jitter)

• tq.dequeue(t)

• low overhead

2.2

• rq.dequeue(t)

In the following we will elaborate on the general considerations needed for meeting the stated criteria by a re-entrant
kernel:

Kernel anatomy for pure EDF

In the following we outline the mechanisms of a platform independent EDF kernel in accordance to the discussed design
criteria.
The task structure has the following selectors:
.baseline - absolute point in time
.deadline - absolute point in time
.relativeDeadline
.code
Key components are:
• state variables
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External events
For a pure EDF scheduler all scheduling decisions should be
made based on basis of absolute deadlines. Hence, we need a
mechanism to capture the absolute arrival times of external
events, giving the baseline for the event and the corresponding task. (The baseline for internal events can be derived
from the originating external event as discussed later.) In
some cases we can rely on the underlying hardware to perform time-stamping of external events, however, in general
hardware support is as best limited to a subset of the event
sources. A generic solution is to perform time-stamping in
the interrupt handler (interrupt(i)). The accuracy is in this
case highly dependent on the blocking time of the interrupt
handler, hence all interrupts are handled in a pre-emptive
fashion.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal events
Internal events, may emanate either directly from the execution of a task, or being postponed to be released at a
future point in time (given a postponed baseline, relative to
that of the originating task). Hence we need mechanisms
to directly dispatch (dispatch(t)) and postpone events (postpone(t) ). For realizing the latter case, we use the microcontroller hardware timer set to trigger an interrupt, that
in turn will schedule the timer.interrupt task to release the
postponed event.

timerTask.relativeDeadline = 2
timerTask.code = timer.interrupt
t1.relativeDeadline = 7
t1.code = ..., postpone(t2), ..., dispatch(t3)
t2.baselineOﬀset = 4
t2.relativeDeadline = 2
t3.baselineOﬀset = Inherit
t3.relativeDeadline = Inherit

Initially the systems runs a non-terminating idle task with
inﬁnite deadline (hence dl is ∞). At this stage the system
is possibly in low power mode awaiting stimuli. A task t1
with relative deadline 7 is bound to interrupt source s1. Task
execution, pre-emption, and permissible execution window
is shown in ﬁgure 1. Stack allocation is shown in ﬁgure 2.

Timer management
The timing accuracy is directly dependent on the operating
frequency of the timer. In tick based kernels, timing events
occur periodically, causing pre-emption overhead to the currently executing task - hence system load will increase with
increased timing accuracy [4, 7]. Fortunately, most modern
micro-controllers oﬀer remedy by means of output-compare
functionality. For such platforms we may use a free running timer, and set the absolute time for an interrupt to be
scheduled (timer.schedule(t)).

At time 2, an external event s1 occurs, the corresponding
interrupt handler is invoked by hardware, pre-empting the
idle task. The baseline is set to 2, and the absolute deadline
is set to 9. Task t1 is dispatched and since it has the earliest
deadline, dl is set to 9, stack resources are allocated, and t1
is executed. Assume that t1 ﬁrst creates the postponed task
t2 with a relative deadline of 2, and a baseline oﬀset of 4.
This task is queued in the timer queue (tq) and the next
timer interrupt is scheduled to occur at time 6. Then t1
dispatches task t3, under the inherited base- and dead-line
of t1, enqueuing it into the ready queue (rq).

Absolute time representation
As the timer has a ﬁnite representation (number of bits), the
free running timer will eventually overﬂow (wrap around),
such giving a truncated representation of the absolute point
in time. Under the condition that the number of timer bits
is suﬃcient to encode the largest baseline oﬀset we may undertake this truncated view of time. If we need a larger time
span for baseline oﬀsets, a virtual timer can be deployed that
extends the hardware timer (least signiﬁcants bits) with arbitrary number of most signiﬁcant bits managed in software,
implemented e.g., by simply advancing the most signiﬁcants
bits on a timer overﬂow. In the case that the hardware
timer bits suﬃce, the only eﬀect of increasing the timing accuracy is that the range of baseline oﬀsets is decreased (this,
without the performance penalty of a ﬁne granularity tick
based system). In case we need to cope with larger baseline
oﬀsets, the overhead is limited to that of the virtual timer
implementation and the additional cost of accounting for the
range of the virtual timer on related operations.

At time 3, t1 terminates, dl is restored to ∞, t3 is dequeued
from rq and dispatched. Since dl is ∞, dl is set to 9 and t3
is executed.
At time 6, the timer interrupt pre-empts t3, sets baseline to
6, deadline to 8, and dispatches the timerTask. Since the dl
is 9, dl is set to 8 and timer.interrupt is executed. Task t2
is dequeued from tq and enqueued into rq. Since tq is now
empty no further timer interrupt is scheduled at this time.
timer.interrupt returns to dispatch, the previous deadline
(9) is restored, and the ﬁrst task in rq is dispatched. Since
dl is 9, dl is set to 8, stack resources are allocated and t2 is
executed.
At time 7, t2 terminates, stack resources are deallocated
and the previous deadline is restored (9). Since rq is empty
the dispatch exists, and the pre-empted t3 is resumed. At
time 8, t3 terminates, stack resources are deallocated and
the previous deadline is restored (∞). Since rq is empty,
dispatch exists and the interrupt handler for s1 terminates,
resuming the pre-empted idle task.

It should be noted that his scheme does not guarantee any
bound on the time-stamping error, this must be ensured
by the interrupt source or in software, e.g. by disabling
interrupt sources until they are allowed to trigger again.

Priority queue management
Most kernel primitives must perform some queue management, thus the performance of the kernel is directly related
to the eﬃciency of the queue management. While this can
be done in several ways, we have chosen to use a simple linear queue for clarity. A heap-based data-structure would be
more suitable for larger task-sets.

3.

SRP SCHEDULING UNDER EDF

The EDF scheduler discussed in section 2 can easily be extended to support shared resources with the Stack Resource
Protocol. There are only a few extensions that need to be
made compared to the EDF Scheduler (section 2). Here we
outline the changes to the previous implementation:

Example
Assume the following system conﬁguration:

The task structure is extended with the following selector:
.preemptionLevel

• v=[timerTask, t1]
• rq={}, tq={}
• dl = ∞

The added/modiﬁed key components are:
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s1

timer

4.2 Example Application
The example application given in listing 3 is an implementation of the previously described example in section 2.2 for
SRP-EDF.

t3
t2

Listing 1: kernel-source.h

t1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 1: Example task execution, pre-emption, and
permissable execution windows.

t2

/ / I m p l e m e n t a t i o n d e p e n d a n t MACROS
#d e f i n e NTASKS
// T a s k s ( a p p l i c a t i o n d e p e n d a n t )
#d e f i n e DISABLE ( )
// D i s a b l e i n t e r u p t s g l o b a l l y
#d e f i n e ENABLE( )
// E n a b l e i n t e r u p t s g l o b a l l y
#d e f i n e STATUS ( )
// Get i n t e r r u p t s t a t u s
#d e f i n e TIMERGET( x )
// Get c u r t i m e
#d e f i n e TIMERSET( x )
// S e t n e x t compare e v e n t
#d e f i n e RETURN TO( x )
// Pus h a new f u n c t i o n on t h e t h r e a d s t a c k f o r t h e ISR
/ / t o r e t u r n f r o m . U s e d s i n c e we c a n n o t c a l l u s e r c o d e
// f r o m i n t e r r u p t h a n d l e r s on m o s t p l a t f o r m s
#d e f i n e SLEEP ( )
// E n t e r s l e e p mode
#d e f i n e SEC( x )
// S e c o n d s t o t i m e t i c k s
#d e f i n e MSEC( x )
// M i l l i s e c t o t i m e t i c k s
#d e f i n e USEC( x )
// M i c r o s e c t o t i m e t i c k s
#d e f i n e i n i t O b j e c t ( x )
// I n i t i a l i z e o b j e c t w i t h
/ / p r e −e m p t i o n l e v e l
typedef s t r u c t {
int pl ;
} Object ;

t1/t3
Listing 2: kernel-source.c

idle

struct t a s k b l o c k {
Task ∗ n e x t ;
Time b a s e l i n e ;
Time d e a d l i n e ;
Object ∗ to ;
int (∗ code ) ( int ) ;
int arg ;
};

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 2: Example stack usage.

struct t a s k b l o c k
Task t a s k P o o l
Task taskQ
Task timerQ
Time t i m e s t a m p
Task c u r t a s k
int s y s t e m c e i l i n g

• added state variables
– sc - the system ceiling
• modiﬁed/added kernel operations
– dispatch(t)
if t.deadline < dl AND t.preemptionLevel < sc
then {
predl = dl - push current task
dl = t.deadline
sync(t) - execute task and claim resource
dl = predl - pop pre-empted task
if rq != {} then dispatch(rq.dequeue())
} else rq.enqueue(t)
– sync(t)
saved ceiling = sc
sc = t.preemptionLevel
t.code()
sc = saved ceiling
The fundamental idea with SRP is to allow resource-sharing
in a well deﬁned manner. Since we have resources we must
in some way ensure mutual-exclusion, this is reﬂected by the
addition of the sync() primitive. The sync() primitive ensures that the correct system ceiling is maintained. It should
be noted that (as seen in the modiﬁed dispatch(t) pseudocode) a lower pre-emption level means higher priority.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Kernel
The kernel implementation shown in listing 1 and 2 is a
minimalistic implementation of SRP-EDF and a derivative
of TinyTimber as described in [7]. One important note is
that in section 3 resources are equivalent to tasks. However, in the kernel implementation, tasks and resources are
separate data-structures.
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//
//
//
//
//
//

for use in l i n k e d l i s t s
event time reference point
a b s o l u t e d e a d l i n e (= p r i o r i t y )
receiving object
code to run
argument to the above

t a s k s [ NTASKS ] ;
= tasks ;
= NULL ;
= NULL ;
= 0;
= NULL ;
= MAX INT ;

s t a t i c void e n q u e u e B y D e a d l i n e ( Task p , Task ∗ q u e u e ) {
Task p r e v = NULL, q = ∗ q u e u e ;
w h i l e ( q && ( q−>d e a d l i n e − p−>d e a d l i n e <= 0 ) ) {
prev = q ;
q = q−>n e x t ;
}
p−>n e x t = q ;
i f ( p r e v == NULL)
∗ queue = p ;
else
p r e v−>n e x t = p ;
}
s t a t i c void e n q u e u e B y B a s e l i n e ( Task p , Task ∗ q u e u e ) {
Task p r e v = NULL, q = ∗ q u e u e ;
w h i l e ( q && ( q−>b a s e l i n e − p−>b a s e l i n e <= 0 ) ) {
prev = q ;
q = q−>n e x t ;
}
p−>n e x t = q ;
i f ( p r e v == NULL)
∗ queue = p ;
else
p r e v−>n e x t = p ;
}
s t a t i c Task d e q u e u e ( Task ∗ q u e u e ) {
Task m = ∗ q u e u e ;
∗ q u e u e = m−>n e x t ;
return m;
}
s t a t i c void i n s e r t ( Task m,
m−>n e x t = ∗ q u e u e ;
∗ q u e u e = m;

Task ∗ q u e u e ) {

}

void d i s p a t c h ( void ) {
DISABLE ( ) ;
i f ( taskQ &&
( ( c u r t a s k == NULL) | |
( ( c u r t a s k −>d e a d l i n e < taskQ−>d e a d l i n e )
&& ( s y s t e m c e i l i n g > taskQ−>t o−>p l )
)
)
) {
Task s a v e d t a s k = c u r t a s k ;
c u r t a s k = taskQ ;
taskQ=taskQ−>n e x t ;
// In t h e p a p e r s y n c i s i n l i n e d
s y n c ( c u r t a s k −>t o , c u r t a s k −>c o d e , c u r t a s k −>a r g ) ;
i n s e r t ( c u r t a s k , &t a s k P o o l
cur task = saved task ;
}

);

//

recycle

task

ENABLE ( ) ;
}

myobj

void TIMER INTERRUPT HANDLER( void ) {
Time now ;
TIMERGET( now ) ;

int
int
int

t 1 ( myobj
t 2 ( myobj
t 3 ( myobj

int

t1 ( e i n t o b j ∗ s e l f , int arg ){
POSTPONE(MSEC( 4 ) , MSEC( 2 ) , &o b j 2 , t 2 ) ;
POSTPONE( −1 , −1, &o b j 3 , t 3 ) ; / / I n h e r i t

w h i l e ( timerQ && ( timerQ−>b a s e l i n e − now < 0 ) )
e n q u e u e B y D e a d l i n e ( d e q u e u e (& timerQ ) , &taskQ ) ;
i f ( timerQ )
TIMERSET( timerQ−>b a s e l i n e ) ;

}

RETURN TO( t a s k s w i t c h e r ) ;

int

}
i n t s c h e d ( Time d l , O b j e c t ∗ t o ,
int (∗ code ) ( int ) , int
Task m;
Time now ;

eintobj = {
∗,
∗,
∗,

initObject (

EINT0 PL

)

};

int ) ;
int ) ;
int ) ;

t 2 ( myobj ∗ s e l f ,
/ / P e r f o r m 1 ms

int arg ){
o f work .

t 3 ( myobj ∗ s e l f ,
/ / P e r f o r m 4 ms

int arg ){
o f work .

bl

and

dl .

}

Task

arg ) {

int
}

void EINT0 IRQHandler ( void ) {
// L e v e l t r i g g e r e d i n t e r r u p t h a n d l e r s n e e d s t o be d i s a b l e d
/ / i n t h e h a r d w a r e i n t e r r u p t h a n d l e r , o t h e r w i s e we c r e a t e
// a i n f i n i t e l o o p . The t a s k i n r e s p o n s i b l e f o r e n a b l i n g i t
// a g a i n a f t e r s e r v i c i n g i n t e r r u p t ( i f a p p r o p r i a t e ) .
NVIC DisableIRQ ( 1 8 ) ;
/ / S c h e d u l e t a s k , w i t h a d e a d l i n e o f 7 ms .
i n t s c h e d (MSEC( 7 ) , & e i n t o b j , t 1 , 0 ) ;
}

TIMERGET( now ) ;
m = d e q u e u e (& t a s k P o o l ) ;
m−>t o = t o ;
m−>c o d e = c o d e ;
m−>a r g = a r g ;
m−>b a s e l i n e = now ;
m−>d e a d l i n e = d l + m−>b a s e l i n e ;
m−>r e l d e a d l i n e = d l ;

void main ( void ) {
initialize ();
NVIC EnableIRQ ( 1 8 ) ;
idle ();
}

e n q u e u e B y B a s e l i n e (m, &timerQ ) ;

}

TIMERSET( timerQ−>b a s e l i n e ) ;
RETURN TO( t a s k s w i t c h e r ) ;
return m;

Task

p o s t p o n e ( Time b l , Time d l ,
int (∗ code ) ( int ) ,

Ob j e c t ∗ to ,
int arg ) {

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Platform, Compiler and Setup

Task m;
Time now ;
DISABLE ( ) ;
m = d e q u e u e (& t a s k P o o l ) ;
m−>t o = t o ;
m−>c o d e = c o d e ;
m−>a r g = a r g ;
/ / N e g a t i v e v a l u e s => INHERIT
m−>b a s e l i n e = b l < 0 ? c u r t a s k −>b a s e l i n e
: c u r t a s k −>b a s e l i n e ;
m−>d e a d l i n e = d l < 0 ? c u r t a s k −>d e a d l i n e
: m−>b a s e l i n e + d l ;
m−>r e l d e a d l i n e = d l ; / / U s e d f o r p r e e m t i o n
e n q u e u e B y B a s e l i n e (m, &timerQ ) ;
TIMERSET( timerQ−>b a s e l i n e ) ;

}

The platform used when measuring was an NXP LPC1769
[1] featuring an Cortex-M3 MCU, 512k Flash, and 64k SRAM.
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) version 4.4.3 was used
to compile the test-code. All code was compiler with the
compiler ﬂags -mcpu=cortex-m3 -mthumb -O2, the -mthumb
switch is required since the Cortex-M3 core only support the
Thumb-2 instruction set. All code was run from the ﬂash
and the ﬂash accelerator module was disabled.

levels

ENABLE ( ) ;
return m;

5.2 Memory Requirements

// E x t e n t i o n , u s e d f o r s y n c r o n o u s r e q u e s t s
// t o o t h e r o b j e c t s , n o t d i s c u s s e d i n p a p e r
// b u t u s e d f o r s h a r i n g r e s o u r c e s .
i n t sync ( Object ∗ to , i n t (∗ code ) ( i n t ) , i n t a r g ) {
int r e s u l t ;
int s a v e d c e i l i n g s t a c k e d ;
i n t s t a t u s = STATUS ( ) ;

The memory requirement of the kernel, is as follows:
• Code-size 644 bytes (Flash)
• Data-size 20 bytes (SRAM)

DISABLE ( ) ;
saved ceiling stacked = system ceiling ;
s y s t e m c e i l i n g = t o−>p l ;
ENABLE ( ) ;
r e s u l t = code ( to ,
DISABLE ( ) ;

• Task-size 24 ∗ n bytes (SRAM)

arg ) ;

• Object-overhead 4 ∗ m bytes (SRAM)

system ceiling = saved ceiling stacked ;

}

// Try t o d i s p a t c h any
taskswitcher ( ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) ENABLE ( ) ;
return r e s u l t ;

void
//
//
}

preemted

i n i t i a l i z e ( void ) {
S e t up t h e t i m e r , t a s k p o o l
Implementation dependent

Where n is the total number of tasks and m is the total
number of objects. All memory requirements are derived
from the compiled code.

events

etc ,

5.3 Timing Behaviour
The timing behaviour of the kernel was measured in clockcycles by sampling the RIT timer of the LPC1769.

void i d l e ( void ) {
ENABLE ( ) ;
w h i l e ( 1 ) SLEEP ( ) ;
}

In the ﬁrst series of test seen in table 1 all assume the bestcase. That is, both the external and internal events have the
earliest deadline, the resources are available, and the only a
single event occurs. However, the synchronous call is always
a constant-time operation. The number of cycles measured
is deﬁned as follows:

Listing 3: application-source.c
#i n c l u d e
#i n c l u d e

”LPC17xx . h ”
”uTimber . h ”

typedef s t r u c t {
Object obj ;
// I n t e r n a l
} myobj ;
myobj
myobj

objt2 = {
objt3 = {

state

variables

initObject (
initObject (

here .

OBJT2 PL
OBJT3 PL

)
)

Internal Event The number of cycles between the releasetime of the task and the execution of the ﬁrst instruction of the task.

};
};
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7.

Table 1: Runtime of kernel primitives.
Kernel Primitive
Clock Cycles
Internal Event
138
External Event
123
Synchronous Call
31
Table 2: Runtime of postpone(t) primitive, with the
given taskQ length.
Queue Length Clock Cycles
Empty
127
Length 1
136
Length 2
147
Length 3
160
Length 4
172
External Event The number of cycles between triggering
of an interrupt and the execution of the ﬁrst instruction of the interrupt-task.
Synchronous Call The number of cycles between invocation of the sync method and execution of the ﬁrst instruction of the code argument.
To give an example of how the queue length impacts the
timing behaviour we study a series of worst-case consecutive invocations of the postpone(t) primitive. The results
from the test can be seen in table 2. The same worst-case
behaviour can be expected for all kernel primitives that incorporate queue-handling. The accuracy of time-stamping
can be made free of artifacts due to blocking (dominated
by the queue-handling) if the interrupt hardware supports
timer capture for external events (interrupts). In our simplistic prototype implementation we can clearly see the linear eﬀect of using a linked list in the queue-handling. Other
data structures, such as heaps, buckets, etc. provide a significant improvement for larger queue lengths, which leads to
reduced queue-handling overhead, as well as improved accuracy of time-stamping in software (due to reduced blocking
time).

6.

RELATED WORK

Scheduling policies have been extensively studied from theoretical perspectives, and are at least for single core/single
CPU systems to be considered as being well understood [11].
However, in practice results apply only if the model used
for analysis corresponds to the system at hand. Work on
scheduling theory often undertakes an ideal system model,
neglecting scheduling overhead and interrupt handling. In
[6] the cost of additional interrupt handling is included in the
feasibility and schedulability test. However, in their model
interrupt handlers are treated separately from application
tasks (interrupts being scheduled at a higher priority). Our
model diﬀers in that interrupt handlers are indeed treated
as being part of the application, where the occurrence of an
interrupt corresponds to the release of a task. This integrated task and interrupt management model can also be
found in [3]. However, in our work we focus on resource
constrained systems under EDF and extend the results to
EDF-SRP scheduling for systems with shared resources. In
the context of stack based EDF schedulers, we also ﬁnd AmbientRT [5]. However, under AmbientRT external events are
treated separately from the application task set.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With the outset that embedded real-time systems are naturally deﬁned as time-bound reactions to external and internal events, EDF scheduling is a natural choice. We have
developed a scheme that through eﬃcient software scheduling of interrupts accomplish pure EDF even on commonplace platforms that deploy static priority scheduling of interrupt handlers. Furthermore, we have show how the pure
EDF scheme can be extended to perform SRP under EDF.
This gives us eﬃcient shedulability test, deadlock free single stack execution, eﬃcient pre-emption management and
tightly bound priority inversion. We have shown the eﬃciency of the proposed schema quantiﬁed by experiments on
our prototype implementations.
Future work include investigating the possibility of hardware support for EDF+SRP scheduling of internal and external events, as well as time-stamping of external events
(interrupts). We are also working on a complete system
analysis (incorporating interrupt overhead, queue-handling
overhead, blocking time, worst-case execution time, etc.) for
SRP+EDF scheduled system. As a part of the complete system analysis we are investigating the impact of the underlaying data-structures relating to the queue-handling overhead
and blocking time.

8.
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Abstract—Function Blocks provides a means to model and
program industrial control systems. The recently acclaimed IEC
61499 standard allows such system models to be partitioned and
executed in a distributed fashion. At device level, such models are
traditionally implemented onto programmable logic controllers
that underneath have an operating system and a software
run-time environment which implies high resource demands.
However, there is a current trend to involve small embedded
systems (so called Internet of Things devices) integrated into such
distributed control systems. To this end, we seek to address the
outsets for real-time execution of Function Block based designs
onto light-weight controllers (MCUs) with limited resources
(memory and CPU). Furthermore, we propose a mapping of
the Function Block execution semantics onto the RTFM-kernel,
and discuss opportunities for off-line (design time) analysis with
respect to response time, overall schedulability and memory
requirements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Industrial control systems are traditionally implemented
using Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). In order to
improve portability of control applications standards such as
IEC 61131-3 [1] have been established. As a part thereof
Function Blocks have been introduced in order to provide a
component based means to modularize designs and improve
design efﬁciency through reusability.
Recently, the standard IEC 61499 [2] has been approved,
which introduces event based communication and adds the
possibility of distributing applications onto a network of
devices. This opens up for the opportunity to integrate small
(but intelligent) embedded sensors and controllers into larger
control systems, and thus can draw on the current trend
towards Internet of Things (IoT). Traditional implementation
techniques for industrial PLCs rely on real-time operating
systems and software run-time environments that imply high
resource demands, hence prohibit the deployment to lightweight IoT devices. While tailored to resource limited devices,
typical IoT operating systems like TinyOS [3] and Contiki [4]
on their hand lacks native real-time support.
To this end, this paper attempts to address the outsets for
real-time execution of Function Block based designs onto
light-weight controllers (MCUs) with limited resources (memory and CPU).
Additionally, the IEC 61499 model of event-passing has
been criticized in [5] for not supporting both blocking and nonblocking interactions. In this paper we introduce an extension
of the model that allows to distinguish synchronous and

asynchronous events. However, the rendered model is still
compliant to the IEC 61499 standard, as the synchronous
events can be seen as just immediately served asynchronous
events.
For the resulting model, we propose a mapping onto the
minimalistic RTFM-kernel [6] which, as based on the Stack
Resource Policy [7], brings both real-time scheduling and
opportunities for off-line (design time) analysis with respect
to response time, overall schedulability and memory requirements.
II. BACKGROUND
This section gives brief overview of the IEC 61131/61499
standards, for detailed information we refer to recent publications [8] and the IEC standard documents [9].
A. IEC 61131
The IEC 61131 consist of 8 parts [9]. The IEC 61131-3
standard (third edition as adopted in 2013) establishes a common basis for data exchange (types for common elements) and
a number of alternative technologies to model and implement
control applications, namely:
• Ladder diagram (LD)
• Function block diagram (FBD)
• Structured text (ST)
• Instruction list (IL)
• Sequential function chart (SFC)
In brief, these technologies can be summarized as follows:
With a heritage to non-computerized control systems, Ladder
Diagrams (LDs) offer means to graphically express the logic
relation in between inputs and outputs of a PLC. Function
Blocks (FBs) offer capabilities to graphically structure the
control system (application) into interconnected components,
which improves the modularization and reuse. Structured text
(ST) is a textual representation of Function Blocks into a
Pascal-like language. Instruction Lists (IL), is another textual
representation that offers a low level (assembly like) programming model. To complete the picture, Sequential Function
Chart (SFCs) provides means to organize programs for sequential and parallel control processing, similar to state diagrams.
Through the IEC 61131 standard deﬁnitions of data types
(common elements), applications may comprise parts using
any of the aforementioned technologies.
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B. IEC 61499
Under IEC 61499 the overall interaction in between system
components is event-based, where each event is associated
with a (possibly zero) number of data inputs or outputs.
Function Blocks and their representation in terms of Structured Text together with Sequential Function Charts were the
outset for establishing the IEC 61499 industrial standard. The
main objectives of IEC 61499 were to provide means for
distributed control, and to improve on the IEC 61131 in terms
of ﬂexibility and reusability. Main contributions involve:
• Event based interaction/triggering of execution,
• Composite Function Blocks (CFBs),
• Execution Control Charts (ECCs),
• Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFBs), and
• means for management and distribution.
In short, composite function blocks, as the name suggests,
allows FBs to be organized and instantiated in a hierarchical
manner, improving the modularization of code. ECCs allow
the behavior of a function block to be deﬁned in a state
machine like manner, where state transitions are associated
with speciﬁc actions (algorithms for computations, setting
output data and emitting output events). Additionally, to facilitate distribution, the standard introduces means for dynamic
conﬁguration and the notions of server/client and publish/subscribe relationships.
At large, a (distributed) system may consist of several
applications, where each application can be mapped to different resources. Each device (controller) hosts one or several
resources. When spanning applications over different devices,
service interface function blocks for network communication
are used to convey events and their associated data.
C. Tool Support
There are several tools (toolchains) that are based on the
IEC 61499 standard. They differ in covering as well as extending features of the speciﬁcation, and systems rendered may
express different behavior depending on vendor/tool speciﬁc
implementation choices. Also they (typically) rely on different
run-time system paradigms and implementations techniques
making them suitable to different application scenarios. For a
recent (2012) overview of tools we refer the reader to [8].
In the following we discuss some alternative implementations with a focus on their run-time support for light-weight
embedded platforms, in Section III we will discuss execution
semantics in more depth. For this presentation we focus on a
number of representative and currently supported toolchains,
the open source FBDK and 4DIAC frameworks, BlokIDE that
has been developed in academia and the commercial nxtStudio
and ISaGRAF Workbench.
1) FBDK: Initially FBDK [10] was designed/developed
(by Holobloc) as a prototype implementation using Java both
for implementing function blocks as well as for the run-time
system (FBRT). As such FBDK is not particularly suitable to
light-weight embedded systems, due to large memory footprint
and run-time overhead. However its run-time execution model
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can serve as inspiration for ﬁnding more efﬁcient execution
solutions.
2) 4DIAC: The open source 4DIAC framework [11] comprises an Eclipse based IDE and the FORTE run-time system. For execution system models are compiled into C++
classes, which are compiled together with the FORTE runtime core. System conﬁguration is done dynamically, which
allows making changes to the model during run-time (e.g.,
creating/deleting FB instances and communication paths).
Real-time properties of applications have been achieved as
discussed in [12].
3) nxtStudio: The nxtStudio (nxtControl) framework [13]
provides a commercial alternative. The IDE is .NET based
(hence limited to the Windows operating system) and supports
the development of advanced GUI interfaces. The run-time
(nxtRT61499F) is based on an early adoption of FORTE. It
currently supports a large variety of platforms from industrial
vendors like Beckhoff, Wago, Siemens and other IPC/PAC
vendors. The run-time operates under RTOS32, Windows
Embedded/Windows CE, Linux/uLinux and eCos. (In common
these operating systems all provide thread support).
4) ISaGRAF: The ISaGRAF Workbench [14], is another
commercial platform supporting the IEC 61131 and IEC
61499 standards. It is based on the Microsoft Visual Studio
Shell. With a heritage to industrial PLCs, the run-time system
reﬂects the scan-based execution model. That is, repeatedly
with a ﬁxed time interval, input signals are sampled, the
program is executed, and output signals are generated. This
can guarantee worst-case execution times for the entire scan.
As such the scan-based model does not natively lend itself
well to exploiting interrupt centric architectures such as lightweight IoT platforms.
5) BlokIDE and synchronous compiler: BlokIDE [15] is
a Microsoft Visual Studio based integrated development environment that aims to facilitate the design of safety-critical
embedded systems. The main components of BlokIDE are visual model editor and Function Block Compiler [16] that generates efﬁcient C-code following the synchronous execution
model [17]. While this model and compiler have shown high
efﬁciency, they do not conform to the IEC 61499 standard.
III. IEC 61499 E XECUTION S EMANTICS
The IEC 61499 standard covers distributed control from
a holistic perspective. For this work, we focus on device
level issues, and in particular the implications to scheduling
and resource management from a general real-time systems
perspective.
Execution semantics are informally speciﬁed in the standard
which leaves some room for interpretation by implementers.
(There is as of 2013 no reference implementation of IEC
61499, 4DIAC is currently considered to be the closest to the
approved standard.)
The IEC 61499 standard stipulates an (implicitly asynchronous) event-based communication model, where execution
is triggered by the occurrence of a corresponding event.

A. Function Block Types
A Function Block (FB) is described in terms of a set of
input events with associated input data variables, and a set of
output events with associated output data variables.
1) Basic Function Blocks: For basic FBs the functionality
is described in terms of an Execution Control Chart (ECC).
2) Service Interface Function Blocks: Internal operation
of a SIFB is implementation/vendor dependent and is not
explicitly covered by the IEC 61499 standard. However, their
interaction behavior can be expressed/speciﬁed in terms of
a Service Sequence. SIFBs are used to introduce timers/delay elements, to implement interaction with the underlying
hardware, interfacing external code (such as communication
libraries, etc.) and to convey events and data (e.g., buffering).
3) Composite Function Blocks: A composite FB can be
used to encapsulate a FB-network into a component for reuse
purposes. The encapsulated FB-network can consist of basic
FBs and SIFBs as well as another composite FBs. From a
programmer’s perspective it will be seen as a FB without any
associated ECC.
B. IEC 61499 Resources, Devices and Scheduling
Each FB (including Composite FBs) instantiated in an
application needs to be mapped to a resource residing on
a target device. All incoming and outgoing events from a
resource need to go through a SIFB.
1) Resource Scheduling: Each resource is associated with
an event scheduler. Events should be provided from the
scheduler in sequential manner (each delivery contains a single
event). When an event is delivered to an FB the associated
data variables are read (sampled) from the incoming wire,
and correspondingly, when an event is emitted from an FB the
associated data variables are written to the outgoing wire. To
ensure consistency, events and their associated data operations
should be treated atomically. Besides that, the standard leaves
eventing semantics (at resource level) undeﬁned. In effect, this
leaves event delivery order and buffering mechanism (size,
event/data association, ageing, overﬂow handling, etc.) up to
the implementation.
2) ECC Execution Semantics: The ECC deﬁnes the state
transition conditions and corresponding actions. These conditions are of three forms:
• Form 1: a (single) input event,
• Form 2: logical expression on input variables, internal
variables and output variables, and
• Form 3: Form 1 in conjunction with a Form 2 expression.
The ECC execution mechanism is captured by the state
machine in Figure 1, starting in S0.
When an input event is handled, the associated input
variables are read (sampled) from the environment (wire)
(t1 in Figure 1), and possible ECC transitions are inspected
in S1. (If numerous possible transitions are possible, the
standard stipulates the natural order from the underlying XML
speciﬁcation.)
When a transition is taken in the ECC (t3), a sequence of
associated actions (deﬁned in the target state) are performed

Fig. 1. ECC operation state machine.

(S2). Each action identiﬁes an (optional) algorithm to be
executed and (optional) output event. Algorithms can mutate
(read/write) input, internal, and output variables (hence as a
side effect change the values under which transition conditions
are evaluated). When an output event is handled, the associated
data output variables should be atomically written to the
environment (before the corresponding output event is visible).
After the sequence of actions have been performed (t4), further
possible transitions are inspected and taken (t3) until no further
transition is possible (t2). An input event is considered to be
consumed when taking either branch t3 or t2.
C. Implication to scheduling and input/output behavior
The execution semantics are not formally deﬁned (and
event handling ambiguities at resource level have already
been discussed). This has led to different interpretations and
implementation approaches, rendering diverging and inconsistent input-output behavior for the same model (depending
on run-time and operating system speciﬁcs). This goes far
beyond what would be considered as sound non-determinism,
making it hard or even impossible to reason on correctness,
replaceability, interoperability etc. This is non-satisfactory, as
it prohibits re-use of models cross vendors/frameworks. The
lack of formal semantics also limits the analysis of FB model
behavior to the speciﬁc semantics of the run-time system at
hand.
D. Implementation speciﬁcs
The FBDK implementation undertakes a strictly synchronous approach to the event handling mechanism. In between FBs associated to the same resource, output event(s)
associated to an action are scheduled synchronously (executed
as a function call). In case such events transitively form a cycle
(inside a resource), the design should be considered faulty.
However, if (along the synchronous event path) inserting a
SIFB (e.g., zero-delay element), the synchronous cycle can
be avoided resulting in a valid FB model. (On the other hand
implementations such as the FORTE run-time, silently handles
such problems through internal buffering, but the execution
semantics have not been formally deﬁned.)
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Under FBDK, in compliance to the current standard, events
are considered as consumed (input event variable set to false)
when entering S1 in Figure 1, while the FORTE based
nxt61499F run-time currently requires the programmer to
explicitly assign the input event variable to false, at any
place where considered suitable. The latter clearly does not
follow the stipulated ECC behavior in the approved IEC 61499
standard.
IV. M APPING OF IEC 61499 TO RTFM- KERNEL
S CHEDULING
Eriksson et al. introduce in [6] a light-weight scheduling
system (RTFM-kernel) with the notions of tasks and resources
based on the Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [7]. A mapping
of IEC 61499 FBs to the RTFM-kernel is proposed in [18].
It gives an unambiguous execution semantics, and allows
to reason on properties of the system in terms of memory
requirements (static footprint, heap and stack) as well as
response time(s) and overall schedulability.
In order to map an IEC 61499 model to the RTFMkernel, a necessary extension to the IEC 61499 standard is
also proposed in [18]. This extension distinguishes between
synchronous and asynchronous events in an FB network,
which results in a simple function call (synchronous events) or
pending of a corresponding task (asynchronous event) in the
RTFM model (see presented example in section V). In consequence a chain of synchronous events, with an asynchronous
event at the beginning, is mapped to a task with speciﬁable
priority.
V. E XAMPLE : S OFTWARE EMULATED PWM SIGNAL
GENERATOR

To show the advantage of the proposed mapping we give in
this section an example of a common use case in embedded
systems. It exempliﬁes that the proposed mapping to the
light-weight RTFM-kernel provides efﬁcient implementations
with establishing real-time properties for resource limited
controllers.
The use case is designed to evaluate the feasibility and
the performance of our approach for the particular problem
at hand (PWM signal generation), hardware support may of
course be available. However, it leads us to conclude that
the implementation is extremely efﬁcient, allowing for both
implementing systems with hard real-time requirements, as
well as low power applications, since the system can be put to
sleep in between the occurrence of asynchronous events (such
as the timer events shown).
Figure 2 shows a Function Block network for a simple
PWM application which dims a LED. For a better overview
the initialization chain (wires between INIT and INITO event
ports at the Function Blocks) is omitted. After the initialization
(INIT events have been processed) the control FB emits a
START event (in this case triggering FB delayOff). This leads
to an (inﬁnite) periodic triggering of the FB network.
For interaction with the environment (i.e., the peripherals of
the microcontroller) there are two types of SIFBs, a timer SIFB
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and a LED SIFB. Both are manually written to interface the actual hardware of the used test board (LPCXpresso LPC1769).
The timer SIFB provides a ”one-shot” timer functionality
from the internal timer of the microcontroller. The LED SIFB
provides an interface to control a LED connected to one
of the output ports of the microcontroller. The SIFBs are
implemented in C under the simple and intuitive task model
of RTFM provided by the RTFM-kernel API.
The PWM signal is generated with two chained timer Function Blocks, delayOn and delayOff. Function Block delayOff
is responsible for the switched-on time of the signal, i.e., it
gives the delay until the signal is switched off. Respectively,
the delayOn Function Block sets the switched-off time of the
signal. Both timer FBs run alternately (ﬁre each other) and
toggle the LED after the respective delay value is expired.
The select FB sets the LED value regarding the corresponding
timer event.
The duty cycle of this PWM generator is the ratio between
the DELAY value of delayOff and the sum of both DELAY
values. By setting the DELAY values of the timer FBs the
period and duty cycle of the FB modeled software PWM
generator are conﬁgured. In the shown example the duty cycle
is ﬁxed to 10% (ratio of 1 : (1 + 9)). In a more sophisticated
FB network the DELAY values could change dynamically by
setting it from other FBs via output data connections.
The units of the DELAY values are determined by the
source code of the SIFBs and can be changed according
to requirements. The PWM period and thus the maximum
frequency is dependent on the given duty cycle and the units
for the DELAY values. In the illustrated solution the resolution
of the duty cycle is freely selectable, but affects the frequency.

Fig. 2. FB network for software emulated PWM signal generator.

A. IEC 61499 Events, Tasks & Priorities
The select Function Block in the given example emits
synchronously conﬁrmation (CNF) events. Listing 1 simpliﬁes
the corresponding function in pseudo code. A transformation
to C code and RTFM-kernel primitives is simple and straightforward. Before the output data is copied to the wire, which is
a global resource, in general, if shared (i.e., a wire having multiple sources) the associated resource should be locked in order

to prevent a potential race condition. After writing all output
data values associated with the corresponding emitting event,
the event handler of the receiving FB is called synchronously.
Listing 1. synchronous event emission

1
2
3
4
5

function select_CNF_handler()
LOCK(wireA)
wireA = select.DO
UNLOCK(wireA)
call led_REQ_handler()

An asynchronous event is handled as shown in listing 2.
When the underlying timer hardware generates an interrupt,
the corresponding ISR delayOff Event handler() is pended
by the hardware (and eventually dispatched). In turn the
ISR calls the receiving event handler (i.e., select REQ2 handler()). In effect, the chain of synchronous events up to
the FB LED are treated by the same ISR.
Priorities for asynchronous events are given as part of the
event deﬁnition and their correct usage is ensured by running
the interrupt handler with the speciﬁed priority.
Listing 2. asynchronous event handler

1
2
3

\\ executed by interrupt handler
task{prio:1} delayOff_Event_handler()
call select_REQ2_handler()

B. Resources
On arrival of an event the corresponding event handler of the
FB has to lock all needed resources. The REQ event handler
of the FB led locks the FB itself as well as the data wire
wireA in order to read the data and treat the incoming event
(see listing 3).
Listing 3. incoming event handling

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

function led_REQ_handler()
LOCK(led)
LOCK(wireA)
led.VALUE = wireA
UNLOCK(wireA)
led.ID = 1
led.executeEventREQ()
UNLOCK(led)

C. Evaluation
We compiled the given FB network example for a LPCXpresso LPC1769 ARM Cortex M3 based development board.
The microcontroller on the board runs at 100MHz and the
hardware timer used in the SIFB TIMER32 Function Block
is a free running timer connected to the system clock of
the MCU. We counted the actual processor cycles for the
execution of one PWM period (number of system clock steps),
which is exactly one iteration of the FB network. Setting the
highest C compiler optimization level leads to less than 200
processor cycles for executing one PWM cycle. This results in

a maximum rate of 500 kHz PWM frequency on the 100MHz
microcontroller.
This means the sum of the DELAY values for the delayOn
and delayOff blocks (i.e. the PWM period) must not be smaller
than the 200 processor cycles needed for the execution of the
whole FB network. Otherwise the timer interrupts for changing
the signal interleave each other.
Yoong et al. pursue in [17] a similar approach. They propose
a translation from FB networks to the synchronous language
Esterel. The resulting program does not need a run-time
environment anymore for executing the FB network, but still
runs on top of a full-ﬂedged operating system. Evaluating
the performance (measuring the execution time) is due to
the unpredictable scheduling behavior of the thread-based
operating system only statistically possible. For this reason
the authors executed each network one million times to get an
average value.
Our approach also omits an operating system and we run
the FB network directly on the hardware without any involved
caching mechanisms on the used platform. For this reason
we have no variances in the execution time and can infer
the performance based on the measurement of one PWM
period. Furthermore, the compiled program has a size of only
a few hundred bytes, compared to the typical program storage
usage of several megabytes by the available FB run-time
environments.
The results have formidably shown the performance of the
proposed mapping. In this way it is possible to run FBnetworks on small embedded systems (IoT devices) without
the need of a resource intensive run-time environment.
VI. T OOLCHAIN
We implemented the proposed theoretical mapping by developing a framework (RTFM-4-FUN) to perform automatic
code generation from device level FB models to RTFMkernel based executables. IEC 61499 models (FBs and system descriptions) are created using the open source 4DIAC
framework, where FB descriptions are annotated by input
event to output event relations. Output events can be annotated
as being either asynchronous or explicitly synchronous. For
asynchronous events, priority and inter-arrival time can be
optionally set. The event annotations are used by the RTFM4-FUN tool to generate C code, which using the RTFMkernel primitives can be executed on bare metal. The prototype
implementation has been successfully tested on the ARM
Cortex M3 (LPC1769) and results validate its feasibility and
indicate its potential performance beneﬁts.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
As already mentioned, the IEC 61499 standard has already
given rise to a number of tool chains, but as of now there exist
no complete reference implementation [8]. The standardization
committee is currently working to further reﬁne the speciﬁcation in order to clarify the execution semantics (especially
at resource level). An interesting approach is found in [17],
taking the outset from synchronous languages. They propose a
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tations of the execution semantics. As a main contribution
of the paper, we discuss in detail the outset for light-weight
scheduling and propose a theoretical mapping of device level
FB models onto the RTFM-kernel for real-time execution. As
based on SRP scheduling, the mapping provides an unambiguous execution semantics to device level FBs as well as a
plethora of available methods for ofﬂine analysis.
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Abstract—This paper describes work in progress on a tool
for component-based design of embedded real-time software.
The tool supports graphical modeling of software systems using
concurrent reactive objects and components, as well as generation
of C code from the model. The resulting application code can
then be combined with a lightweight kernel for execution on bare
metal.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Tool support is instrumental for efﬁcient and correct design
of embedded software. In this paper we present ongoing
work on an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for
Component-Based Design (CBD) of embedded real-time software, supporting the design methodology presented in our
earlier work [1]. The aim is to construct system models based
on concurrent reactive objects and components in a graphical
environment and to generate efﬁcient C code from the model
for execution on bare metal. More speciﬁcally, the system
structure is deﬁned graphically and the actual method code is
written manually in C. The tool ensures that this code does not
violate the properties of the model, such as state encapsulation
in objects.
Distinctive to our approach is that timing requirements are
captured as part of the model and are preserved throughout
the design process; they can then by utilized by our kernel
for scheduling at run-time. This stands in contrast to other
modeling approaches (such as RT-UML [2] and MARTE [3]),
which are typically based on successive transformations between different models, an approach that increases complexity
of the design process. Due to space limitations, this work does
not include any comparison to other modeling approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section (Section II) we describe the underlying modeling
framework. In Section III we focus on the functionality and
intended use of the tool. In Section IV we present the internal
format of the tool. Finally, in Section V we discuss imminent
future work.
II. M ODELING F RAMEWORK
Our software design methodology relies on a uniﬁed, consistent modeling of both hardware and software. The modeling
framework is based on the notions of reactive objects and
time-constrained reactions. A more detailed presentation of
the framework can be found in [1]. In this section we highlight the key aspects of time-constrained reactions, reactive
objects, their abstraction to hierarchical concurrent reactive



  


 

 



 

 



Fig. 1. A permissible execution window for a reaction to an event. Here
taf ter is the baseline offset, tbef ore is the time between the baseline and
the deadline.

components, and discuss modeling interaction between components/objects as well as a system’s interaction with its
environment.
A. Time-Constrained Reactions
Time-constrained reactions [4] lie at the heart of our model.
Interaction between the system and its environment, as well
as between components of the system is modeled as discrete
events occurring at speciﬁc times. Following a reactive approach, functionality is speciﬁed in terms of time-constrained
reactions to such events.
Timing requirements on system operation can be speciﬁed
by deﬁning the earliest and the latest reaction time (baseline
and deadline) relative to the time of the event triggering the
reaction. The time window between the reaction baseline and
its deadline is called a permissible execution window for this
reaction (Fig. 1).
B. Concurrent Reactive Objects
The fundamental modeling construct of the framework is a
concurrent reactive object (CRO) [5]. Each object has a state
and one or several methods, and it is reactive in the sense
that it reacts to an incoming event by executing one of its
methods. Thus a CRO is either idle (maintaining its state)
or executes a method. Methods execute run-to-end, that is,
once a method has started execution, no other method of the
same object may preempt it. However, any two methods of
different objects may execute concurrently. A method’s code
can perform computations on local variables, read/mutate the
object’s state, and invoke a method of the same or another
object by sending a message to it.
Methods can be of two kinds (which corresponds to two
kinds of messages sent between objects): asynchronous, which
are executed concurrently with the caller and can be delayed
by a certain amount of time, and synchronous, with the caller
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blocked until the invoked method completes execution, optionally returning a value (such methods cannot be delayed). Thus
the permissible execution window of an asynchronous message
can be either inherited or explicitly speciﬁed in the code
relatively to the caller’s baseline; in either case, it is viewed in
the model as a separate reaction. A synchronous message, on
the other hand, always inherits the caller’s time constraints and
is viewed as a part of the original time-constrained reaction.
Both asynchronous and synchronous messages can carry data
(the values of arguments of the invoked methods).
Each CRO has a provided interface (the methods, or input
ports, of the object that can be invoked by other objects) and a
required interface (the methods, or output ports, in the object’s
environment that it may invoke). In the model, an output port
in the required interface of an object can be linked to an input
port in the provided interface of another object, creating a
communication path between two different CROs. Multiple
output ports can be connected to a single input port.
C. Concurrent Reactive Components
Concurrent reactive objects create a ﬂat, non-hierarchical
structure of a system. To support efﬁcient development of
complex software system, we introduce the notion of concurrent reactive components (CRC), which contain no own
state or methods but instead encapsulate1 a number of objects
and other components, creating a simple hierarchical structure. Like objects, components have provided and required
interfaces, but the ports in the interfaces are connected not
to methods, but to ports in the interfaces of inner objects or
components. Thus communication across component boundary
is in fact communication between two objects belonging
to two different components, which allows for an efﬁcient
implementation where a component hierarchy has no overhead
at run-time.
It is worth noting that while a CRO can only execute
one method at a time with concurrency existing between
different objects, a CRC can be concurrent in itself as it may
encapsulate multiple objects.
D. Classes and Instances
Every instance of a CRO/CRC belongs to a class, which
can be deﬁned at the top level in a module or locally within
another class; in the latter case, it can only be used inside that
class. A CRO deﬁnition deﬁnes the object’s state variables,
methods (these are written manually in C and the tool veriﬁes
that the C code complies with the model’s requirements as
outlined below), and the provided and required interfaces of
the object. In the C code of a method we may:
1) deﬁne local variables,
2) read/update the object’s state,
3) perform calculations on the object’s state, method argument, and local variables,
4) invoke an asynchronous method of this object or of
another object using the name of an output port (see
Fig. 1):
1 No

object or component can be part of two different components.
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ASYNC(PortName, BaselineOffset,
RelativeDeadline, Argument)

5) invoke a synchronous method of another object using
the name of an output port:
SYNC(PortName, Argument)

6) return a value (only if the method is synchronous).
A CRC deﬁnition deﬁnes the provided and required interfaces and speciﬁes instances of CROs and CRCs encapsulated
in the component.
E. Kernel support and interaction with the environment
A system model (i.e. the system’s structure in terms of
CROs and communication paths between them, and C code
written for each method) can be used to generate C code
for the application. Execution on a hardware platform also
requires infrastructure supporting the model in the form of a
lightweight kernel supporting scheduling of method execution
and message passing between objects.
Embedded systems interact with their environment and this
must be reﬂected in the model. This is modeled using a
special construct, an environment interface component that
deﬁnes an interface to the hardware. An instance of such
interface component enables reading from hardware registers
and writing to them and is also used to connect speciﬁc
hardware interrupts to asynchronous methods of particular
objects. The model does not make any assumptions regarding
the behavior of the environment.
Sometimes it is necessary to include legacy software that
is not based on the CRO model (typically, external software
libraries). Such libraries can be treated as part of the system’s
environment, and we can use an environment interface component as a wrapper to legacy code.
III. IDE FOR E MBEDDED R EAL -T IME S OFTWARE
In this section we focus on the functionality and intended
use of the tool, that is, constructing system models in a graphical environment. An example system (a process controller) is
also presented.
A model of a particular system along with conﬁguration
settings is stored in a project ﬁle in XML format. Each project
window initially contains two tabs: a conﬁguration tab and a
system tab.
A. System Tab
The system tab supports creating a graphical model of a
system using modeling constructs described in the previous
section. Deﬁnitions of objects and components can be created and edited in the tool, and instances of objects and
components can be included in a component deﬁnition.The
CRC/CRO deﬁnitions for the process controller example are
shown in Figure 2. The content of the system and app CRC
deﬁnitions from the example are shown in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively. Connecting one interface port to another enables
message passing (sending a synchronous or an asynchronous
message) between instances at run-time. The content of a
CRO deﬁnition (state and methods) can be edited in a built-in

Fig. 2. The complete set of CRC/CRO class deﬁnitions (including an interface to the environment) for the controller system (CRC deﬁnitions in blue, CRO
deﬁnitions in yellow, and an environment interface in orange). The top label shows the class name and the labels at the left/right side of each class represent
its provided/required interfaces. Note that only the system component (i.e., the model of the whole system that encapsulates an instance of the environment
interface) does not require any other CRC/CRO in order to be instantiated (it has no provided/required interface).

Fig. 3.

The deﬁnition of the system CRC (a CRC instance in blue and an environment interface in orange) with arrows indicating message paths.

text editor by opening a separate CRO tab for the object in
question.
B. Conﬁguration Tab
Certain settings have to be speciﬁed to generate code for a
particular hardware platform. This is done in the conﬁguration
tab. In addition, it is necessary to specify the “root” CRC
(the CRC that contains the whole system and that should be
instantiated at system startup). The root component cannot
have any ports in its interfaces and all interface ports of
the inner objects/components must be connected for code
generation to succeed.
C. Control system example
This example implements a simple control application,
where the root component (called system) deﬁnes the environment interface envinst and the CRC instance appinst,
encapsulating the CROs implemented in software. Thus
the interfaces of the app component describe interaction
with the environment, in this case there are two outputs
(control_out, get_feedback) and three inputs, or entry
points: the startup routine (start) and two interrupt handlers
(inc, dec). The application component instantiates three
objects (adapter, controller, and logger).
The adapter object deﬁnition provides three methods:
• a startup routine for setting up the local state, and
initializing the controller and logger by calling their
initialization methods, and

inc and dec methods for increasing/decreasing the local
state variable (these also invoke setpoint).
The controller object deﬁnition is speciﬁed in a similar way:
• init initializes the local state and invokes a private (not
visible in the interface) method process,
• setpoint updates the internal state variables, and
• process, a private method that samples the AD, performs control calculations and sets a new output value
periodically (the deﬁnition of a private method is that it
is not part of the object’s interface, so it cannot be invoked
from outside the object; private methods of an object can
be edited by opening a CRO tab).
The logger is similar to the controller in that it has an
initialization method and a method that periodically samples
the AD for logging purposes.
•

IV. I NTERNAL DATA F ORMAT
A model is stored in an XML ﬁle capturing the hierarchical
structure of the system and method implementations. At the
top level, it contains one or several modules:
<module name=mymodule>
[CONTENT]
</module>

In this paper we have restricted us to using only one module,
but combining multiple modules in one project is useful for
creation of commodity libraries for component re-use.
Each module contains one or several class deﬁnitions for
CROs and CRCs. A class deﬁnition speciﬁes a required
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Fig. 4. The deﬁnition of the app CRC (provided/required interfaces of the app CRC in white and encapsulated CRO instances in yellow) with arrows
indicating message paths.

interface (the list of output ports arg) and a provided interface
(the list of input ports res). Assignments to the provided
interface ports of the class are deﬁned in con. Here is an
example of a class deﬁnition (CONTENT stands for inner
modeling constructs included in the class deﬁnition):
<class name="controller"
arg="control_out,get_feedback"
res="init,setpoint">
[CONTENT]
<result con="init=init,setpoint=setpoint"/>
</class>

A class deﬁnition of a CRO may contain:
1) One state structure with C code declaring state variables
of the object, e.g.;
<state>
<![CDATA[ int i; ]]>
</state>

Here name is the instance name, class selects the
class deﬁnition to instantiate, and classarg are the
argument(s) for instantiation.
V. F UTURE W ORK
There are a number of obvious extensions that will be
pursued in the immediate future. In particular, we will also add
support for combining a number of ports into a single port,
which is important to avoid clutter in graphical representation
of larger embedded systems. We will also work on introducing
a graphical representation of timing constraints for method
execution. Finally, we will add support for component repositories (the tool currently supports creating multiple instances
from a class deﬁnition but there is no support for re-use of
deﬁnitions between projects).
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2) One or several methods with C code implementation,
written according to guidelines discussed in in Section II, e.g.:
<method
name="init"
arg="int arg"
ret="void">
<![CDATA[ASYNC(process, 100, NO_ARG);]]>
</method>

And a class deﬁnition of a CRC may contain:
1) Zero or more class deﬁnitions (as described above) only
visible in the scope of the component and any subcomponent(s) (referred to as local class deﬁnitions).
2) One or more instances of objects or components, created
within an instance of this class, e.g.:
<inst
name="contrinst"
class="controller"
classarg="get_feedback->get_val,
control_out->control_out" />
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